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HOLLAND CITY NEWS
_

Tht News Has
Holland Since 1872

VOLUME

70—

NUMBER

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN, THURSDAY, OCTOBER

42

Four Are Given
Jackson Terms

AFRYWS

Board Plans for Next Year’s Convention

16, 1941

WILL CONTINUE

By

of

and Youth of Holland

Are Sentenced
G.R. Convict Confined on
Theft Charges; Other
Cases

Heard

Treated for

Council Votes to Extend
Allesandrinl, a hunter
from Grand Rapids, was treated
in Holland hospital Wednesday
for lacerations on the palm of
his left hand and on his third,
fourth and fifth fingers. It was
reported he suffered the cuts

Guido

Kills Local

Woodville

Lime

Products Co..
Toledo, 0.. to have fraudulently
disposed of and convertedto Iils
own use $1,700 during 1938 and
1939, without the consent of the
company. Zoet Ls married and has
five children.

Alvin Overway, 26. 339 West
14th St.. Holland, who had entered
a plea of guilty to entering, without breaking, in the night time
with intent to commit a statutory
offense last Oct. 6, was sentenced
to serve from two years to five
years. Overway is alleged to have
gone Into the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Bauman, 78 East 21st
St.,

Holland, where a girl was

caring for the

Bauman

child.

Lawrence Speece, 24, 324 West
23rd St., Bellaire O., who has been
driving a truck in Grand Haven
recently,was sentenced to serve
from one to five years after he
had entered a plea of guilty Oct.

(

at Furniture Factory

Holland firemen were called to
the Charles P. Limbert Cb. factory, Sixth St. and Columbia Ave.,
about 9 p.m. Wednesday when fire
Protests Heard at First broke out among some oily rags In
the finishing room. The company
Debate on Proposal to
reported there was no damage. A
watchman reportedly discovered
Alter Ratings

J

Man

Dt WUt, Panin,

Din u Engine Hitt

Automobile a

of Changes

Car Carried Two Hundred

J

Poet in Accident on

16th Street

the fire,

After considerablediscussionon
proposed changes to the city’s zon-

DEATH CLAIMS

ing map,

common council Wed-

nesday night adjournedits public
hearing until Its next meeting
Wednesday, Nov. 5.

PASTOR’S WIFE

It authorized

the

zoning com-

The second traffic fataUty of J
Marvin Lemmen was given a
the
current year, involving an
traffic violation summons Wednesday night by local police for park- automobileand a train, occurred |
!

ing within a block of the fire dis- In Holland about 5 p.m. Tuesday
trict.

at the 16th St. crossing of
Pere Marquette railroad.

TRINITY MEN’S

mission to give proper publicityto

Stroke Proves Fatal

Gtortt

Public Discussion

[V

Lir.

EIGHT PAGES— PRICE FIVE CENTS

Fire Breaks Out Here

Injuries

while hunting when he came in
Grand Haven, Oct. 16 (Special) contact with a barbed wire fence
_ Four persons were sentenced which was electricallycharged.
Friday afternoon by Judge Fred
T. Miles in Ottawa circuit court
to serve terms in Southern Michigan prison near Jackson.
Bert Zoet, 42. route 2. Zeeland,
in Blendon township, was sentenced to serve from 40 months to
ten years. Zoet, who had entered
a plea of guilty last Sept. 2. was
alleged, as an employe of the

Rwllr

TO HEAR VIEWS

Blendon Township Grand Rapids Hunter
Is

Town Whor. Folk*

Crossing Crash

ON ZONE PLANS
Man

tk«

the proposed changes in order that

to

persons affected

Mrs. Wolterink of

may appear be-

LEAGUEMEETS

fore the council and voice their

tha

Victim of the accident was
De Witt, 65. 342 Weal
21st St., who died about 6 p.m. in
George

i

J
/
I

Holland hospital of injuries re- f
ceived when his automobilewas
hit by a pusher engine and carried for 206 feet along the rail'

s

i

Forest Grove

—

Zeeland,Oct. 16 (Special)
Mrs. John Wolterink, 67, wife of
the Rev, John Wolterink of Forest Grove Reformed church, died
in Zeeland hospital early Wednesday. She suffered a stroke
Tuesday evening while she was
presiding at a missionary meeting
in the home of Misses Ida and
Katie Smallegan in Forest Grove.
She is survived by the husband;
two sons, Lester of East Lansing
and Paul of Zeeland;two grandchildren, John Paul and Thomas
Dale Wolterinkof Zeeland; and a
brother,Cornelius J. Voorhorst
of Overisel.
Mrs. Wolterink was the former
Ruth Lavina Voorhorstof Overisel, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.

MARTIN WN,
DIES IN

71,

SLEEP

Grand Haven, Oct. 16 (Special)
—Martin Vyn, 71, last survivor of
the children of Dork Vyn, leading
Grand Haven pioneer who established a transfer line which eventually became the Vyn Co., died in
his sleep early today at his home,

304 WashingtonSt., where he
lived alone. He had been in fail-

With the conclusion of the AFgVWS convention In Holland Oct.
9 thle group, the board of thl American federation, already Is
thinking about next year’s lOthlinnual convention In Grand RapIda. The board arranged this yur’a convention which Is regarded
as a huge success. From left ’to right are Josephine Baker of
Grand Rapids, secretary; Tlltle Gelderloosof Chicago; Dena
Kuiper of Holland, vice-president:Johann* Timmer of Grand
Rapids, president (seated); Helen Zandstra of Grand Rapids, and
Anne Weissies of Kalamazoo, treasurer. The board employs a
rotary system and this year the terms of Miss Kuiper and Miss
Zandstra expired. Miss Kuiper was reelected vice-president and
Miss Zandstrawho declined to serve another term was replaced
by Grace Brink of Chicago.

WHOOP COUGH FORMER LOCAL
ON INCREASE

RESIDENT DIES

opposition.
Council considered the 65 to 70

changes while meeting as a committee of the whole. Aid. Bruce

road tracks.

School Official

of

Wyoming

Park Speaks on

Following an Investigation^
Coroner Gilbert Vande Water |

today said he would return a ver- 1
diet of accidental death and that
of World
no inquest will be held.
The year’s first fatality In HoiSpeaking at the first fall and land occurred last July 18 on the
winter meeting of the Trinity Re- Eighth St. crossing where James
Krottje, 72. route 2, Holland, was
formed Church Men’s league Wedinstantly killed when his car waa
nesday night In the -church, S. W. struck by a passengertrain enPartington, superintendent of the gine.
Wyoming Park high school, aaid Having finished his work for
that "no man living has an ac- the day In painting a houae at
ceptable solution for the world’s 16th St. and Lincoln Ave., De
ills and problems unless It be from Witt was driving west on 16th
Christian principles."
St. en route home when his car,
Speaking on "Christian Youth according to local police, was hit 1
in a World at War," he said, by pusher engine No. 1105 which
"Facts can be twisted to suit the was coming from the New Rich- |
people doing the thinking. And mond hill at about 20 miles per
the thinking by a
led a hour.
world to bloodshedand destrue- The train crew IncludedGuy
(ion, though the vast majority was Culver, 53, route 2. Holland, engineer; Frank Lackie, 61, 87 East
opposed.
"This Is a God’s world. God’s Ninth St, conductor; and Glenn i
word is the living evidence of re- Passage, 21, ‘Grand Rapids, fliw- ?
Ilia

;

Raymond, chairman of the special
committee which recommendbd
the changes, presided. Upon convening after the discussionsended,

|

S

Raymond, supported by Aid. John
Menken, moved that this action
be taken.

Raymond advised the audience
that the commission had spent
considerable time and had toured
the city in considering the various
changes.
Dr. E. D. Dimnent, 88 West 13th
St., stating that he represented
four property owners in his neighborhood, voiced opposition to the
recommended change of that block
between 12th and 13th Sts. and
between Pine and River Ave. from
“A" residentialto "B" residential.
He asked that any action be deferred and that he be given opportunity to confer with the appeal
board.
Vaudie Vandenberg, chairman of
the appeal board, pointed out that
as yet no changes had been made
but that various changes were now
under consideration.He suggested that no changes should be approved by council before Jan. 1,

j

1

J

ing health for sometime.
IS
Mr. Vyn was born in Grand
6 to unlawfully driving away last
few
Haven Jan. 7, 1870, and was the
Sept. 18, a car belonging to Mrs. Frederick Voorhorst.
survivor among the five brothers
Funeral
services
will
be
held
George Van Dyke of Grand Haven.
Grand Haven. Oct. 16 (Special) John I)e Feyter, 71, died Wedwho formed the Five Brothers
Clifford Poole, 47, route 5 Gran$i Saturday at 1:30 p.m. from the
Transfer
line, successor to the —Whooping cough is on the In- nesday in his hoftie at ThompRapids, (Tallmadgetownship) who home and at 2 p.m. from the
line started by their father, and crease in Ottawa county, with 45 sonville, Mich., in Benzie county.
entered a plea of guilty Oct. 6 to a Forest Grove Reformed church.
isolated cases listed at the present He was born in Holland and
charge of breaking in a chicken The body will be at the Yntema predecessor to the Vyn Co.
revelation. It reveals truths beyond man.
He resided here all his life time, the county health depart- moved to a farm at Thompsoncoop of Fred Cross on Sept. 27, funeral home in Zeeland until
Witnesses told police and the
the limits of man's reason and unwith
the
exception
of
18
years
and taking 13 chickens, was ar- Thursday noon when it will be
ment reported today. Demand for villc 20 years ago.
coroner < that the flasher signal
derstanding.
It
teaches
about
behe
spent
in
Seattle,
Wash.,
where
raigned upon supplemental in- taken to the residence.
ginnings, life beyond and the spir- was working and the bell on the
he was engaged in the grocer.' whooping cough vaccine to protect Surviving are the widow; four
formation filed by Prosecutor
engine was ringing.
itual quality in man.
business.He retired sometime ago. children agaiast the disease was daughters, Mrs. William Favel of
Howard W. Fant, charging him as
One of the witnessesto the -J
He
was
a
member
of
the
Grand
"Belief
is
under-girded
by
the
SON OF EX-HOLLAND
said to be
being a second offender.
Atlanta, Mich., Mrs. Stanley
Haven Elks lodge.
study
of
the Bible. Youth knows accident was Simon Pool, 35 1
The information alleged that qp
Smith ol Lansing, Mrs. Stuart
RESIDENT IS KILLED Funeral services will be con- The departmentadded:
what it hears, sees and experi- West 32nd St., wha with Mrs.
"Although there is no alarming
Jan. 12, 1924, Poole in federal dis*
Holland of Greenville and Mrs.
ducted by the Elks lodge Saturences and unless we fortify them Pool was riding In an automobile
trict court in Columbus, O., was
Local relativesof Henry Topp, day at 2 p.m. from the Kinkema increase in the cases of infantile Louis Lillard,also of Greenville; 1942.
with Christian teachings and ex- directly behind the De Witt car. |
paralysis, the disease is present.
convicted of breaking into a United
Henry Mass asked why River amples they too will be lost in the
Pool told Coroner Vande Waiter 3
native of Zeeland and former Hol- funeral home, with burial in Lake
three sons. Arnold and John De
There have been three castSPW
States post office in Marietta, O.
land resident, have been advised Forest cemetery.
Feyter of Lansing and Francis De Ave between 12th and 19th Sts mist of doubt and secularism and he had slowed hia car to pehntt
ported in Ottawa county during
He admitted thus and was sen- of the death* Tuesday of his 10Survivors are a son, John of
Feyter of Atlanta: four sisters, could not be changed tnto a com- the future will only hold for them De Witt to back from a drivetenced Friday to serve from 7 1-2
the past month. Many areas in the
year-old son, Jackie Topp. who was Seattle. Wash., and three stepMrs. Thomas Campbell of Chi- mercial district. He contended this what the world Is experiencing way. He said both vehicles were
to 221-2 years in the prison at
state have escaped entirely this
traveling at a slow rate of Ipeed.
run over by a freight train near sons. Harold, Claude and Clyde
cago, Mrs. Gerrit Stool of Central section was the only one suitable today."
year.
Jackson. The court stated he his home in Bell, W. Va.
for
the
expansion
of
the
downAs De Witt drove onto the
lake,
Mrs
Edward
Dailey
of
Koopman of Grand Haven.
President George Schuurman
would recommend that Poole be
"One case of typhoid fever and
tracks, the engine caught the
The tragedy occurred about 4:30
Fennville and Mrs. John Russell town business area.
and
Leo
TePaske,
member
of
the
released at the end of five years.
one case of paratyphoid have been
Vandenberg replied that for the Central Methodist church choir, automobile broadside.The car app.m. Tuesday when, while going
of Flint: two brothers,Arnold
Poole informed the court that for
reported.These diseases are usualState
Exchange
Club
past 10 years various property
parently became hooked under the
home from school, he stumbled
and Jake of Holland.
Grand Rapids, led the group singthe postal offense he served 18
ly caused by persons who are carsteps on the front of the engine.
and fell in the path of the apThe
body
was
expected
to ar- owners had petitionedfor this ing.
President at Meeting riers.
months in the federal penitentiary proachingtr^in.
It was necessary to back up the
rive in Holland today. Funeral change but that there had never
James Van Dyke played two vioat Atlanta,Ga.
‘‘Scarlet fever is low in incidence
With both legs cut off. the
services will Ik- held here with been a majority of the property lin selections with Miss Alma engine to release the automobile.
Bernard Raterink, 20, 9 West
with four cases reported and there
Coroner Vander Water said. Conyouth was taken to a hospital Jacob Fris. state presidentof the
burial in Pilgrim Home cemetery owners in favor of the proposal.
Vander Hill as accompanist. Dr.
Ninth St., Holland, pleaded not
Exchange clubs, and Alex Van are three cases of chickenpox and
Bert Bol, 328 River Ave., said he
ductor Lackie rushed to De Witt’s J
where he died at 10:30 p.m. TuesWalter
Van
Saun
gave
the
invoguilt, when arraigned on a charge
no measles cases reported.
favored this street as a comaid and removed him from the
day. Mrs. Topp, together with Zanten, both of Holland, were in
cation and the Rev. C. Roos proof taking indecent libertieswith
SCHIPPER, 76,
Battle Creek Wednesday night to
mercial district.
automobile which had been deJackie and his 12-year-dldbrother,
nounced
the
benediction.
. five-year-oldHolland girl. The
City Assessor Peter H. Van
Bob, visited Holland and vicinity attend a meeting of the Battle
TAKEN IN ZEELAND Ark suggestedthat the proposed Mr. TePaske concluded the pro- molished.
court appointed Atty. Jarrett N.
Creek club.
Lackie told the coroner that
for three or four days last Labor
gram with several vocal selections one of the man’s legs had been
Clark of Zeeland to represent day week-end.
Delegationswere present from
changing of the districtbetween
AS
with Mrs. Henry Masselink as acZeeland. Oct. 16 (Special)
Raterink at his jury trial Friday,
shoved between the spokes of
Ottawa and ClevelandAves., beMr. Topp left Holland about 30 other clubs at Kalamazoo, SturJohn Schipper. 76. 42 West Cherry ginning on the north at 25th St., companist.
Oct. 17. Raterink's bond has been
gis, Albion and Marshall. Mr. Frls
the steering wheel and that he
SEASON
IS
OPENED
years ago for Bell. The boy was
About 150 men attended the was sittingon the other leg in a
St., died early this morning after
set at $1,000 but as he is a parolee,
from "B" residentialto "D" indus^
a nephew of William D. Topp, spoke briefly in which he pointed
a short illness. He was employed trial lx* halted on the south at 30th dinner meeting. The meal was slumped position.
he cannot be released from cusout what activities will be stressTo figure out how many Hol344 West 21st St., Henry Overway,
tody.
ed throughout Michigan by the Ex- landers went hunting Wednesday at the Zeeland Furniture factory St. instead of continuing on to prepared by members of the
De Witt died of a fractured
East 19th St., and Mrs. Susie
Proofs were submitted before
change clubs during the coming would be difficult it might lx1 until his retirementabout three 32nd St., as proposed by the com- Ladies Aid group. The next meet- skull and crushed chest. He also
Bouwens of Zeeland.
ing will be in November.
years ago. A former school board
Judge Miles Friday afternoonin
year.
suffered a compound fracture of
mission.
easier to list those who stayed at
Funeral services will be held
the case against Johan Roodvoets,
the left leg, a fracture of the
Principal speaker was Judge home and listened today to the member, he also at one time was
Inquiry was made as to why the
Friday noon at Bell, W. Va.
a member of the fire department.
?8, of Grand Rapids, on a bastardy
right arm, a bad lacerationon the
Reyman of Toledo who spoke on stories of those who did.
south one-half block between 23rd Willard Wickers Will
charge, upon complaint of a Holleft side of his head, several
"Why the Unrest of the World." The hunters reported there were He was a member of the greater and 24th Sts. and between Van
land girl. Roodvoets was ordered Police Request Aid in
Attend Museum Meet ribs broken and his left foot was
Three new members were accepted lots of birds. Somo got only one consistory of First Reformed Raalte and Holland Precisionparts
church and
former Sunday property
to pay $67 expenses, $500 for supbadly lacerated.His left ear was
into the Battle Creek club.
being changed
cock pheasant while others were
school superintendent.
Catching Money Thief
port and maintenanceof the child,
from "B" residentialto "C" comWillard C. Wichers, secretary of practically severed.
luckier and bagged their limit ol
Surviving are the widow; a mercial and Raymond said the (he NetherlandsPioneer and Hisand $22.75 court costs; $89.75 to
The coroner was unable to contwo. The game wardens also were
Council Will Participate
daughter, Mrs. Peter Vander Wege commissionfelt that since this sec- torical society, left today for Fort tact the engineer today for a
be paid forthwith and $500 to be
Mrs. Ted Dykema, 287 Columon duty and arrested 12 in Otof Holland: four sons, Arthur. Sy- tion was being built up space Wayne. Ind., where he will repre- statement. The firemen and conpaid within one year, in 12 install- bia, Ave., reported to police that
in Bond, Stamp Parade tawa county.
brand and William J. of Zee- should be provided for the building sent the board at the mid-west ductor did not see the crash but
ments to the clerk of the court. $10 had been stolen from her purse
So many employes of the Holland and the Rev. Clarence H. of a commercial business.
The sum will in turn be paid to the at her home between 7 and 8 a.m.
museums conference of the Am- they said the engineer stopped
Common
council Wednesday land-Racine Shoo Co. wanted io go
Schipper of Vester, Wis.; and 16
complaining witness in weekly in- Monday.
the engine as quickly as possible,
Replying
to
Aid.
Albert
P.
Klels
erican Museums association.
night accepted the invitation of hunting Wednesday that the comstallments.
Witnesses listed by police In- i
With this having been the fourth Alfred C. Joldersma to participate pany gave its entire force of about grandchildren.
who asked why some "A" residen- At tonight'sprogram,a colored
Funeral services will be Satur- tial districts were being changed motion picture on Holland's Tulip eluded Joe Dore, Lincoln Ave.,
Miss Thora Miller,36, route 5, or fifth report of the past week of in a city-wide program to he held
320 workers a day's holiday, closday at 2 p.m. in the Yntema Fu- to "B" residential, Vandenberg Time festivalwill be shown the Dick Mcengs, 15th St„ and Roger
Grand Rapids, a companion of Clif- money being stolen from homes, Monday night, Oct. 27, to boost
ed the plant for the day and reneral home, and at 2:30 pm. in said the commissionfelt that they conference delegates.Mr. Wichers Horn, 182 East 16th St.
ford Poole, who entered a plea of local police today asked persons the sale of defense bonds and
sumed operations this morning
First Reformed church, the Rev. had become less desirablefor home is scheduled to present a paper,
Mr. De Witt Is .survived by
guilty Oct. 6 to a charge of re- to notify them if they see any
stamps in Holland.
At the Holland Furnace Co. and
ceiving stolen property, having strangers or suspicious persons
"A Dutch Folk Museum in Am- the widow Mrs. Cordelia De Witt *
Mr. Joldersma said it is the the Holland Precision parts, all John Van Peursem officiating. sites.
of Holland; five daughters, Mrs.
Burial will be in Zeeland cemetery.
earlier in the day entered a plea loitering about homes or in neigh- plan to have a company of solRaymond explainedthat these erica,'’at Friday's session.
employes who wanted to go buntJ
The
body reposes at the Yntema proposed changes were for the purNicholas Keizer of Grand Rapids
of not guilty to the charge of borhoods. .
diers here from Fort Custer and ing were given time off but neither
and
Mrs.
Joseph
De
Weerd,
Mrs.
parlors.
breaking and entering, was repose of rectifying conditions due
CLASS TO MEET
that other organization; will be plant ceased operations.
leased upon condition that she pay
ESC AN ABA ON CRUISE
to non-conforminguses for which
The Quarterly meeting of the Joe Dozeman. Mrs. Andrew Knoll
invited to participate in a parade
Home Furnace Co. also closed
and Mrs. Charles Rozema. all of
costs of $10. She will be taken to
Grand Haven, Oct. 16 (Special) to be held that night.
they are being utilized at the pre- Women's Adult Bible class of Trinits foundry Wednesday.
HEAR
Holland; three sons, John of
the home of her father, James Mil- —The coast guard cutter Escanaba
sent time. He said it was not the ity church will be held in the
On motion of Aid. Bertal Slagh
The Hart & Cooley Manufacturler, in Waynesburg, Pa.
left Wednesday on a rountine and supportedby Aid. Albert V. ing Co. has a scheduleof vacaOF SYNOD PRESIDENT commissions' intentionsto "rail- church parlors Friday at 7:30 p.m. Grand Rapids and Donald and
Eugene of Holland; 11 grandThe case against Wilbur B. cruise to the north end of Lake Faasen, council accepted Joldcr- tions for employes and many emroad through" any of the changes. There will be election of officers.
children; one sister, Mrs. BenjaKlimp, who was to appear in cir- Michigan.
sma’s invitation.
Large crowds attended the
ployes started vacations with the
min Lear of The Netherlands;
cuit court Monday to answer to a
series of meetings in First Reopening of the hunting season.
nine stepchildren, Mrs. Maurice
charge of unlawfully driving away
In Grand Haven, the board of formed church Wednesday in conWalters, Mrs. Marvin Westerhof,
an automobile, but whose age was
as
nection
with
the
annual
president’s
supervisors adjourned its October
Mrs. Graham Webbert, George ^
later learned to be 15 instead of
session until 2 p.m. Wednesday to tour of General Synod. AccomDen Uyl, Lester Den Uyl, Norman
17, and who was returned to Kalapermit a few supervisors to go panying the president.Dr. Simon
Den Uyl and Dale Den Uyl of
mazoo county for disposition in
hunting. When the board conven- Blocker, were Dr. Luman J. ShafHolland, Raymond of Chicago and
Police
probate court of Kalamazoo couned in the afternoon, there was a er of the mission board. Dr. RayMrs. John De Witt of Grand
ty, from which court he is now on
mond Drukker of the young peo100 per cent attendance.
While hundreds of local sports- Sheriffs Edward Brouwer and Rapids.
probation, was nolle pressed by
Little three-year-oldRuthie, She knew only that her name was
Two hundred and 60 employes ple’s department and Mrs. A. De men took to the fields Wednesday Harm Rosema.
He was bom Sept. 15, 1876, in
an order from the court, as was
blonde and cute with her hair in "Ruthie’’and that her father of the Chris-Craft Co. also were Jong of Kalamazoo. Dr. Frederick for the opening of the fall hunting
Those arrested by the officers The Netherlands and came to this
the case against Clyde Bowman,
Zimmerman, scheduledto make season, a# squadron of officers also and who face arraignments in country several years ago.
braids and tied with red ribbons, drove to Muskegon where he granted a day’s vacation.
3-, route 2, Twin Lakes, which
went downtown this forenoon with worked. She did not know where
Cold water, Oct. 16 (UP) — The the tour, had been called home.
"went hunting’’ to see that the differentcourts of the county are:
Mr. De Witt, a painter, was a
was an appeal from a sentence imThe afternoon session for min- laws were not violated in Ottawa
her mother on a shopping tour, she lived but she thought she] Homer Furnace Co., employing
Henry Le Poire and Harmon member of the Fourth Reformed »
posed by Justice George V. Hoffer
but she found out that her part knew where her mother left the 400, closed yesterday when em- ister and their wives was well county and when they had con- Den Herder of Zeeland, illegal chruch.
last Sept. 22 on a disorderly
in the tour was confined in the ear.
ployes left the plarvt with com- attended. About 150 attended the cluded their day’s work they had possession of hen pheasants.
Private funeral services will be j
charge, at which time, he was senfamily automobile. t
After
while she became pany approval to go pheasant fellowship dinner at which time arrested 12 violators.
Henry Smith, route 4, Holland, held Friday at 2 p.m. from the
1 rn^t0£ay a fine of # "id costs
But that didn’t stop Ruthie. friendly with the officers and hunting.
Dr. Wynand Wicher.s,president of
The charges included carrying possession of two dressed birds.
home followed by public rites at
of $8.50. Bowman was arrested in
She left the car, which had been showed a willingness to explore
Hope college, gave a short talk loaded guns in cars, illegal posses- A1 Mannes of Zeeland, shooting 2:30 p.m. from Fourth Reformed
Crockery township by Denutv
left parked on Eighth St. hear the police headquarters to find
on "TTie Church Worker and the sion of hen pheasants, shooting at at pheasants before 7 a.m.
church, with the Rev. H. Van
Sheriff Gaude Olthof of Fenysthe Kresge store, and started out but if it was as bad as parents H. Pott Celebrating
Denominational,
Progiam.'’Spec- birds before 7 a.m. and possession Gil Schout, Ed Nagelkirk and Dyke officiating. Burial will be in
to do her own shopping.
sometimes make - their children
86tb Birthday Today ial music was provided by a trom- of dressed birds for the purpose John Ozinga of Zeeland, possession Pilgrim Home cemetery.
Argumenta.were heard late FrtRuthie got as
the next think it is.
bone trio consisting of Henry of destroying the identityof their of loaded guns in their car.
The body will remain at Landay afternoon upon a motion for a block to the west, then suddenly
H. Pott of 106 East 17th St. Voogd, Robert Swart and Gordon sex.
Howard Hendricks, Zeeland, and geland’s funeral home until Thursnew trial in the case against Mil- realized she was lost. She was Police were preparing to help
the girl locate the car when the today is celebratinghis 86th Van Wyke. In the evening John
Throughout Wednesday the offi- Henry Rlemersma arid James day noon when it win be taken
ton Leonard English, 34, Grand taken into tow by a passerby
•Klefe joined the group to make it cers maintained three and four Groeneveldof Grand Rapids, pos- to the home. It will lie in state
Haven store manager, who was who took her to Police Officer girl’s mother appeared.She said birthday today. He was bom .in
she didn't know what to do when The Netherlands and came to a quartet.
blockades in the county to checlc session of more than two birds there between 3 and 5 and 7 and
convicted last Sept. 23, of a charge
Jerry Vanderbeek.
she found her daughter missing Chicago in 1891. and soon afterAll speakers took part in the on hunters. Conservationofficer each.
9 pjn. Thursday.
of statutory rape upon a 15-yearOfficer Vanderbeek offered her except to report it. to police ward became a United States mass meeting in the evening. Tto Forrest Lavoy of Holland was la
Richard Bush of Kalamazoo,
old Grand Haven girl. A decision & ride* on his three-wheeled motorheadquarters.
citizen.
theme of thq tour is "That in All charge of law enforcementgroup loaded gun in car.
.CARS COLLIDE
on the motion will be rendered cycle which he was using to mark . Happy in finding her mother
He came to Holland in 1904 and Things He Mfty Have Preemin- in Ottawa county and was assistAutomobiles driven. by
Officer Layoy said that as Ozlater.
parked automobiles, but she de- again, Little Ruthie left police has lived here ever since. His ence.'’ From here Dr. Blocker and ed by Officers Harry Plotts,Wil- inga drove into the blockade his Browner, 24, of
clined the offer. But she r dfil headquarters in custody of her wife died six years ago. Mr. Pott his party wHi continue the tour liam Hale, Russell Ashley, John gun was accidentally discharged. Abram Van
, A daughter was bom Wednes- accept his offer to carry her to
mother. Police were so occupied makes his home with his daughter east.
Kroll. an officer from the upper The load missed the car driver 26th St, were ________
day night in Holland hospital to police headquarters.
in biddipg Ruthie goodbye they and sqji-in-law,Mr. and Mrs. J.
Dr. Shafer and Dr. Drukker par- peninsula, District . Supervisor by inches, continuedthrough the accident at 24th St.
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Sterenbere.
At police headquarters,the little failed to learn who her parents Tupper. A party will be held in ticipated in Hope college chapel Wheeler, State TroopersJoe Che- car door and barely missed a con- Wednesday,
168 West 27th
? girl whimpered for her mother. actually,
\
hU honor this evening.
- ••'v-'.J-.WSU.
exercises this morning.
ma and EUia Potter and Deputy servation officer.
lice.
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OBUGAHONS TO Church Will Celebrate
Ui STRESSED

[Telli Exchange

25th Anniversary

IN Its

TALK BY JUDGE
Club That

Gtitens Face Great

COST OF RELIEF

Arrangements are being completed for the celebration of the chairman, Boer, Do Boe, Pool and
J. Heerspink,
25th anniversary of the founding Prins; Tuition
of the Sixth Reformed church, 12th chairman, Bareman, Bratt, GreSt., and Dincoln Ave., in the church vengoed, Haverman and Pott;
auditorium, Friday, Oct. 17th. at propaganda-Dr.R. J. Danhof,
7.10 pm. Greetingswill he road chairman, Boer, Marcusse, Sturfrom those who have served the ing and Swets; PTA, £)e Boe.
church as students, also from

—

IS LESS

DURING

YEAR

COUNTY

IN

16,

Loulat.

Mrs. I. Scherpenlsse, Mrs. Joe
Lugten and Mrs. H. D. Strabbing
attended a meeting of the Allegan county Red Goes chapter at
Allegan last week. Mrs. Harriet
Pitcher of Allegan heads the
work committee.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Elenbaas,
Donald Joostbems, Mabel Joost-

bems and Marilyn, visited relaKalamazoo the past

Cate Load

It

Reduced 37

Per Cent; Stamp Plan

four former members of

tives in
week-end.

The

1941

Missionarysociety
of the American Reformed church
met in regular session last Thursday in the church parlors. Mrs
Jacob Eding and Mrs. Roy Cobb
were social hostesses.Three new
members were enrolled.
Miss JosephineBolks attended
the district meeting of the Federation of Women’s clube which
Da dies

LEGION

P0UHCS

FLAYED BY UNIT

Oil

Well Being Drilled on
Holland Township

Farm

Rooktu Permit One of 24
DAY
AT SAUGATUCK ACHIEVEMENT
Dorinf Week;
PROGRAM PLANNED
in State

Two

in

Alkfan

J Z^Jtnd. Oct IS—Thi first fall
4-H club achievement day program
Drilling operations In quest of
in Ottawa county will be held FriResult of Convention
oil
oft the Jacob Rookus farm,
Noy. 7 In Zeeland high school
Exhibits of more than 300 4-H route 3, Holland, on the Waverly
in Milwaukee
members win be shown. Hm sum- road three miles north of M-21,
Saugatuck,Oct. 16 r- A firm mer work done in gardening, farm la scheduledto start thla week.
stand to divorce politics from Am- crops, poultry,livestock,food proEquipment for sinking the No. 1
erican legion activities was taken paration and canning projects will
be
on
exhibit
Among
the'exWblta
weU Jn action 10,
SW SW,
Monday night by Bruner-Frethe
post Nq. 137 here as an aftermath of special interest wffl be those Holland township, was moved to

Resolution It

Adopted is

the
Sgt. Osborne Vos Is
Told Board
church who have entered the gospel
ministry.
A
program
will
be
Wed
in
Mississippi
As each member owes a debt of
Grand Haven, Oct. 16 (Special)
presented and a social hour will
responsibilityto his service club,
Miss Kathleen Baker, daughter
>
—James
S. Van Volkenburg,Othe also owes a debt of responsiof Mrs. D. Baker of Natchez
Sixth Reformed church, of which
bility for the continuance and presMuss., and Sgt. Osborne R. Vos, tawa county relief director,subervation of his country, Judge the Rev. J. Vanderbeek is the pas- son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Vos. mitted his second annual report
Joseph Moynihan of Detroit, tor, is an indirectoutgrowth of a 97 West 19th St., were married of the Ottawa county department
Charlotte last
Sunday school organization about Saturday. Oct. 11, at 8:30 f>.m. of social welfare to the board of was held
presiding circuit judge of the
of the legion’s nationalconven- which won honors at the county the farm Monday. The well is
Thursday
and
Friday, as delegate
40 years ago in the town hall of
supervisors
here
Wednesday
afterand state fain. Plans call for par- being drilledby the Lenoran Pestate of Michigan,told the Holin the Methodist church at Faytion in Milwaukee in September.
from the local Woman’s Study
ticipation of members of each club
land Exchange club Monday night Holland township, at that time lo- ette. Miss., by the Rev. J. N. noon, the lengthy report revealing
The
post
adopted
a
resolution
troleum Oo., Grand Rapids, with
that the total commitments club.
at a meeting in the Warm Friend cated on East Eighth St. just out- Corley.
which
asked
that the legion’* na- in the county. The club* are lo- Hogan Brothersas contractors.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
H.
W.
Schutside the city limits. Here for many
amounted
to
$54,539.40.
tavern.
Corp. G. H. Buursma of Holland
tional constitution be further re- cated at or in the vicinity of HudA permit for the well, one of
Refunds and cancelations maat and Evelyn motored to stricted "so that all those mem- tonville, Jamestown, Allendale,
After reviewing problems fac- years the children of that vicinity was the best man and Miss Mar26 issued for oil and gas exHoward City last Sunday, bringing this republic,Judge Moynihan gatheredevery Sunday afternoon olyn Baker, sister of the bride, amounting to $5,874.05 made the
Marne,
Coopersville,
Zeeland
and
plorations in eight Michigan
ing Dorothy Schutmaat there, bers on the federal,atate, county Holland.
declared. ‘There is a big respon- and received religious instruction was bridesmaid. The single ring net cost of direct relief and service
and municipal payrolls be classed
counties the past week, was apafter
a
week-end
viait
at
her
sibility facing us. If we surrender. from a group of student preachers ceremony was used. Sgt. Vos wore total $48,665.35 or a decrease of
Arrangements for the day are in proved by the conservationdeas holding elective .remunerative
home
in
Holland.
of
the
Western
Theological
semIt will be due only to our laziness.
charge of Ray Elbing, Smith
a full dress uniform for the wed- $6,523.66in last year's net figure of
inary.
The Music Hour club will meet political offices and therefore be Hughes instructorin the Zeeland partment at Lansing, according to
. If we lose our treasured freedom,
ding and the bride wore a tan $55,189.01.
United Press. The 26 permit*
barred
from
holding
office
in
the
Total cost of relief In Holland next Monday in the home of Mrs. American legion or serving on pol- public schools.
it will be due only to our failure
traveling suit with
shoulder
brought the year’s total to 760.
George
Dampen
at
7:45
p.m.
corsage.
city for the past year amounted to
to appreciate the present emerTen permit* went to Osceola
icy-making
committees
of
the
AmMr. and Mrs. Louis Mokma and
gency we face.
The couple took a short wed- $15,714.88or a decrease of $5,204.county operators, four to Van
erican legion.”
Arnold
Lee
were
entertained
In
"We must forget our other ocding trip to Jackson,Miss. Upon 62 from last year’s figure of $20,Buren county, three each to IsaThe resolutionsaid that "during
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert
cupations;we must put them
their return from Jackson, a re- 919.50.The state and city shared
bella and Roscommon counties,
our
last
national
legion
convenJaarda of Fillmore recently.
f
aside and take up the more imception was given for them in the equally in cost of the relief, each
two each to Clare and Allegan
tion . . . members of our organMany
local
church
women
atportant problems. When we recogcontributing $7,857.44,the report
home of Mrs. Baker.
counties and one each to Ottawa
ization on the federal payroll intended
the
ninth
annual
Wonize this treasured freedom,our
Sgt. Vos attended the Christian reveals.
and Kent counties.
men’s Missionary Union confer fluenced the important committees
"* honored liberties then can we
schools here, and was graduated At the beginning of the past curence of Holland classia last Wed to act along partisan lines.”
say, 1 am a citizenin all that it
in 1938 from Christian high rent year, the city owed a balance
It was pointed out that it has
nesday at the Overisel Reformed
implies in this, the queen of the
school. He enlisted in Co. D, Na- of $1,221.21 but during the year
been legion policy to remain aloof
chruch.
A
fine
group
of
speakers
sisterhoods of the nations of the
tional guard unit, a few years payment of $731.05 has reduced
gave inspirationaladdresses. The from partisan politics and that the Will Connect Six Homei
world.' "
ago and left Oct. 25, 1940, when this to $460.16.
attendancewas Isrge and the national constitution and by-laws
He said it is the duty of all
the company went south for trainTotal cost of the relief among
With Holland Main at
offering
exceeded the amount of state that no person can be a leTwo communications,presented
service clubs to do all they can
ing. Ho has received various pro- the local units of the county
past
conferences. Mrs. E. E. gion officer if he holds any elecWednesday night to common
to "keep bright the torch of libmotions.
Early
Date
amounted to $44,946.29 as follow
Heeren of Vriesland who presided tive remunerativepoliticaloffice.
council,in which the writers askerty” and help bring about a pro(excludingHolland): Allendale,
The resolutionalso "resolved
was reelected as president of the
gram of educational activities for
$1,439.03;Blendon, $503.38; ChestWith
no
objections having been ed permissionto construct comthat
all
men
elected
to
office
in
Union for another year.
mercial buildings along River
Bfthel Adult Bible
those who feel they have no iner, $742.14; Crockery, $1,481.18;
Alvin Strabbing and Floyd the post, county council, district presented against the plan, the Ave., were referred to the appeal
i'' terest in the preservation of this
Georgetown,$1,741.70; Grand Hav* Redder motored to Houghton organization, department or naClass Has Election
Holland township board at a board for consideration.
nation.
cn township, $418.54; Holland Dake last Saturday for duck tional organizationshall refrain
The Adult Bible class of Bethel
The first communication was
Montello
park school approved a
"In this great republic with its
township,$2,356.76;Jamestown, hunting.
from and be restrictedfrom makReformed church had a planned
from Henry H. Mass of the Mass
great mantle of citizenship,men
meeting
Wednesday
night
in
the
$434.24; Olive, $511.18; Park, $4,pot-luck supper in the church
Furniture Co. who proposes to
The Woman’s Study club met ing any utterances or giving out
have no reason to say, ‘I have no
673.04; Polkton, $3,478.12; Port
any written articlesthat may be project In which the city of Hoi erect a commercial building on
parlors Wednesday night arranged
for a regular meeting last Wedhare in the maintanence of my
Sheldon, $416.94; Robinson, $911.land will furnish water for six the northwestcorner of 13th St.
by Mrs. P. Reels and Mrs. J.
nesday evening in the home of deemed of a partisan nature."
government,I am not interested
42; Spring Dake, $2,688.86;TallCopies of the resolution are to residences in Montello park.
Hoedema. Special music was proand River Ave. The buildingwould
Mrs. N. Rozeboom. Mrs. M. NienI’ in* the servants of my governmadge, $397.69; Wright, $1,459.be presented at a regular meeting
Cost of laying the water main be two stories, 66 by 125 feet and
vided by Misses Ducille and Eleahuis presided and conducted the
ment’ We do not subscribeto
28;
Zeeland
township,
$152.76;
nor Meyer with Mrs. H. Mass at
opening numbers and a brief bus- of the fourth district organiza- will be approximately$1,700 and would be used for retail business.
those types of principles."
Grand Haven city, $4,384.82;Zeelthe piano.
The second letter was from
iness session. Rev. Harold Wes- tion for approval and be sent to will be paid by the six property
Asserting that success of a naand city, $1,040.42.
The
following
officers
were
ton of Allegan was guest speaker. the state legion department and owners who also will pay extra to Adrian Veurink who asked per; tlon is due to strict adherenceto
Rev. J. Vanderbeek
The county at large provided
elected: John De Groot. presi
have their propertyconnected to mission to move a house from the
Mrs. I. Scherpenissefavored the to national headquarters.
its principlesof government, Judge
$908 while delivery project costs
Abbott Davis, who submitted the water main. Work is expected northwestcomer of 15th St. and
group with a selected reading.
Moynihan deplored the fact that
This Sunday school became the dent; Mrs. H. Naberhuis. vice
totaled $1,149.74 and sewing prothe resolution,is a typical rank to start soon.
River Ave. and build
store
the country had so recently for- center of religious activity of a president; Mrs. E. Gerritsen, secDast Saturday evening Mr. and
' gotten the date of the birth of rather large territory as there retary; Mrs. C. Van Bruggen, ject costs amounted to $1,661.32. Mrs. H. D. Strabbingentertained and file Degionnaire,has never A city main now extends along building,40 by 60 feet
In the expenditure of the $54,held a legion office and as an ac- the north side of West 16th St
r . its constitution.
was no other religious organiza- treasurer; Mrs. J. Van Alsburg
at a birthday dinner in honor of
539.40, the following commitments
tive member attended the national Hie new line will be laid across
"Can this form of government tion at that time east of College assistant secretary and treasurer
Graddus
Schrotenboer
of Dansing.
were made: Cash relief, $11,429;
convention.
the street near Carleton Cleaners,
be maintained and strengthened Ave. In the course of time, preach- The Rev. C. A. Stoppels is teach
The date also marked the birth
relief orders other than medical,
The local post was among the along the south side of 16th St.
er
of
the
class.
if we forget such ? We can persist ing serviceswere added on Sunday
anniversary
of
the
latter’s bro$35,156.64; medical orders, $2,first in its districtto erect a to the Carleton property where
and gain strength only if we re- eveningsand soon an increasing
ther, Albert Schrotenboerof
576.15; burials,$6-15; total direct
building
devoted to legion activi- It will turn south and run diagonspect the laws and principles of heed was felt for more effective
Grand Rapids, who was present to
Shower Compliments
relief extended, $49,806.79; delivties. Twenty per cent of the post’s
government”
ally acrou the Vandenberg propand thorough religious work in
share the honors. Guests Includery project,$3,070.34;sewing promembership attended the Milwau- erty at the filling station.
He contendedthat "our chaotic the form of an organized church.
ed. Mr. and Mrs. G. Schrotenboer
Miss Sarah Bash
ject, $1,662.27.
kee convention.
world today" has resulted from
During the early summer days
The water main will extend
and daughter, Mary Ellen of
Miss Sarah Bush, who will be
Cost of administrating the rethe lack of acknowledgement of a of 1916, under the leadership of
across 17th St and along Diekema
married on Nov. 12 to Wallace De lief program in Ottawa county Holland, Mr. and Mrs. Albert
It was Just one year ago yessupreme being. He pointed out the Rev. G. DeJonge, classical
Ave. to the Herman Kieklntveld
Zwaan of East Saugatuck, was during the past fiscal year was $9,* Schrotenboer of Grand Rapids,
that the treaty at Versailles was missionary of the Classis of Hoi
home
add
Dakeshore
dairy. A fire terday at 7:30 a.m. that 77 men
Graddus
Schrotenboer
of
Dansing
guest of honor at a miscellaneous 662.32 or a decrease of $1,461.30
drawn up without reference to a land, a sectional church building
plug will be Installed near the and three officersof company D,
shower Tuesday evening given by over last year’s figure of $11,123.- and Miss Dorothy Strabbing of
Holland’s national guard unit, were
supreme being.
dairy.
was secured and erected on the Mrs. John Bush and Mrs. John D.
Fowlerville.'
‘They found they could get comer lot where the church now Bosch in the home of the bride- 62. Mr. Van Volkenburghreported
Edward Joostbems spent the
A section of the line will extend Inducted Into service "for one
ed this saving in administrative past week-end with Mr. and Mrs.
along without God and his assis- stands. A student missionaryof
vvestward
to the Roy E. Young, year” of military training.
elect's mother.
costs was due to the substantially Harold Joostbems.
t tanta because they had won and the Western Theological seminary
Martin
VUem
and John Moeller r The company reportedat 7:30 4
The honored guest was seated lower case load on the general rewere imposing a treaty on the now the Rev. J. J. Van Strien, was
Miss
Caroline
Dunemer
was
a
homes.
The
Simon
Dogger home a-tn. on that day and was form- f
under a blue and pink umbrella lief program.
ally inducted into the U. S. army
loaers. This treaty, as you all appointed to serve for the sumguest
of
Miss
Evelyn
Dampen
last
near
the
Carleton
cleaners,
also
By removing two of its functions
from which were suspended pastwo hours later at a public cereTotal receipts of the past fiscal Sunday.
know, lasted only long enough for mer months.
from the city hall to the former will be connected lo the water mony. Capt. H. Austin Lucas,
tel balloons containing hints where
a nation of 80 million people to
Attendance increased rapidly gifts were hidden. Games were year, Including cash and transfers,
The Christian Endeavor service Fifth St. power plant, the board main.
commanding officer, advised the
amounted to $119,275.11while disgrow up and hate their fellowmen. and in the fall of that same year
played and prizes were awarded bursements totaled $108,087.41, of First Reformed church last of public works will be able to retroops that as of 12:01 am. Oct.
‘The present war is the worst a church was organized with a
Sunday
evening
was
in
Charge
of
lieve
congestion
and
provide
adto Gertrude Van Zanden, Douise leaving a cash balance of $11,187.15, 1940, the national guard unit
of wars. It is not one to gain charter membership of 42 and was
George
Schuiling
of
Holland,
who
ditional office space in the crowded
and Julia Grotenhuis.
two- 70 as of Sept. 30. This included a
ceased to exist and was now a part
colonies or to restore former named the Sixth Reformed church
discussed the topic, ’The Church- city hall.
course lunch was served.
of the U. S. army.
balance
of
$3,599.88
in
the
dirboundaries— it I* a war to deter- of Holland.
es in Our Community.
This was revealedWednesday
Those present were Harriet ect relief fund and a balance of
'Hie company had been mobilizmine if Christianity is to survive
At
a
meeting
held
In
the
high
Within a few years, the congre- Kleinheksel,Cornelia De Frel,
The Hamilton P.T.A. held a night at common council’s meeting
ed upon orden issued by Presior if paganism will prevail.
gation outgrew its sectionalbuild Ruth Ann Prins. Davina Van $7,587.82 in hte social welfare meeting last Tuesday evening. when the board requested permis school last week it was decided to
fund.
“Hate cannot he hound up and ing and plans were laid for the
continue the school paper "The dent Roosevelt Sept. 25, 1940. The
Rev. Harold Weston, child welfare sion to spend $3,500 at the former
Zanten. Douis and Julia Grotenbring tlbout peace. We can have erection of a permanent church
On Oct. 1, 1940, the active case worker of Allegan county, was
North Holland Messenger” which guardsmen remained quartered in
power
plant
to
provide
space
for
huis, Margaret Michmershuizen,
peace only by subscribing to the edifice. On New Years Day, Jaa
load was 422 while on Sept. 30, guest speaker.
was started last year. An election Holland armory until Oct 25,
DillianVan Dis. Dorraine Grotenrepairing and testing electricand
1940, when they left aboard a
1941, the active case load was 263,
principle that the ‘Prince of 1, 1919, the comer stone of the
Dick Kaper who recently sub- water meters. At the present time, was held and the following were special train for Camp Beaurehuis, Ducille Mulder, Genevieve
Peace’ leads the way. Peace can- new buildingwas laid, but finances
a reducUon of 37 per cent. Total mitted to surgery has returned
chosen on the editorial staff: EdiBussies, Margaret Hulst, Jeanette
the work is being done in the city
not be restored as long as there did not permit its completion so
applicationsreceived for the year,
tor, Glenn Dalman; assistant edi- gard, La., to undergo their year's
home and is recovering satisfac- hall.
Brinks. Gertrude Van Zanden,
is hate In the minds of men."
ending
Sept.
30,
1941,
were
487
tor, Susie Brandson; girls 4-H, training.Later the soldiers were
that services were held for a few Myra Hulst, Mrs. W. De Zwaan.
torily.
The board advised council that It
‘This is still a republic of the years in the basement. In the fall
tmsferred to Camp Livingston,
and for the previousyear they
Mr. and Mrs. A. Reinstra and had met in special session Wednes- Pauline Ebels; Boys 4-H, Albertus
John Roger Bush, John Bush and
people for our Declaration of In- of that same year, the Rev. J. if.
amounted to 1,043.
daughter Theresa were visitors in day to approve plans and specifi- De Haan; art, Howard Weener;
Wallace De Zwaan.
It was just one year ago today
dependence sets out, ‘We the Bruggers, now of Coopcrsville,be"Economic conditionswill, of the home of Mr. and Mrs. Shercomic, Roger Maat.
cations for additions and alteraPeople.’The day has not arrived came the pastor and served for
course, affect the case load dur- man De Boer last Sunday evenThe
first P. T. A. meeting was that the first draft registration
tions at the plant.
when the state is supreme al- nine years. During his pastoate,
ing the coming winter months to ing.
held in the local school last Fri- was held in which all young men
Motion to approve this work was
though there are some who are the membership climbed to near
some extent but with the operaday
night. The president, Gerrit between 21 and 35 years were regMelvin Dugten and Gordon made by Aid. Henry Ketel and was
Willingto ‘let the state do this or the 200 mark.
tion of the UnemploymentCom- Dangremond, local boys, who enVan
Doomik, called the meeting istered for selectiveservice trainsupported by Aid. Bernard Arendsing.
take care of that.’
to order. Fred Knoper led In comFruits and fruit juices are being pensation program, it is not at all listed a few weeks ago in the horsL
In the spring of the year 1929,
Tf the state continues to take the Rev. J. Vanderbeek became served daily to the school chil- likely that we will feel the results army air corps have been transmunity singing and Albert Hamper
over our liberties and responsibiloffered'prayer.Mr. Van Den Bosch
pastor. The church at present has dren through the Surplus foods of unemployment until some time ferred from Jefferson barracks
ity, there will be a day when the
sang two selections with guitar
u membership of 350 and the Sun- commodities. Spreads for bread about the middle of February. The In St. Douis, Mo., where they Michigan Commission
state, like the French king, will
accompaniment Miss Steketee
day school of which Ben Ter Haar such as peanut butter and honey usual seasonaldemands for fuel were stationed for a time, to
Locates Jobs for
rise up and say, T am the state.’”
and clothing will, of course, start Keesler Field, MbA., near the
gave a talk on the hot lunches
is the superintendent has an aver- have also been received.
He contended that "all of us" age attendance well above the 300
which will be served in the near
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bishop and now to Increase the case load and Gulf of Mexico. They are attendGrand Haven, Oct. 16 (Special)
Detroit,Oct. 16
>— Director
are products of immigrant people
future. A reading was given by
mark. The cradle roll has an en- Mr. and Mrs. C. Duisterwinkle of costs and continue through the ing a technical school there.
—Presentationof annual reports
Wendell
Lund
of
the
Michigan
who came to this country be- rollment of 79 infants with Mrs. Grand Haven visitedat the home winter,’’ the report states.
Richard
Nykamp
followed
by
Andrew Johnson and Raymond
occupied the attention of the
cause ‘‘they wanted their chilMr. Van Volkenburgh reported Johnson are scheduled to enter unemploymfentcompensationcom- dialogueby the Berkompas sis- board of supervisorsthis forenoon.
Garry Overway in charge. There of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Redder
mission
disclosed
today
that
indren to make their own way."
that he hgs been informedby the military service this week, being
ters. Mr. and Mrs. P. Siersma, Mr.
are five Christian Endeavor socie- Sunday.
The chairman appointed a
creased business activity had
Prof. A. E. Dampen, club presSeveral local folks report that state department of social wel- selected for the October draft
and Mrs. Joe West rate and Mr. health committee, consisting of
ties, catecheticalclassesfor all the
raised placements by the state
ident, presided, with Vernon Ten
grades, four women's organiza- they have found spirea blossoms fare that the food stamp plan will quota of Allegan county. That employment service to the high- and Mrs. P. Dalman were appoint- Clarence A. Lokker, John H. Ter
Cate introducing the speaker. The
ed on the next program commit- Avest and Louis H. Osterhous,
tions, a men's brotherhood, a jun- on their shrubbery.Several old- be adopted for distributionof sur- totals eight young men of this Imest peak since last July. Lund
Rev. Paul E. Hinkamp pronounced
tee and Mrs. Abel Kuyers, Mrs. together with the Holland Exior choir of which Mrs. Jacob Van sters say that after many years plus foods in all counties of the mediate vicinity, who have ensaid the placements last week
the invocation.
Lamb and Mrs. Van Doomik on change club committee,Including
Voorst is the director, and a senior of observation they found that state as soon as surveys can be tered the service during the past totaled 3,775, an increase of
Gordon Berkel, with Roger
when spirea blooms in the fall, it completedand details arranged.
year.
the refreshment committee. Hos- the Rev. William G. Flowerday,
choir diected by John Swiennga.
per cent over the previous week.
Reitburg as pianist, played a
invariably means a mild winter.
“Several substantial changes
tesses for the evening were Mrs. Alex Van Zanten and Vernon Ten
clarinet solo. R. H. Muller welMr. and Mrs. Dester Dams are have been made in this plan since
Lloyd Kraal, Mrs. Raat and Mrs. Cate, and Richard L. Cook, excomed and presentedcertificates Home Extension Group
receiving congratulationson the it was submitted for our considBuursma.
mayor of Grand Haven, to ask
of membershipto Dee Bolhuis.
birth of a son, Friday. The infant eration in 1940. Districtinstead of
Mrs. H. Karsten entertained at the Kellogg foundation for assisRhine Vender Meulen and Peter Meets in Fillmote
was bom on the birthday anniver- county offices are to be establishher home last Thursday night. tance for the county health deVeltman. Harold Scholten was unThe Fillmore Home Economics •sary of his grandmother, Mrs. ed for the handling of the food
Games
were played and prize partment.
able to be present.
group mot Friday afternoon in the Frank Brandsen.
stamps and the operating costs of
was awarded to Mrs. Willis Bosch.
Gerritt Botema moved that the
The names of Robert Cavan- home of Mrs. Clarence Dykhuis on
Pvt. John H. Knoll who is in these offices will be paid from
A two-course luncheon was serv- chairman appoint a committee of
augh, Russell Welch, F. M. Fea- route 5 with 15 members and two
the service in Camp Divingston, state instead of county funds. We
ed.
three to negotiate a settlement
The year’s program for the Holther, Peter S. Boter, Carl Zick- visitors present.A health program
Da., is at home for a 15-day fur- are now planningour work and
Mr. and Mrs. Chris Sas and Mr. between private property owners,
and
In
the
army
and
navy
proler and Frank Biener were rec- on "Keeping Fit" was presented
lough. He visited his grandfather, procedure to take full advantage land Junior Red Cross is defiand Mrs. Herman Brink of Hud- the state land board and the
duction program.
ommended by the board for club by Mrs. Ben Dohman and Mrs. W. John Knoll, Sunday.
of the plan as soon as it is made nitely under way and the council
The
girls decided to sponsor a sonville visited friends in Fremont county for an exchange of propmembership.
Vanden Belt. A social hour followMr. and Mrs. Sidney Rkselada operative in this county."
will hold its monthly meeting service club which will meet last Saturday.
erty rights on the Lake Michigan
Club guests were Judge Fred ed with refreshmentsserved by
of Holland, Mr. and Mrs. HouseSaturday in the city hall. The twice a mon\h on Monday after- Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Raak front where the new North Shore
Mr.
Van
Volkenburgh's
report
T. Miles, Kelly Trapp, John Mil- the hosteAs, assistedby Mrs. A. De
man and Mrs. J. Tibbets and Deo went into lengthy detail on the Christian school representatives,noon from 3:30 to 5 p.m. They were Grand Haven vlsiton Sat- park is now located In Spring
ler, Orien S. Cross. Frank Biener. Witt.
Tibbets of Muskegon visited Mr. general relief program, surplus under the directionof the council will sew on various garments in urday.
Lake township.
Elmer J. Schepers, Daniel Ten
The club will hold it next meet- and Mrs. Jack Nieboer Sunday.
commodity deliveryproject, school president, Gayle Koop, will pre- the layettes and Miss Evelyn
Gerald Pomp, a member of the
Cate and Arthur Van Duren.
ing in the home of Mrs. J. J. Boeve
lunch program, sewing project sent a program depicting Junior Steketee will conduct a clau In Christian Endeavor board, will be
Mr. Dampen announced that on Dec. 5.
V/PA employment, CCC program! Red Cross activities. There will be knitting.The material which they the speaker at the Christian En- Accidentally
State PresidentJacob Fris will
adult hospitalizationprogram, a business meeting following the use will be that received by the deavor meeting to be held In the
conduct one of his 10 regional
by Inner Tnbe Swing
county
infirmary, county farm! program at which time roll call senior organization but the credit chapel Wednesday night
Christian
School
Board
IN
meetings of the Exchange club
supplies will be handed out.
and
administrative
costs.
As Rev. Maassen has a classical
for the work done will be given
next Monday night. RepresentaElects New Officers
—An Imappointmentin the Ebenezer Jackson, Oct. 16
Grand Haven, Oct. 16-Enroll- Based upon the foregoing state- The schools of Holland, public to the junior organization.
tive* are expected from Grand
provised
basement
swing
made
The
Rev.
D.
H.
Walters
was
and
parochial,
will
observe
roll
ments
and
other
available
inOn Monday evening Miss Mar church next Sunday a student
ment for the adult education
tupldi. Muskegon and Traverse
from Inner tubes WednesdayacCity. Dean Deffler 0f Albion col- elected president of the board ot classes for the first, section of the formation, the welfare department call next week, Oct. 20 through cus spoke to the members of the from the seminary will have
cidentally hanged John Duane
trustees of Hollamj Christian school year will be held at the high recommended to the board that an 24. At this time all students will Free Bed guild of Grand Haven. charge of the serviceshere.
lege wiU speak.
Fox, 13, when his neck was caught
schools at
business meeting school gymnasium Monday, Tues- appropriation of $38,000 be made be asked to contribute to the Jun- She outlined the organization and
The Red Crou Health club was
in the twisted strands of rubber.
Tuesday night. Other officersare
ior Red Cross. Those rooms in
THREE TRUSTIER ESCAPE William Beckman, vice president; day, Thursday and Friday, night*. for the 1942 fiscal year for carry- the elementary schools collecting activities of the Junior Red Crou organized in the local school last
ing
on
activities
of
the
departand
also
displayed
various
articles
Monday night. About 25 ladies
Teacher* and adviwra will be on
Jackzon, Oct.
—Every
EARLY HUNTEB FENBD
M. J. Tinholt, secretary; C. Gre- hand to. help those wishing to at- ment. This includes $2,800 for the |50 or more will receive but- which had been made by volun- were present and at the election
vailable guard and employe of
Grand Haven, Oct 16 (Special)
vengoed, assistant.secretary; John tend one or more claase*.
tons, calendar and a subscription teers iw the senior organization. Bin. B. Bosnian was chosen as
direct
relief
fund
and
$35,200
for
( Southern Michigan prison’* VanVeitkamp, treasurer, and William
to the Junior Red Crou News.
On Thursday, Oct. 30, Miss president and Mrs. John Wtttrate -Wallace Plewi, 38, Fruit
The schools will offer. about 40 the social welfare fund.
derOook farm was mobilizedto- Boer, assistanttreasurer.
The high schools will receive a Marcus will speak at the Junior secretary. Mra. Willard Wlchers paid a fine of $50 and costs of
subject*
this
year
on
all
kinds
of
day to hunt three trusties who
Other hoard members are John subjects in the industrial, business,
subscription to the Junior Red meeting of the Regional Roll Con- will present the lessons. These In Justice George V. Hoffjer's
‘ walked away from the farm late
Bareman, Russel Boeve, Hero cultural and other fields. Teachers
Crou Journal 'if they collect fl Jerenoe which will be held in the meeting*! will be held each week on Tuesday night upon hU plea of
ye*terday.
Bratt, Sr.. J. De Boe. C. Haverper
100 atudents. Following en- Fountain Street Baptlat church Wednesday night for ten weeks. guilty to a charge of shooting
have already been chosen. High
man, J. Heerspink,R. Pool, H. school credits will be offered this
rollment the schools will under- in Grand Rapids. Many of the The lessons are free to aU and pheasants out of season Oct • In
TO
MANEUVERS
The Women’s Church League take various Red Crou activities. workers who will help with the! anyone wishing to enroll should Crockery town$hip. Plewi was arPrins H. Van Faasen and R. Vanyear to those who take work under
tohlngton,.Oct.
and King’s Daughters society of Some already have started by Ottawa county roll call this ,y<ar
der Meulen.
rested by Conservation Officers
see Mix Beaman.
qualifiedteachers, and creditscan
rtttry of War Henry L. StimFirst Reformed church enjoyed t filling Christmas boxes.
Forrest Lavoy and Russell Ashley.
President Walters made the folare expected to attend thla conbe
given
for
first
year
college
WJS today that Russian offi- lowing appointments:Building—
pot-luck supper In the church
Last
Thursday
Miss
Beth
Marference.
DENIES
EOLE
IN
PANAMA
through the Michigan extension rooms last week, with husbands
will be invited to obaerve the
R. Vender Meulen chairman,
cus, chairman . of the Ottawa
To relieve
r* maneuver* in the Caro- Bratt, Haverman and Heerspink; service from the Unlvewlty of and friends as special guests. County Junior organization,spoke Miss Gwen Gorman, the district Washington,Oct 16
field representative of the St. Secretary of State Cordell Hull Mleery of
Michigan.
during November.
The speaker for the evening was to the members
__
_____ of
__ the Girls’wu-. Louis office,will be in Holland
education
William Beckman,
today issued an emphatic denial
The public school's adult educa.
JJ^Harry Harling, missionary to League of , Holland high school today to .confer with Mrs, J. E.
chairman, Boeve, Grevengoed, Tinpublished ivporta that the
tion system is now jn its fourth
She explained to them ttib work Holmes, executive secretary, and United States helped bring about
iToffood^11
man eaU 1,825
avear,
The infant daughterof Mr. and that they qpuld do to help In the Mrs. J. J. Brower, roll call the recent changee In the govern,bout 600
rn. John Crenten ha* beeol*«
production program chairman of the county,
msnt of Punnu.
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HOME INCLUDED

Couple Remarried on Golden Anniversary

*

IN SIX PERMITS

16,

FOUR AUTOS IN

1941

Chain

Dimes Bolstered by Dollar

of

Bills

i

f

FOR WEEK HERE

M

ACCIDENT HERE
Four automobiles were involved

li.

in an accident on River Ave. be-

tween 15th and 16th Sts. about
4:45 p.m. Tuesday, according to

Firit Slump Is Noticed in

local police.

Bnildinf Applications'
in

Richard Van Liere, 21, route

HoDand

mons by

officers for failing to
have his automobile under con-

Building activities in Holland
last week took their first fall
slunip as only six applicationsfor
building permits,calling for an
expenditure of $3,435, were filed
with City Clerk Oscar Peterson.
The amotmt is $6,785 less than
the $10,220 permits for last week.
Value of the permits for the
week of Sept. 19-26 was $6,895.65.
Included in this week’s applications "Was one for the construction of a new home, bringing the
year’s total since Jan. 1 to 72.
The list of applicationsfollows: Mr. and Mrs. Fred Graham of
Clare Haskins, build new home Robinson township,who marked
at 279 West 21st St., one story, their golden wedding anniversary
28 by 22 feet, frame construction
and asphalt roofing, $2,800; Es- last week, were remarried at 8
senburg Building and Lumber Co., p.m. Wednesday,Oct. 8, on the oc-‘
casion of the anniversary. They
contractor.
, Frances M. Wagner, 29 West were married by the Rev. Howard
21st St, glass in front porch. $60; G. Teusink, pastor of Ottawa Reformer church and they were atJac Witteveen, contractor.
Bert Siebelink,425 College Ave., tended by the same couple who
add dormer in rear upstairs, $100; attended them 50 years ago.
From left to right in the picture
Henry Beelen, contractor.
John Meyering, 451 Central are John Conant, Fred Graham,
Ave., asphalt shingles on house, Rev. Teusink, Mrs. Stella Graham
$100; Milo Vork, contractor.
Abraham Van Horn, 642 Washington Ave., build single garage,
20 by 14 feet, frame construction
and asphalt roofing, $100; Peter
Trimpe, contractor.
Fred Schermer, 143 West 14th
St., rcroof house and build new
chimney, $175; Jac Witteveen,
contractor.

trol.

While driving south on River
Ave., Van Liere drove his car
into the rear of the halted auto
of Laverne Welling, 17, 323 West
20th St. The force of the impact
shoved her vehicle into the halted
cars of Delbert Baker, 53, route
4, Holland, and Ray Williams,

West 32nd
and Mrs. Lutie Be Ment. After
wards, a long poem was dedicated
to the golden wedding, written by
a friend of the Grahams, Erhard
Meuller. Before the ceremony, Gilbert Van Wynen sang “I Love You
Truly.” A large number of relatives and friends attended, includ-

ing a great grandchild,Fred
Bush, Jr., of Zeeland.
Mr. Graham served on the board
of supervisors for 14 years.

He was

elected

to the

board

girl complained of a sore
neck and Van Liere had a cut on
ago and served as chairman for his knee. C. Van Liere, 52 West
twa years. He served for many 18th St., was listed as a witness.
years as secret/.ry of the former
Automobilesdriven by Harvey
Banner 'Creamery, an organisation Busidor, route 6, Holland, and
that served many fanners in that Bob Myrick, 383 College Ave.,
section. He was superintendent of were involved in a crash on East
the former Methodist church Sun- Eighth St. about 8:50 p.m. Tuesday school for many years and his day. Herbert Wiersema, route 6,
wife was a teacher.Recently they Holland, suffered an injured anjoined the Grand Haven Presby- kle.
terian church.
The Grahams have one daughter,

Mrs. Charles Moe of Muskegon,
five grandchildren and one great

Personals

from Robinson township18 years grandson.

80 Years

Old

M
JfjlM

MAN PASSES

St.

The

Twin Brothers Are

<1*

6,

Holland, was given a traffic sum-

PROPOSE BONUSES
IN DEFENSE BONDS
'

(From Wednesday’iSentinel)
At a meeting of the retail merMrs. Cornelia Groenewoud will
Mrs. Wesseling Is
entertain the XL class of Third chants division of the Holland
Reformed church Friday at 7:45 Chamber of Commerce Tuesday
Feted on Birthday
p.m. in her home, 230 West 11th night, a suggestion was made that
A birthday party was held at the St. It will be the annual business local merchants pay Christmas
bonuses to employes this year in
home of Peter Wesselingin Dia- meeting.
mond Springs Tuesday night to Hope college Faculty Wives defense bonds or stamps instead
honor Mrs. Ben Wesselingwho club will meet Thursday after- of cash.
A special meeting of the mercelebrated her 77th birthday an- noon in the home of Mra. Edward
niversary.Guests were present Wolters on route 1, with Mrs. chants has l>ecn called for Tuesfrom Gobles, Kalamazoo, Holland, Thomas Welmers the assisting day. Oct. 21 at 7 p.m. in the
Dorr and Hamilton. Gifts were presented the honor guest and a twocourse lunch was served.
Present were Mr. and Mrs. Henry Schutterand family, Mr. and
Mrs. Harm Wesselingand family,

Chamber of Commerce to

hostess.

Dr. John K. Wlntor smiled as he placed a dcllar bill In the “chain,
of-dlmsa" Saturday as ha knew the money would go to a worthy
cause. Wstohlng Or. Winter were Frsnk Bolhuis, Jr* (in black
face), Charles Cooper (with oans) and John Van Dyka (at microphone). The I170.O6, Including quartera,half dollars and a faw
dollars, which ths Holland Junior Chamber of Commerce received
Saturdey will be used to defray expenses of a Halloween party
for Holland children Friday night, Oct 31, In Rlvervlfw park.

Hope Freshmen Victors
in

Tug-o-War

Black River

discuss

Christmas lighting in the down- New Time Record Ii Set the leadership of Coach Fhmk
Lepori,a junior.
town area. New officers who were
ai They Drag Sophi
It appearedat first that sophoto have been elected Tuesday
mores had a slight edge when thqr
night also will be chosen.
Into Water
gained a considerable amount of
John Van Tatenhovo is presMarkvluwer.
Corp. Henry Glatz and Pvt. ident and J. Kobes is secretary of
Peter Wesseling, Mr. and Mrs.
Hope college freshmen today rope in the first few minute*.
However, the added weight of the
Henry Buis, Mr. and Mrs. Edd Len- Gerrit Glatz of Camp Livingston the retail merchants’division.
John Kamp, 74, 456 Wealthy
wore their green pots still more frosh team, averaging 160 pound*
ters, Henry Wesseling, Mr. and are visitingtheir parents in HolSt., SE, Grand Rapids, *and
jauntilyand strutted about proud- to a man, told when the team*
Mrs. George Gates and Betty, Mr. land.
father of Mrs. Daniel Zwier, 151
Seminary
Students
Have
ly as a result of winning the tradi- •tood up to pull and soph* were
Henry Kuipera, 37, of route 6
and Mrs. Ben Gates and family,
West 18th St., died Monday
tional frosh - soph tug - o - war won dunked in the river. They
is
confined
in
Holland
hospital
Mr. and Mrs. John Bronkhorst, Mr.
about 10 a.m. in Holland hosGet-Together Party
resisted for a time in midttma J
and Mrs. Wayne Confer and Dar- with two fracturedwrists sufpital following a stroke of paralyThe annual get-together party through Black river east of Hoi but returned to their north bank
fered
in
a
fall
at
the
Holland
lene,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Alfred
Schipsis which he suffered about two
of the Western Theological sem- land FYiday afternoon.Reward for of the river, vanquished. Thi* la
weeks ago while driving his autoper, Clarence Wesseling, Pvt. Milo Furnace Co. Tuesday.
inary studentswas held Monday
The Rev. C. A. Stoppelswho evening in the summer home of their victory Is the privilege of the second humiliating for the
mobile, causing it to crash into
Wesseling of Camp Livingston,La.,
not having to "pot" for their riv- sophs who were also pulled
underwent
a
major
operation
two other cars. Mr. Kamp spent
Miss Hilda Sills, John Dickerson,
Dr. and Mrs. Jacob Vandcr Meu* als, the sophomores.
through last year when they were
about a month ago will return
several days in a Grand Rapids
and Mr. and Mrs. Bert Balder.
len at Eureka park on Lake MichBeating last year’s record when frosh. Freshman team* were also
to
his
pulpit
in
Bethel
Reformed
hospitaland upon his apparent reigan.
freshmen succumbed In 23 min- victoriousin 1938 and '39.
church Sunday. He is planning a
covery came to Holland to make
The afternoon was spent in utes, 24 seconds, the frosh towed Harvey Koop, Holland junior,
Events Are Planned
nine-week series of evening serhis home with his daughter.
pitching horse shoes and other the sophs through In a new low was general chairman for ths
vices starting with “God’s BlackHe entered Holland hospital
outdoor sports.The Junior “flag" time, 21 minutes, 59 seconds, under event and Bill Taiwan and Kenby Local Sorority
out” *nd continuing with God's
Oct. 6 for treatment and during
neth Vanden Berg were official
Gamma Tau chapter of Beta Hostage. Goal, ConferenceTable, floating in one of the trees, and
most of the time there he reSigma Phi, national sorority,for Pincer Movement, All-Clear Sig- loyally defended by members of
timers. Officials and instructon
mained in an unconscious condithat class, was finally, after a teron the freshman side were Blaise
'
l
John J. Helder, Sr., (left) and moved to Fillmore township business gitfs, met Monday night nal, Reprisals,Allies and Ultimate rific struggle, captured by upper
Leva!, Jim Barr and Gus Van
Mr. Kamp was bom in The Hermanus Helder, twin brothers where the family home is still lo- in the chapter rooms in the Victory.
classmen.
Eerden. Everett Kleinjans,Harvey
Wilburn Legree, Flint’s singNetherlands and came to this who reside within a few miles of cated. Both brothers are members People's State bank building,with
Dinner was served at 5:30 p.m.
The Aev. J. J. Fryllng of Grand Mulder and Marty Bekken were
country when a young man. For each other, celebrated their 80th of the Niekerk Christian Reform- the president, Miss Martha Mul- ing policeman,will present a
after
which
a
program
was
preRapids conducted the Sunday officials for the sophomores.Vi50 years, he lived in Grand birthday anniversary on Oct. 8 ed church. They have one older der, conductingthe business sacred concert Sunday at 7:30
evening services.
vian Tardlff was chairman of the
Rapids and was a contractor and by holding open house in their brother, Jake Helder, 83, who re- session. The culturalprogram was
by
members
of
each
class
and
The Reformed Women’s Mis- soph girls who fed oranges to the
builder until three or four years homes. A large number called at sides on East 17th St. in Holland. led by Mrs. William Winter, singer has been a member of the
community singing.Forty-one stu- sionary union held its session in pullers and sponged their faces.
director.
ago when he retired.
Flint police department for the
each home in the afternoonto
Hermanns’ children included
Members of the local group re- past six years and has engaged dents attended.
Calvary Reformed church, Grand Merry Hadden was captain of the
Survivors, besides Mrs. Zwier, pay their respects. Another party John H. of Niekerk, Gerrit H.
Rapids, last Thursday.
frosh girls' aid committee.
wife of Rev. Zwier, are three was held in the evening at the of Grand Rapids, Mrs. Paul cently attended a tea given in the in safety educational work among
The Dorcas Ladies Aid society Members of the winning frosh
daughters,Mrs. Benjamin Men- John J. Helder home with about Scholten of Grand Rapids, Edward Pantlind hotel in Grand Rapids the boys and girls of Flint for Negro Given Ten-Day
by the city council of the Grand the past three years in song and
will meet Thursday afternoonin pull team captained by Robot
ken and Mrs. John Bouwman of 90 present.
H. of Niekerk,Mrs. Tena DozeJail Sentence at G.H. the chapel.
Rapids chapters of the sorority to story. He is .soloistat the North
Grand Rapids, and Mrs. Henry
Van DLs were Ray Helder, Ken
The twins were born Oct. 8, man of Drenthe and Harry
A congregational meeting will Wierama, Bill Faasen, Henry fylBattjes of Detroit; four brothers, 1861, on the old pioneer home- Lansing. There are 32 grandchil- honor the new Gamma Tau Baptist church and has studied
Oscar Woods, 58, Negro of Kan- be held at the Christian Reform- stra, Herbert Van KLompenberg,
Charles of Florida, John of Den- stead at Niekerk. They married dren and two great grandchildren. chapter in Holland and the new voice for the past five years.
pledges in Grand Rapids. The
sas
City, Kan., was sentenced ed church Thursday evening to Ted Zwemer, Albert Hamel, Cbnver and William and Nicholas of sisters and both have 2 daughters
Members
of
the
Junior
Welfare
John's children are Gerrit of
local sorority group hopes to en- league met Tuesday night in the Tuesday afternoonto serve 10 elect a pastor.
Grand Rapids; four sisters, Mrs. and four sons, all living.
rad Vander Woude, Alfred Ryp*
Holland, Mrs. Alice Bosch who
J. Bosma, Mrs. S. Koezo, Mrs. H.
Hermanns married Adrianna resides east of Holland, John of tertain one of the smaller chap- Woman’s club building for a short days in the county jail at Grand The Rev. and Mrs. John W. stra, Ken Worthy, Dick Wierenga,*
Frieswyk and Mrs. K. Berg- Boeve on June 23, 1885, and he Holland, Jake of Noordeloos, Ed ters from Grand Rapids at a Hal- business session and welfare sew- Haven by Municipal Judge Ray- Brink of Albuquerque. N.M., spent Wilbur Stolz, Dick Pfeiffer,
sma, all of Grand Rapids; 15 and his wife still live on the of Fillmore and Mrs. Arie Ter loween party here on Oct. 29.
ing. Reports of committee chair- mond L. Smith after Woods had seme time with Mrs. A. Vonk Don Mulder, Wesley Stryker,
Plans are being ‘made to spend men were heard.
grandchildren and five great- same location where the twins Haar of Holland. There are 26
pleaded guilty to a charge of and family. They left Monday for Tom Toonder and Jim Beviar.
grandchildren.
drinking liquor in a public place. Grand Rapids to be guests of
were bom. John J. married Driesje grandchildren and five great a day in a camp about 20 miles
Kenneth Lincoln was captain of
east of Cadillac in the heart of
Funeral services will be held Boeve in 1881 and that year grandchildren.
He was arrestedearly Tuesday their son and family and other the soph team and Bill Vlieger,
Bethel
Church
S.S.
the deer country, in the near fuThursday at 2:30 p.m. from the
at the Pore Marquette depot as a relatives.Rev. Brink was Allen- senior,served as coach. Pulling
ture.
Zaagman funeral home in Grand
suspected pickpocket who took dale’s third pastor.
were Al De Voogd, Roger Koep- '
Elects
Officers
William Boersma; a budget by Si$56 from Paul P. Ferski of MusDr. and Mrs. Silas Wierama pe, Dale Fris, John Kleis, John
Rapids with Dr. Edward Masse- Hook-Dys Wedding
Sunday
school
teachers
and
ofmon Dys; a duet, "Have Thy Way
link officiating. Burial will be in
kegon as the Muskegon train was are the parents of a son, born Vander Broek, Jack Krum, Harold 3
ficers of Bethel Reformed church
Is Fall Event
Lord." by Ella Westervelt and Missionary Union Will
pulling into the depot, but there recently.
Oak Hill cemetery there.
Van Lente, Donald Van Lente,
held their annual business meeting
Palms and lighted tapers in Mrs. Willard Dys, with Rov. Netz Meet in Local Chare h
Mrs. A. H. Hawley, 89, of Harold Banger, Leroy Sandee, Red
was insufficient evidence to prosTuesday evening in the church par- ecute him on this charge.
offering the closing remarks and
Seattle,
Wash.,
formerly
of
Allencandelabraformed an 'attractive
Wagner, George Claver, Charles
Truck Driver 1$ Fined
Central Ave. Christian Reformed lors with Supt. Benjamin Lemmen
prayer.
dale, died Sunday, Oct. 5, at the
background for the marriage of
Claver, Elmer Van Egmond, Carl
church
will be the scene of the an- presiding.
home of her daughter, Hatti. She
After Crashing Building Miss Clara Dys of North Blendon Guests were present from Kal- nual fall meeting of the Women’s
Schaftenaar, Vernon Boersma and
The following will serve as of- Missionaries Delayed
amazoo, Lansing, Grand Rapids
is survived by another daughter,
and Jerome Hook of Allendale in and nearby communities.
Larry
MissionaryUnion of the Christ- ficers:Mr. Lemmen. superintendGrand Haven, Oct. 16 (Special) the home of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
in Their Trip to Africa Ruth, and a son, Frank. Mrs. J.
In a preliminary fight on improian Reformed churches of Holland, ent; Herman Mooi. assistantsuperThe
couple
will
make
their
J. Wolbrink was a niece of Mrs.
— L. Bernard Booyinga, 37, Doug- Dys la.st Thursday evening. The
vised innertube rafts in the midZeeland
and
vicinity on Thursday. intendent; Mrs. Willis Van Vuren,
Hawley.
las, who drives a truck for Louis bride is the daughterof Mr. and home at Jenison. route 1, in the
Tho Rov. and Mrs. E. H. Smith,
dle of the river preceding the tusOct. 23, according to plans outlin- primary superintendent; Mrs. CorPadnos of Holland, paid a fine of Mrs. Peter Dys of North Blendon upstairs apartments of Mr. and ed at a recent meeting of the board
missionaries
to
Nigeria.
Africa,
sle, Charles Knooihuizen, sophonie
Westrate
and
Mrs.
B.
Lemmen
$10 and costs of $4.30 in Justice and the groom is the son of Mr. Mrs. Peter Van Westenburg.
more, succeeded in tipping Alberof directors.Mrs. Robert Poole of cradle roll superintendents; Willis who have been in this country on Miss Morloch Feted
George V. Hoffer’s court Monday and Mrs. Peter Hook of Allendale.
tus Van Dyke, freshman, into the
Zeeland, president of the organiza- Van Vuren, secretary; Stanley furlough since February, have deupon his plea of guilty to a charge
The impressive double ring ser- Local Employe Is
water to give the sophs a bit of
tion will preside at both afternoon Sprick and Albert De Maat. assist- layed their departure for Africa at Tea and Shower
of driving a truck with defective vice was performed by candlelight
and evening sessions.
Mrs. Elbern Parsons of West heart ease for the defeat The
ant secretaries;John Wiggers, for a few days. The sailing date of
_
by the Rev. F. L. Netz, pastor of Feted at Shower
At 2 p.m. outstanding speakers treasurer, and Ray Sprick, assist- the Egyptian boat on which they 19th St., and a group of neighbors rafts were paddled with two small
Booyinga was arrested by Grand the North Blendon Christian Rehad made reservationshas been entertained at a tea and shower fraternitypaddles.
Mrs. Grace Scholtz and Miss will be Mrs. William Mueller of the ant treasurer.
Haven police Oct. 10, after the formed church.
changed from Oct. 20 to Nov. 3. Monday afternoon honoring Miss
Following the battle, frosh parSouth
American
mission
field. Mrs.
Marjorie Matchinsky entertained
truck went over the sidewalk and
The Smiths are endeavoring to ob- Natalie Morlock whose marriage aded downtown, carrying the rope
The bride was beautifullyattirJ. Van Bruggen of the Indian misstruck the comer of the Voss Drug
Friday night with a personal showRainbow Girls Meet
tain passage on an American ship. will take place Saturday morning on their shoulders, and went to
ed in a white satin gown, fashionsion, and Dr. De Kome, secretary
store at the corner 6f Seventh and
Their childrep, Alyce Jean and at St. Francis church. Attending the college observatory near Cared with lace yoke inserts, leg ’o er at the home of Mrs. Scholtz in of the mission board, with devo- in Masonic Hall
Fulton Sts., knocking several ce- mutton sleeves, satin covered but- Grand Haven for Miss Virginia tions in charge of Miss Gertrude
Paul Edgar, will jemain with Mrs. the affair were Mrs. Ernest Wal- negie gym on the campus precedment blocks into the store building tons down the back and a long Soule of Spring Lake, who is em- Holkeboer.
Holland Chapter No. 16. Order Smith’s parents. Mr. and Mrs. ton. Mrs. Isaac De Kraker, .Mrs. ed by two fellows laden with
Of The Rainbow For Girls, held John Breen. 245 West 15th St.
and causing considerable damage train. Her fingertip veil of chif- ployed at the Bureau of Social
Edward Vos, and Mrs. Edward brushes and paint. A large "45”
The Rev. F. Netz of North Blento the comer of the building.
Aid
here. The evening was spent
its regular meeting Tuesday night
Morlock. Mrs. Theodore Jungblut was painted on the small building
fon net was held in place with
don will conduct devotions at the
in playing competitive games. Priin the Masonic hall with Miss
Drivers of passenger automobiles and Miss Alice Lemmen were al- while class members formed a
a lily of the valley and pearl trim7:30 p.m. meeting. Speakers will
so invited.
med tiara, and she carried an arm zes were won by Miss Jean Ver- be Miss Tena Holkeboer, mission- Evelyn Kramer, worthy advisor, average 8.196 miles a year.
circle around it and cheered.
County Supervisor Is
presiding.
bouquet of tea roses, pom poms burg, Miss Alma Van Slooten and ary to China and J. Van Bruggen
Miss
Necia
De
Groot.
The
guest
of
The
girls
balloted
on
the
petiWed in Nunica Church
and swamsona with white streamof the Indian mission. Special mushonor was presented with many,
tions of Mildred Zuidema, Donna
Grand Haven, Oct. 16 (Special) ers.
ic is being arranged for both meetbeautifulgifts. Refreshmentswere ings.
Lokker, Jaunita Sly and Patty
— Lrvm Hecksel, member of the
MLss Gladys Dys, sister of the
served by the hostesses.
Ann Eby. These girls will receive
Ottawa county board of supervi- bride, as maid of honor wore a
A program has also been planned
the degrees of the order on Oct.
Others present were Mrs. Carol
sore, was married at 5 p.m., Oct. blue satin gown and carried a boufor the supper hour. Those attend30.
8, to Miss Helen Marie Schmidt, quet of pink roses and pom poms Van Putten, Misses June Dorn, ing are asked to bring their own
There will be a practice for the
Ruth Baron, Dorothy Leeuw and
at the parsonage of St. Lutheran’s with pink streamers.
lunch and a cup. Coffee will be
Gwen Golds of Holland, Mra. Howinitiation on Oct. 23. at 7 p.m. All
of Nunica, by Rev. AlClarence Warn of Lansing atserved by the entertaining church.
ard Fant of Grand Haven, and
'Mf the officers are requested to be
,oll, pastor of the church.
tended his brother as best man.
present.
Mrs.
Soule
cf Spring Lake. Mrs.
Willard and Simon Dys were ush
S*??61 ,S 8 SOn of MraPlans for a penny social were
Mayo
Hadden
and
Miss
Anne
PapFaculty
Vroawen
Hear
Hulda Hecksel of CrockeryTown- <Ts, and Mr. and Mrs. Willard
discussed but no date was set
ship and Mrs. Hecksel is the Dys served as master and mis- aay were unable to be present.
Talk by Mrs. KoUen
i , daughter 0f Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph tress of ceremonies. Mr. and
Mrs. E. E. Fell, assistedby Mra.
Social Progress Club
Schmidt of Polkton township. For Mrs. Henry Dys were in charge of Auxiliary Croup Will
)i
J. J. Riemersma and Mrs. G. E.
the
gift
room.
^e« P^, ten years she had residKollen, entertained the Faculty
Hears
Paper
on
Court
ed In Chicago.
Vocal music by Henry .Dys, Attend District Meet
Vrouwen Monday night in her
TTie couple was attended by Mr. brother of th^ bride, included "O
The
local American Legion home on West 12th St. Mra. EdHecksel’s brother, Leonard of De- Promise Me,” sung before the
Atty. Cornelius Vender Meulen
auxiliary is hoping for a large ward Donivan presided and Introrevieweddecisionsof the supreme
trod, and Mrs. Hecksel’ssister, ceremony, and 'T Love You Truly,”
delegation to attend the presi- duced Mra. Kollen who- gave an
Miss Emma Schmidt of Ionia
court, relative to President Roofollowing the service.Thq Lohen- dent's and secretary’s tour for
A reception for about 100 was grin wedding march and other ap- the Fifth district, which will be Interesting and informalaccount sevelt'sstand, in a paper before
of some of her experiences in Mex- the Social Progress club Tuesday
held at the new home of the cou- propriate music was played by
•youNGSTERS thrive o
held Monday, Oct. 20 in the Le- ico during the past summer. In
night in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
P**’. orated a ndle east of Nunica Mrs. Harold Kllnge, friend of the
gion club rooms oh Harbor Ave., an election of officers, Mrs. Rex
X Heinz Cream of Tbmato Soup
J. J. Riemersma.
cm US-16, after which they went bride.
in Grand Haven. A popular priced Chapman was named president;
-relish its zesty tomato flavor! It’s
In
a
recent
magazine
article,
the
to Grand Rapids for a short wedFollowingthe ceremony a wed- luncheon will be served at 12:30
Mra. E. F. Heeter, secretary; and president aired his views and criticooked the careful, small-batch
ding trip. Mr. Hecksel has' been a ding supper was served by Mrs.
pjn., followed by a school of Inway-frora Heinz specially grown
member of the board for about two Herman Hassevobrt. Mrs. William struction. The Eighth and Ninth Mra. Kenneth Engles, treasurer. cisms regarding the supreme
Refreshmentswere served by ^Court’sopinions of cases in conyears.
tomatoes,thicker-than-whipping
Boersma, Mrs. Peter Driesenga, districtswill be guests of the
the hostesses during a social hour. nection with the work in the execMrs.. Donald Kaper, and Miss Fifth district. Reservations must
f
cream •“d rare spices. like all j
utive branch of the government
AUTOIST PAYS FINE
Mamie Klinge, close friends of the be made with Mrs. Jack RiemcrJ
23 Hcinz Home-style Soups,
There
are
315
cities
in
the
UB.
An interestingdiscussionfollowed
Myron Sale, 17, route 5, Hol- bride, with Mrs. JYed Meyer cat- sma, telephone 4800, by Oct 17.
ready to serve. Order several
today with more inhabitants than Mr. Vander Meulen’s paper major-
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New York’s 33,000, which were ing on whether power should be
Municipal Judge Raymond L.
A short program was enjoyed
MRS. BOTTJE JS 86
counted in the first federal census centralized in the executivedeSmith upon a plea of guilty to fail- With Mrs. Andrew Scott giving
Grand Haven, Oct. 16 (Special) taken in 1790.
partment .
ing to stop for a stop street.
a reading. “Clara’s Boy Friend;” —Mrs. Gerrit A. Bottje, 420 ClinTuesday’s meeting was the first
a' dialogue, “Black Clouds,” giv
u.
( ton St., celebrated her 86th birthThere are 2,733 licensed women this season. Marvin Lindeman is
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requisitioned by the French and
turned over to the Germans, she
s&id, adding that food conditions
are "terrible and everybody is
hungry most of the time."
mitted that he and his Minister

motor trip east They spent several
himself a candidatefor the
days In New York city.
publican nominationfor
A daughter was born Sunday
te the fourth ward.
afternoonin Holland hospital to
Mr. and Mrs. John C Fish who
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Donnelly, 80
have been visiting with WilWest 24th St
liam Swarthout for the past few
October 19, 1941
D&rlan were unpopular and his
(Fran TnaaAaj'sSentlMl)
weeks will leave for Grand Travanswer
would
be
that
French
Capt A. E. Racket of Ft SherHoDand Girl I* Safe Here Miss Gold spent a week on the
erse Light whew Mr. Hah is asHie Holy Spirit Our Helper
idan, 111, spent the week-end in
road with the refugees in the police would be reinforced.
sifltant light keeper. Mr. fish was
John 3:5-8; Acts 1:8; Romans
Mias Gold left Marseille the lat- Holland with Mrs. Rackes.
After Perilous Time
southward
move,
"not
knowing
Hie annual matting of the Wo- formerly assistant keeper of the
8:26-28; Galatians 5:22-26
ter
part
of
June
and
went
to
where we were fleeing.’, She tbld
Sgt H. Gebben arrived in Hol- man’a Literary club was held yea- Holland light house leaving here
in Europe
how they slept in barns or almost Lisbon where she spent two land early Saturday morning for
By Henry Oeerllnga
about a year ago.
any place they could find at months with a Unitarianservice an 18-day furloughwith his par- terday afternoon accordingto a
A story of how she kept one night. Within a week’s time, ahe committee which did work similar ents and other relatives.He is news item published In the Wed* During the month of February;
Tlie Holy Spirit is the third per- Jump ahead of Jie German army
to that being done in Marseille. stationed with the others of Oo. neaday, March 6 issue of the Hol- Ottawa county and Holland in
arrived in Biarritz near the Spanson in the Godhead. He is to be as it invaded and conquered ish border.
She left Lisbon about three D at Camp Livingston,La.
land Dally Senttnal In 1912. Fol- particularkept the birth rate well
in advance of the death rate. In
France more than a year ago was
weeks
ago
aboard
a
clipper plane
honored
as
are
the
Father
and
the
Mr. and Mrs. S. Baron of 83 lowing is the result of the flec- the county there were 77 Mrtha
N«w B»m» «f th«
It was here that she first extold
here
Saturday
Dy
a
Holland
for
New
York
city
but
was
held
tion:
President—
Mrs.
7.
P.
OgHoIIaiA City N*w» .
East 23rd St have returned home
Son. It is often said that He is
during the month and 49 deaths.
girl who recently returned from perienced the. presence of German up four days in the Azores IsPubllahed ETery Thur«from spendingfour weeks with cel; first vice president— Mrs.
soldiers
since
Biarritz
became
a
hard
to
understand.
Well
of
course
dajr by the Sentinel
Europe.
lands due to a severe storm. Upon their children,Mr. and Mrs. Earle George E. Kollen; second vice- In Holland the number of births
Pristine Co. Office (4-M
He is. Everything deep and real is
The girl was Miss Mary Jayne part of occupied France. The arm- arrival in New York dty, ahe Kropsoott in Midland. A daugh- president— Mrs.
H. McBride; was 29 and of deaths 10. Grand
tv
West Eighth street,Holhard
to
understand.
But
Jesus
had
Gold
who Is now staying at Mari- istice already had been signed and spent five or six days there be- ter was born to the Kropscotts correspondingsacntaiy-lto. M. Haven was stationary with nine
land. Michigan.
births and nine deaths.
a great deal to say about the Holy gold lodge In Waukazoo with her the soliderswere only part of the fore coming to Holland to visit
A. Sooy; recordingsecretary
on Oct L
' ''
Entered as second class matter at Spirit in spite of the fact that He mother, Mrs. Michel Thorgevsky. army of occupation, she said.
Personals included: George Lag*
her mother and other relatives.
Gerald W. Van Dyke of 26 Mrs, H. Winter; treasurer-Mrs.
the post office at Holland. Mich..
’The German soldiers were all
made
a business trip to Grand
tinder the aet of Congreas.March I, knew that man could know very Beautiful Marigold lodge and its
A.
Dieketna.
Ufa
directors—
Mrs.
East 20th St if among soma
Rapids ysetarday. ,
U7f.
little about Him. People do not gardens are named after Miss very ‘cocky.’ They boasted that
5,900 students at Syracuseuniver-, R* N. De Merrill, Mr*. G. E. Kolthey would be in London within
Dan Doyle of Grand Rapids vista
ifc C. k. I'RENCH, Editor and Managei stop talking about reality because Gold.
sity in New York who have en^ len, Mrs. G. J. Van Duren; directed
relatives and friends In this
Although born In Chicago, she two months. The soliders beW. A. BUTLER, Business Manager they do not know Just what it is.
ors
for
two
years,
Mrs.
F.
O.
Granrolled for the fall semesterof the
We are ever on the quest for know- has spent considerable time at her haved themselves although they
nls, Mrs. L. M. THurber, Mrs. C J. dty yaa terday.
university's
72nd
academic
"•yesr.
Telephone—News Items SIRS
ledge. So Jesus had much to say mother’s home on Lake Maca- were rather arrogant but they did
(From Monday's Sentinel)
Advertisingand Subscriptions, 8191
Van Dyke is • graduateof 'Hope Dregman; director for one year. Mies Della Van Dyke who has
not annoy the population," she
The Rev. and Mrs. John Kulte college and is now studying chem- Mr*. W. A. Van Syckle.
been confined to her home all winabout the Spirit as a personal facNational Advertising RepresenUttve tor in the great plan of salvation.
said.
and daughter, Shirley,of Chicago,
Frcnds Deto whose home is in ter by a broken leg was out for the
istry at the university on a scholLater Miss Bold left Biarrltxand visited in the home of Mr. Kuite’s arship.
The publishershall not be liable The Spirit knows us even if we do
this city has been a member of first time yesterday.
for any error or errors In printing not fully know Him. The Spirit
went to Marseille in unoccupied grandmother, Mrs. A. Vanden
E. Plaggemars quietly celebratthe United States Marine Corps
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Arnold
Hoek
of
any advertising unites a proof of
France
with
the
intention
of
re- Bosch, Saturday.
ed
his 56th birthdayanniversary
can
do
a
great
deal
for
us
though
for
two
yean.
At
present
he
is
such advertisementshall have been
16 East 19th St, announce the
turning to the United States. Ralph Stuart Is the name of the birth of a son, Kenneth John, early stationed at Pekin, China, which at his home, 155 West Fourteenth
obtained by advertiser and returned we cannot do nearly so much for
b * him in time for correction with Him.
Here she. met some friends, in- son bom to Mr. and Mrs. Ralph today In Holland hospital.
according to the newspapersof the •treet yesterday.
su h errors or corrections noted
cluding Varian Fry who repre- Houston at Holland hospital FriWe are Impressed first of all
Ed Zwemer who has been spendplainly thereon; and In such case If
Mr. ‘and Mrs. Herman Brew* day is the scene and center of the
sented the emergency rescue com- day, Oct. 10. Mrs. Houston was
any error so noted is not corrected, that Jesus said that it was good
and Mildred and James Brewer much discussed Chinese revolu- ing his winter vacation at home
publishers liability shall not exceed that He should go away from
mittee of New York city of which formerly Miss Sadie Kuite.
left for Grand Haven today to reof Pine Creek returned home tion.
such a proportionof the entire space
Dr. Frank Kingdom of the UniThe annual business meeting of sume his work on the Gen. Meade.
occupied by the error bears to the them for only so could the Spirit
Mr. and Mrs. John Atman of Saturday from a month’s trip to
versity of New York city is the
whole space occupied by sucb adver- come to do His work in and for
route 5 have moved to 249 West Washington.While there they vis- the Hope college Y. M. C A. was
Attorney Danhof who is a canditisement
head.
them. This seems strange to us
15th St.
ited Pvt. Willard Sloothaak who held last night The following were date for the Republican nominaand yet it looks as if Jesus did not
Mr. Fry was in Marseille,to aid
TERMS OP SUBSCRIPTION
elected: President— C De Young; tion for probate judge was in the
Mr. and Mrs. Dale Fogerty of is stationed at Fort Lewis, Wash.
One year $2.00; Six months $1J8; want to bar the way of His disAnti-Nazi political and intellecvice-president—L. Hekhuis; secre- city today.
They
also
spent
a
few
days
with
Three months 75c; 1 month 25c; Single
293 West 20th St., have moved to
tual refugees in obtaining Amertary— C Jongewaard; treasurer—
Mr.
Brewer’s
aunt
and
uncle,
Mr.
copy 5c. Subscriptions payable in ad- ciples’spiritual advance by conMrs. William Ver Meulen and
Grand Rapids where Mr. Fogerty
vance and will be promptly discon- t.nuing with them His bodily preican visas and to help them in
and Mrs. Harry Kamhout, who H. Hoff.
daughter Mamie are visiting relatis employed.
tinued if not renewed.
sence. He wanted to bring them
immigration matters. Miss Gold
Nearly all the children of Mrs. ives and friends in Grand Rapids*
Subscribers will confer a favor by
Miss Lois Nyboer has returned live in Anacortes, Wash. On their
joined Mr. Fry in his work along
O. Holkeboergathered at her home
reportingpromptly any irregularity back on the way to their best defrom
a
five weeks’ visit with her return trip, the Brewers went
phone 8191,
L. delivery. Wr
velopment under the guidance of
with other persons and the entire
in Zeeland in honor af Mrs. Holkebrother,Dr. Jan Nyboer, and fam- through Yellowstone park, the
the Spirit.
group lived in a villa outside of
Black Hills and also visited in boer who celebrated her 58th
ily of Hartford, Conn.
the town. Their work also conbirthday anniversary.
NEW WAY TO SKIN A CAT We sometimesfeel that it would
Dale Den Uyl, son of Mrs. Eagle Butte, S.D.
sisted of obtaining the release of
have been an ideal plan if Jesus
Mrs.
Louis
Bradshaw
returned
Mrs. Capt Charles Morton of
Give a thing a fancy name and
George De Witt of West 21st St.,
various persons for concentration
had continued on the earth in
Monday night to her home on the Grand Haven is visiting at the
Bom to Mr. and Mrs. Marvin
left
for
the
University
hospital
people can be induced to swallow bodily presence so that we could
camps and to protest as much as
Park
road
after
spending
four home of her daughter,Mrs. Ar- Nelson Nienhuis last Saturday ^
this morning and will undergo
anything. The New Deal has prov see Him with our eyes and hear
possible to the Vichy government
Mias Mary Jayne Gold
weeks in Illinois and Iowa.
thur Vanden Berg, W. Fourteenth baby boy at the Lampen home i^|
treatments for a spinal trouble.
ed that over and over again, and Him with our ears, but He did not
against Its policy of cooperation
Herman
J. Broek and Bernard St
Abylynne De Roos was leader at
the indicationsare that it is going think so. He would not intrude His tawa, especially during the sum- and collaboration with the Ger
W. Broek of Chicago were dinner
Miss Hattie Kammeraad and ' TTie seven months’ old son,
to prove it once more with the presence upon our senses, but mers. She went to Europe about mans and for turning over any- the Junior Christian Endeavor guests in the home of Harry Mrs. J. Kiekenveldtare in Grand Jerry Lee, of Mr. and Mrs. Germeeting
of Fourth church yesterplan of a sweeping revision of the would rather entrust our spiritual 10 years ago to study and to body to the Gestapo that the latBroek, route 3, Sunday.
Rapids today.
ald Van Der Zwaag, died unexday. Customs of the Jews was the
social security act
education to the mystic and unob- reside and her last visit in this ter requested.
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin N. NienMr. and Mrs. H. H. Paxon have pectedly Sunday morning.
topic discussed.Eugene Van Dyke
* If the govemnent asked for an trusive presence of the Spirit who country was in 1936.
huis of route 2 announce the birth returned from California where
She said they were successful
Charlie Prins who has been
During a 45-minute interview in obtaining the release of several played an accordion solo as a spe- of a son Oct. 11 in the Lampen they have been apending a few
Indefinite number of billions of dol> finds contact with our spirits and
very sick with the flu is recovcial musical number. Sides were
lars to be paid into the coffers of so gives them light and life. There Saturday afternoon at her mo- important anti-Nazi refugees
maternity home.
weeks vacation.
ering.
the treasury out of the current is such a thing as being over- ther’s home, Miss Gold told an in- The group also conferred with chosen for a special Bible characJohn R. Dethmers, local attorMrs. J. A. Locher and Mrs. C.
ter drill,the object being to deterMr. and Mrs. Henry Koop, Jr,
wages of workers and out of the whelmed and overawed by a great teresting story of her experiences French police and in some inney, was In Lansing Monday on Billings went to Gramf Haven this
mine which member can remain
and
son moved their household
funds of employers, there would be personality to such an extent that in France before its fall and in un- stances the police aided them as
business and will return there afternoon to attend the celebrasuch a hot squawk that it would welcome less and less rather than occupied France after the army much as possible. However, the standing the longest by answering Wednesday on another business tion of the 17th wedding annivers- goods last Thursday to their
correctlyquestions regarding men
home in Holland.
burn off the ears of all the New more and more. In other words, it capitulated to the German forces committee was extremelydistrip.
ary of A J. Ward, formerly of this
and women of the Bible. It will be
and
of
her
work
in
aiding
refuMr. and Mrs. Leon Nienhuis
-Dealers in Washington, But call is possible to become dependent
liked and its work was disapprovLloyd Berry, 90 West 11th St., city.
continued next week as time did
and son moved from Holland to
this same thing a revision of the upon a greater personality as thus gees to leave the country.
ed by the German commission,
underwent an operation Monday in
Mrs. M. Walters left this noon
not permit a winner to be chosen.
At the time the war broke out she stated.
social securityact, and the chances to prevent the unfolding and asserHolland hospitalfor removal of his for Chicago where ahe will' remain the home where the Koops vacaNext
week
Kenneth
Bauman
will
ted.
are that there will be nothing tion of one’s own personality.We in Europe, Miss Gold was living
"When Marshal Petaln paid his be the leader.
tonsils.
until the resort season opens.
worse than mild whispers of dis somewhat lose our freedom in the in an apartment in Paris. She ‘triumphal’ visit to Marseille last
Mr. and Mrs. Russel Lievense
Lieut Gen. G. J. Berenschot John|Languisreturned to his
Tommy and Billy Buis, sons of
sent
commander-in-chief
of The Dutch home in Nebraska after spending spent last Sunday at the home
sense of the greatness of another. also had rented a country place November, Mr. Fry and his enMr.
and
Mrs.
William
Buis
of
That is about what seems to be This seems to be just what Jesus along the Loire river not far from tire committee,including myself,
East Indies army who was one of several weeks in this vicinity visit- of their parents, Mr. and Mrs,
on the cards. At least the surface wanted to prevent. He desired that Orleans, Miss Gold dividing her were held in custody for four route 4, are recovering in Holland 12- persons killed Monday In a ing friends and relatives.
Gerrit Lievense.
hospital where they were taken
.indicationsare that the govern* under the quiet and unseen stimu- time between the two places as it days along with 10,000 other perplane crash In Batavia, N. E. L, is
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Veneburg
Yesterday
a
new
firm
was
orSaturday. Billy, four years old, is
ment is about to put over on the lation of the Spirit the disciples was only a three-hour drive from sons.
a distant relative of John J. Ber- ganized 'in this city to be known as spent last Sunday in Lansing at
ill of bronchial pneumonia and
Paris
to
her
country
home.
American people another huge tax should develop their own initiative.
"The jails were so crowded
entschot,256 West 17th St.
the Michigan Chemical company, the home of their slater, Mr. and
When the German armies broke that we were held in custody for Tommy, 14 months, has acute
bill running into billionsbut the
Then again we note that Jesu$
Jerry Houting went to Detroit began a news Story in the Thurs- Mrs. Richard Machlelie.
bronchitis.
through
the
French
defense
and
four days on a boat in UM harAmerican people will not know says that the Spirit will act in the
today to attend a clothiers’ conven- day, March 7 issue. The company
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Schllleman
Gordon Van Wyk, son of the tion.
about it They will think that there capacity of convictingmen, that is, headed toward Paris, Miss Gold bor. We were arbitrarilyheld and
is to manufacture solid formalde- and Mrs. Henriette Schllleman
Rev.
and
Mrs.
John
G.
Van
Wyk
left
the
city
for
the
country.
She
no charges were filed against us
will be billions of increase in the of convincing them of sin and
The followingmotorists have hyde and other chemicals. Officers spent last Friday evening at the
social, security fund, that more righteousness and judgment. He is said she saw numerous refugees because one of the group was a of Muskegon, a 1941 graduate of paid fines and costs to Municipal
of the new concern are: President home of John D. Nienhuis.
worker* will merely be compelled thinking of wordly-minded men moving southward from cities and prominent political man. Appar- Hope college,assumed his duties Judge Raymond L. Smith for —Hugh Bradshaw; secretary— EdMaster Warren Veldheer who
communities
in
northern
France.
Sunday
as
part
time
young
peoently we were not trusted for s
by law to give up a portion of each who have not the power to see and
traffic violations: Julius Jacobs, ward Michmershulzen;treasurer—
had been operated on a few wee]#
“First came the Belgian refu- railroad ran through our villa g* ple’s worker at Central Reformed
pay envelope that will be matched distinguishbetween right and
19, route 6, Holland, speeding, Nick Hofsteen.
ago at the Blodgett hospital M
gees, followed by the French and a bridge which also was there church in Grand Rapids. He is now
by a portion from employers.
$10; Douglas Arnold, 17, route 4,
wrong. The Spirit whom Christ
Isaac Van Westenburg,a mem- slowing improving.
refugees some of whom had been was blown up a few years ago attending Western Theological
What will happen to that promised to His disciples would
Holland, illegal parking, $1; Nel- ber of the senior class of the Westmoney
Economic analysts are deal searchingly with this world, on the roads for 15 days. They when the former Prince of Wales seminary.
son Bade, route 5, Holland, speedtravelledas best they could, some (now Duke of Windsor) was
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Klomparens ing, $5; William Emery, 18, ern Theological seminary, has acopenly explaining— and there have would bring It back to moral ulcepted a call extended to him by
of Owosso, formerly of Holland, route 2, West Olive, running red
been no denials— that the govern- timates.The one last profound dis- peasants using carts, pulled by scheduledto pass over it.
the Reformed church of Marion,
large horses. Piled onto the carts
announce
the
birth
of
a
daughter,
Miss
Gold
related
that
they
light, $3.
ment will promptly borrow that tinction in life is the differencebeNew York. This was the fourth
were
heirlooms, baggage,children were questioned for hours by the KatherineAnne, Sunday in Owosmoney, To take a little of the curse tween right and wrong and the
(From Saturday^ Sentinel)
Private John Jager of Camp
call Mr. Van Westenburg reand household furnishings which French police during the four so hospital.Mrs. Klomparens was
off that borrowing, it will be ex- differencesright and wrong make
Mrs. J. De Jonge, 36, 319 West ceived and he has declined the Livingston, La., is spendinga
they were able to save before days they were held in custody, formerly KatherineEldridge.
17th St., paid a fine and costs of other three.
plained that the money will be in our lives. It is not pleasant to
day furlough at the home of his
fleeing their homes. As each day being released after Marshal PeMrs. Jack Nieboer of route 2, $5 to Municipal Judge Raymond
used for “national defense." But look down into these deeper things
City Clerk Overweg has not parents,Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Jager.
passed, the refugees appeared tain had left the city, to carry on Holland, reports a large full blown
L. Smith this forenoon on a charge
the government is spending un- but we must do it if we are going
Harold Newenhousewas transdefinitely determined when the refrom cities farther south."
their work.
red rose in her garden. The rose of speeding.
counted millions— at least two bil- to live real lives and build real
gistrationday will come this year. ferred from Fort Custer to Fort
She told how a small canteen From her work with this com- bush, an ordinary June variety,
lion a year, such specialists as Sen- characterof strength.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank M. Lievense Following are the places of re- Sill, Oklahoma.
was established in her home to
ator Byrd insist—on non-defense
We also observe that Jesus provide food for the war refugees mittee, Miss Gold learned of the has never been known to bloom and Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Hobek, all gistration:First ward— Engine The League for Service met in
Franco-German collaborationsand out of season before.
appropriations that could be elim- spoke of the Spirit as the Spirit of
who also were given places to how they exchange information Mrs. Simon De Boer, Miss Ida of route 1, Holland, are in Ann Ar- House; second ward— 178 River the church basement Tuesday eveinated if reasonable economy were truth and hence as the guide into
spend the night. She told of through a system of secret police. Tanis, Mrs. H. Tanis, Mrs. Rich- bor today to attend the Michlgan- street; third ward — dty hall; ning. Mrs. J. Wabeke and Mias
observed. Who can tell whether all truth. Jesus makes it very
Pittsburgh football game.
fourth ward— polling place; fifth Ruth Wabeke will be In charge ot
British troops passing through and She also was able to learn of
ard Dirkse and daughters. Marthat new social security money is plain that He had not told His
Mrs. Tom Rosendahl,78 West ward— corner 21st and Central devotions and the Mission study on
that they felt that the armies conditions in the concentration
ilyn and Janice, visited in the home Eighth St., has returned from a
for that non-defense waste or for disciples all that He had to tell
China. Mrs. George Vmggink is
avenue.
would be reorganized in southern camps, stating that hygenic conof Mrs. Henry Walters in Overi- visit of two weeks with Mr. and
defense?
them. There was much yet which France.
very pretty wedding took hostess.
ditions were much worse in the sel Friday afternoon.
Note, moreover, that this same they ought to know, but that
Mrs. Charles Reynolds of Fremont, place at the home of the bride’a
Mrs. J. Newenhouse will be hos’The refugees told stories of French camps than in the GerMr. and Mrs. Wayne Harrington and relatives in Muskegon.
government will some day have to would come through the leadership being bombed and marine gunparents, Mr. and Mrs. Johannes tess at the Ladies Missionary and
man ones, accordingto informa- of 37th St. and Lincoln Ave. have
pay out these social security bene- and teachership of the Spirit. The ned while fleeing in civilianconBilly Buis, son of Mr. and Mrs. Zwagerman at Beaverdam,when Aid society which meets in the
tion given her by persons who
moved
into their new home on William Buis of route 4, is confits. The government is a mam- Spirit is to be the Spirit of a convoys. When the Germans reached had been confined in both.
their daughter Jennie Marie, was church basement Thursday afterEast 39th St.
fined to his home with bronchial united Jn marriage to R. Hoeiee, noon.
moth insurance company and the tinuous revelation. We are not Paris, they discontinued such
‘There is even a regular sysMr. and Mrs. Dwight Wiersema pneumonia.
payments each payday are the lone with finding out things about bombings and left the population
Rev. H. Fikse and the elders
also of Beaverdam.
tem of spying and telling on and Mr. and Mrs. Garrett SlkMisses Billy and Betty Meinpremiums. But if the insurance the kingdom of God. How much alone.”
In their attempts to secure reg- have begun the fall family calling.
everybody in unoccupiedFrance," kema of Morrison, 111., spent the
ema of Prospect Park, N.J., del- ular pastors three Christian Recompany spends the premiums as Jesus meant to cover when He
Mrs. E. L. Johnson is staying
Within three or four days after she said. "Even in the schools,
week-end in the home of Mr. and egates to the AFRYWS conven1
fast as it collectsthem, how is it said that the Spirit would lead the Germans arrived in Paris,
formed churches have nominated with her daughter, Mrs. Lucy Rice,
10-year-old children become spies
Mrs. Jacob Wiersema, route 3, tion this week, were guests in trios. The Oakland church has at Grand Rapids.
going to meet its obligations when into all the truth we do not know, Miss Gold left her country place
for the principal against other
the policies fall due?
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Fred nominated Rev. J. M. Voortman,
but we can believe that God is to join other refugees in fleeing children to report any pro-British Zeeland.
Miss Della Vruggink, only
Mr. and Mrs. John Van Voorst Vander Ploeg, 20th St.
Where is Uncle Sam to get the helping man to discover the truth southward.While she was pack- feelings.
Rev. J. B. Jonkman and Rev. B. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Henry G.
snd children, Bob, Howard and
Mr. and Mrs. John Bush of
money at that future date when wherever it is and whatever it is. ing her belongings into an auto"When the army surrendered, Elaine, visited relatives in Kala- Holland explored the famous End- Nagel; the Overisel church, Rev. Vruggink, was united in marriage
the social security insurance poli- One balks at the idea that man in mobile. the German planes apJ. H. Geerlings, Rey. J. Gerrit- to George Sytama Friday evening
most of the people in unoccupied
less Caverns at New Market, Va.,
cies fall due? Whether it has been his quest for the truth is working peared overhead.
sen and Rev. H. Tula; the New Ers by Rev. H. Fiske at the parsonFrance were rather indifferent mazoo over the week-end.
Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Ver Beek and while on a motor trip through
spent for unnecessaryNew Deal and groping blindly and what he
"One Belgian woman cried; It’s but now they realize their condichurch, Rev. D. Hollebeck, Rev. H.' age. The double ring cerecnomk
utopian dreams or for necessary finds by accident or simply by his the Boches.’the phrase being tion and are hoping for an Eng- Gladie of Oakland entertained the the ShenandoahValley of Vir- Bakker and Rev. G. Hylkema. • Was lued. The couple was attentWF
defense expenses makes little dif- own ingenuity.We want to think somewhat of an insult to the Ger- lish victory although they can’t following at their home 'duringthe ginia.
Personals Included: Clifford Har- by Miss G. Van Haitsma and GerSgt. Max Welton arrived In
past week: Mr. and Mrs. John
ference — the money is gone. Who that God is our invisiblecompan- mans. This woman thought they do much about it.
rington is in Grand Rapida to- ald Redder. A reception followed at
Holland early this morning for an
is going to replace it so that the ion on his quest for truth.
wouldn’t drop <any bombs but
the home of the bride’* parents.
"Feeling has become so anti- Geers of Dorr, Mr. and Mrs. Jerday.
benefitscan be paid? You of course
We see again that Jesus speaks of within 30 seconds they began fall- German that the Germans do not ald Ver Beek and Carol Sue of 18-day furlough with his parents, Burk Taylor, who has the Jetti- Mr. and Mrs. Sytama are living in
—the very fellow out of whose the Spirit as the comforter. Man ing In an attempt *to blow up the dare arm the French volunteers Oakland, Mr. and Mrs. George Tib- Mr. and Mrs. Bert Welton, East son Grand Rapids run on the In- HudaonvUk.
wages it has already been taken. needs a comforter in this world bridge over the Loire.”
who were organized to fight itra and daughter, Evelyn, of Ev- 24th St. Welton is stationed with terurban line was visitingfriends Infant baptism was administered
Who else?
of sorrow and trouble.But to comConsiderable time was required against the Russians; 6,000 re- ergreen Park, 111., Mr. and Mrs. the other boys of Co. D at Camp here last night
to Mary Ellen, daughter of Mr. and
In its latest economic sleight-of- fort is really to strengthen. The for her to cross over the bridge sponded but they were not given Gerrit Geers of Grandville, Mr. Livingston, La.
Miss Alice Becker of prand Rap- Mrs. George Kalman and Mary
Private First Class William A.
hand proposal the New Deal ap- function of the Spirit therefore is as it was much in use by the any guns until they reached Ger- and Mrs. Ed Schierbeekof Holids is in the dty for a few days. Kay daughter of Mr. and Mrs,
pears to have invented still an- to strengthen. He does not take mechanized forces and refugees many."
land, Lucille Stek of Denver, Colo., Sikkel is spending a 15 day furPeter Paulus has gone to Gales- M. Dood at the Sunday morning
lough
at
the
home
of
his
parents,
other way to skin that well known away our sorrows and troubles, could cross only when army trafShe said Paul Colette had shot Mr. and Mrs. Simon Geers of Dorr,
burg, 111., on business for the Bush service.
cat
but He enables us to bear them. fic was not so heavy. Two minutes Pierre Laval and Marcel Deat at and Misses Betty Mulder and 63 West 17th St. Sikkel Js a mem- and Lane Plano Co,
He gives us courage to pass after she had crossed the bridge, Versailles with his own 22 cal- Thelma Kulper of Grand Rapids. ber of the 32nd division,military Leonard Kendall and Robert
SEEK MOLESTER
through them, courage to meet a the Germans made another attack ibre revolver since none of the
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Nelson police, Camp Livingston, La.
Police conducteda search MonWestveldt
left
for
Detroit
this
Couple Feted on 40th
State Rep. Nelson Miles of Holtrying world with head up and about dusk but failed to damage volunteers were armed for the re-- and daughter, Charlotte, and Miss
day night tor an unidentifiedman
noon.
land
addressed the Business and
the
bridge.
That
night
it
was
face
forward.
It
is
not
a
case
of
Loretta
Fraleigh
of
Berkley,
near
view
where
the
shooting
occurred.
Wedding Anniversary
Mrs.
M.
Notier
is
visiting
her
? "PSJ* t0 h»ve molested
Eighty per cent of the food is Detroit, spent the week-end as Professional Women’ club of Grand daughter, Mrs. Vander Meulen |t a girl on Ninth St.
Mr. and Mrs. G. Van Gelderen how much we escape, but how destroyed by the French.*
Haven
at
a
dinner
Wednesday
guests of Misses Frances and
were surprised Saturday evening bravely we meet what comes. It
Grand Haven.
is not a case of making life easy
Cornelia Van Voorst, 271 East 16th night speaking on lobbying and
at their home at 14 West 16th St.
Rev. B. Hoffman who will be inmethods
used
by
lobbyists.
He
St
on the occasion of their 40th wed- for us, but enabling us to buffet
Harvest of 1941
said the most effective form is stalled tonight aa pastor of the 2nd
the
storms,
to
defy
the
winds,
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Richard
Ellison
ding anniversary. The couple was
Reformed church in Zeeland movand daughter, Vera Zietlow, were the telegram. He also explained ed yesterdayfrom Grand Rapids
presented with gifts. Refreshments walk over rough and stony places
"
ntT
the
process
of
a
bill
from
the
in South Lyons, Mich., Sunday
were served and an enjoyable time and to climb the rugged heights.
time
it
is
introduced
until
it and makes his home od Pine street.
to visit another daughter,Virwas spent.
While Henry Wichers of Dreqthe,
receives the governor’s signature
ginia Ellison, who is teaching
Those present were Mr. and Two Holland Draftees
aged 72, was splittingwood yesand becomes a law.
there.
Mrs. Peter Van Gelderenand son,
The Rev. Henry Poppen, mis- terday, the ax slipped and cut a
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Leenhouts
Sent to Oklahoma Camp
Donald, Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Van
sionary to China of the Reformed deep gssh in the old gentleman’s
and Betty and Jack of East 13th
Gelderenand Loren Lee, Mr. and
leg, accordingto a news item la
St and Mrs. Emily Hughes of church who has been spending a the Friday, March 8 Issue.
Mrs. Donald Van Gelderen, Mavis
Fort Custer, Mich., Oct. 16
ocTom
furlough here, left Friday to reLondon, Ontario, a house guest of
Van Dis and Barney Nienhuis of Pvts. Victor R. Berkompas and
Prof. J. H. Klelnheksel, Attorturn to his field In the orient.
the Leenhouts family, saw Grade
Oak Harbor, Wash. Pvt Marvin Victor E. Cherven, both of HolThe family will remain here due ney George E. Kollen and J. Ver
jijt
Fields in Grand Rapids Thursday.
Van Gelderen who is in training at land, recently inducted Into the
tb unsettled conditions in China Schure have been chosen by the
Frank Lievense, Jr., has arrived
Fort Lewis, Wash., could not be Army, have been transferred with
which make it inadvisable to per- Board of Trade to ad as Judges in
present
here from Fost Custer on a fura group of 110 lelectees to the
mit women or children to enter the contest that has been put on
lough to visit his parents, Mr. and the country.
field artilleryreplacement trainto arouse interest in the parks
Mrs. Frank M. Lievense, Sr., route
ing center at Fort Sill, Okla.,
along Blade Lake.
Mr.
and
Mrs..
Arthur
Deery
of
ERNST IS
^ Holland. He is scheduled to re- Freeport, Hi., left Friday by train "Babe" Woldring of Michigan
for training there. The group
port Oct 22 at Fort Belvolr, Va.,
made the trip in a «pedal train.
NUNICA
for their home after spending a State League fame; will leave next
to begin his officers' training.
few days as guests of Mrs. Sena week for St Joeeph, Mo., where
M flk^n iomriW
Mr. and Mrs. J. Philip Hanson Cochran of route 4. Mrs. Cochran he will Join the St Joseph team.
Washington, Oct 16 (Special)— Announce Engagement
jiWtouJEife
and Miss Mable Mulder attended returned to her home here a few
Preparations for the Athletic
ntiss M. Brown of Michigan
the
Mlchigan-Plttsburgh
football
days ago after a 1.500-mile auto Festival were completed today by
sent the name of Bemath S. of Local Couple
game in Ann Arbor Saturday, and trip and brought back the Deerys. the score of students who convertst to the postmaster general
Mr». Lizzie Dlrioe of 53 Grave*
spent the week-end aa quests of This was tha Deerys* first visit to ed the gymnasium into a palace of
the recommendation that he place announcesthe engagement of
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Pulver at' Michigan and they commented
ited acting postmasterof her daughter,Lillian, to Alberamusement Booths have been
Jackson.
particularlyon the cleanlinessof erected for the various stunts
Ottawa county, Mich., tus Knoll, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Everett of
retirement of the pres- Mannes Knoll of Graafschap.No
which will be given in them while
College Ave., and Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Belt of an interesting platform has also
master, Chauncey B. definite date has been set for the
fc there
Harmon
Den
Herder
of
Zeeland
377 West 22nd St announce the been arrangedfor.
Oct 31«
have returned Iran a ten days birth of a eon Friday afternoon.
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SAYS RAILWAYS

DRIVE

READY TO MEET

ASSURES Sorority Pledges

ANNUAL PARTY
Honored and Sertnty Nine

to

Dime Chain

Inprovementi Since

A

Holland kiddies are promised a
"rear Halloween party this year
by the Holland Junior Chamber

Last Conflict
Allie o! Detroit,public-

ity director of the

Michigan Rail-

Rotary club in an address in the
Friend tavern last Thursday that "America’srailroads are
in a state of national defence,

store.

Warm

John Van

meet any demands

of

war

Program Chairman Duncan Weaver, stated that "in the event of
war our railroads can supply adequate, satisfactory service if we
avoid hysteria and retain the proper perspective as to the volume of
the war load and do not interfere
with the normal methods of movement."
“Today’s railroad plant,” he declared, "is totally different from
and superior to that of World war
days, due to the expenditure since
then of 10 billions for moderniza-

i/Ac* MoltTHi MOVIS. STAR,

Tto/m

FO* THE

“SPs
m

BEFORE
BECOMING AH ACTOR,

svtmt* unmcom'

TOM

NMIt Of *
IN 'SOUTH DAKOTA

IS THI

•••

test also will be held.

tion and betterments. Reduced

NAME

-Hope

TO

HOPE GROUP TAKES

week of tumbling Into bed
wee hours and numerous ex-

tra-curricularactivities, anticipat-

ed a somewhat quieter week-end
and more settled routine today fol
lowing fraternity Jnltlatlonaand
sorority pledging parties Friday
night
Sibylline pledget include Mildred
and Mabel Vander Linden, Jane
and Evelyn Reus, Myra Klels, Billie Wleland, Jane MacDonald, Viw-

Dyke and

Are

from

Frank lan Moncton, Jane WeddMllig,
Shirley Lenunen, Joan De Young,
committee on arrangements,re.Rose Seith, Frances Hlllebrands
ported that the day’s campaign and Barbara Reed.
netted 6179.05, an increase of
Dorian pledges pinned in a cere$68.05 over last yeaTs 6111
mony by President Jeanett#Van
Of course, all the money was
Beek, are Marie Jenkins, Betty
not in dimes. Numerous quarters,
Mulder, Helene Minnema, Car ken
half-dollarsand a few dollar bills
Stroop,. Marjorie Prince, Betty
were added to the chain.
Warner, Loretta Van Wleren, MarThe Jayoee organization wishes
ian Sandee and VictoriaVan Westto thank all contributors to the
enberg.
chain for their support In making
Girls pledged by the Sorosis 10It possible for It to continueits
ckty
include Merry Hadden, PhylHalloween parties which originatlis Pelgrim, Shirley Rutgers, Mared three year* ago.
Preceded by a parade, the party tha Van Dyk, Barbara Van Volkenburgh, Mildren Scholten, Mary
will be held Friday night, Oct.
31, at Rlverview park. Valuable Elizabeth Aldrich, Janet Bogard,
prizes will be given for the best Peggy Karreman. Anne Timmer,
costumes. A Jack-o- lantern con- Mildred Timmer and Barbara Taz-

traf-

Mr. Allie, who was introduced by

In the

Bolhuis, Jr., co-chairmen of the

thoroughly organized and prepared
to

Commerce as

the result of the
organisation'sch&ln-of-4imesdrive
last Saturday on Eighth St., beginning' in front of Yonkers drag
of

roads association,told the Holland

fic.”

college students,tired

at

a hectic

v3

Dollars Collected by

Roob H.

Announced
Hope

ANY WAR NEEDS
Rotary Speaker Pointi

1#, 1941

UNEXPECTED SWIM Nttmal PtaRry
, Tackle luoei Ariiwf
Three Hope college students
took an unexpected

swim

in

in Defeat*

Lake

Macatawa Friday about 2:45 pan.
A. G. Lehman, manager of
opposite the Georgian Bay docks
when the dingy in which they Hamilton Farm bureau,

wu

were riding capsized.
ed a member of an executive
_They were Frank Lokker, Eddie mlttee this week to repreeent
De Free and Bob Geldart. Riding
apeak for the entire poultry
in a canoe behind them were Don
Lievense and Ray Van Ommen, allied indue tries tn the

Hope college ztudents.
Rough weather was blamed for

also

States during the defense
ency, It

wu

learned here.

the capsizing of the small boat
Others on the committee
Weight of one of the boys, rid- Robert Creighton, Indiana;
ing In the front of the power- F. Thurrell, New Kara
driven dingy, caused it to take in Clyde Edmunds, Utah;
water.
Cockell Oregon;
When the two boys in the ke, Tsxu; and Charles W.
canoe saw the boat go under, Itr, Virginia,
they released a tow rope to preImmediate problems to bs
vent It from being pulled under. sidered Include prtoritfu of
Sufferingnone the worse from plies, poultry and turkey

Hmaa

their plunge the three boys swam
labor problems, agricultural
to shore.
ments from selective sendee
Later the boat and Its motor transportation problems.

were recovered from the lake.
The committeewu named
The five students were en route poultrymen were In Harris
to the place where the froahPa* Oct 7 to 10 to attend an
sophomore tug of war was being nual poultry exposition.

Lehman.

held.

elaar.

Mr.
rm
the Michigan Poultry
ment association, wu re

All girls living in Voorheei hall
All money obtained in Saturcurves and grades, longer, heavier
pointed to arrange for a state ]
were entertained at
mats
day’s
chain-of-dimes
will
be
used
rails, treated ties, steel bridges,
py defense committee In
"spread”
after
hours
Friday
night.
to defray expenses of the party
crushed rock ballast, rail welding
B. BROOKS, TR.,
gan.
Hope collegefraternities held inat which approximately 3,500 chilOR CHICAGO,ILLINOIS,
and automatic signalling permit
Also organised at the
formal initiationsFriday night
dren will be entertained.
heavier freightloadings and faster
ALLOW HIS too PET
burg meeting wu a national
following traditional"quest night"
operation. Locomotives are twice
LIZARDS THE RUN OF HIS
GAtne thht
mlttee of one representativei
on Thursday. Upperclassmenwieldas powerful as and a third speedier
VNO’ROOm APARTMENT*
LASTS* NINS
WITH
each state, plus one f
ed paddles and put frosh through
than in 1917, and present-day
NEITHER TEAin mHKIN6
.
from seven national
their paces.
A
mother
and
her
bob
were
infreight cars have 25 per cent greatSUBSTITUTION -fARn ACADimN
New membera pledged to Delta jured Saturday about 11:90 am. to serve for the duration of
er net carry capacity.As a result,
praaent emergency.
Phi are Settle Morford, Anna Ruth
OF BRISTOL, OHIO, KNAUH BERT
our modern trains are 60 per cent
in an automobileaccident which
Poppen,
Marie
Steketee,
Wilma
BRIE HI6H SCHOOL
faster than in 1917 and carry a
Landaal, Bernice Klaasen, June occurred at 16th St and College
WHUSarrle*
. «T
40 per cent greater freight load
Ave.
•Pyle,
Constance Crawford, Jane
J—ITH «UI
and actually do twice as much
The injured were Mrs. Katherine
Fichtner,Betty Jane Hurlbut, Betwork as in the last year.
Boy scouts of the Ottawa-Alle- ty Kamps, Irene Lundle, Carol M. Coultas, 39, route 2, Kouts.
"Superior to the 1918 types are
gan council will Join in a nation- Meppelink, Arlyne Voorhorat, Le- Ind., and her three-year-old ton,
our modern freight trains. In each
wide campaign to collect waste ona Bouwens, Marta Van Lierop, Billy. Both were treated in HolLaw Clark Group
of nine recent years we have handpaper for use in making paste- Peggy Cross, Jayne Smiea and land hospital for minor cuts and
led greater traffic than during
braises, pilly also wu given an xG.H. Man
Treasurer board boxes, it was announced to- Eunice Potter.
1918 and did it without difficulty
ray examinationof his spine but
day by Scout Executive M. P. Rusor car shortage and now , could
sell.
it revealed no fracturee.
Mrs. Lent Bartels, 78b
Grand rfaven, Oct. 16 (Special)
handle the 1929 traffic, the greatThe car driven east on 16th St Berend Bartels, of Olivo
Dr.
James
E. Cook, route 1, Hol- Mrs. Irvele Harrington
—About 44 memberi of the Assoest on record, with 350,000 to 400,by Mrs. Coultas
Involved in route 2, Holland, died on
The Rev. F. J. Van Dyk, pastor
ciation of Supreme . Court Law land, chairman of the area camp- Is Honored at Shower
000 fewer freight cars than were
an
accident
with
one
driven by day in her home following
ing
activities
committee,
has
acof the Central Park Reformed
Clerks held their annual dinner
Mrs. Irvele Harrington,formthen required.
church, reviewed the book, "Alcoand banquet in the Olds hotel, cepted appointment as chairman erly Miss Esther Heyboer of Miss Helen Howell, 30, route 8, neea of a year with coni*
"Faced with World war traffic
Holland, northbound on College
Survivors are the
__
holics Anonymous,’’at the OctoLansing, last Thursday. Eight of of the committee to organize the Grand Rapids, was honored Friday
today, the railroadswould move it
Ave.
tom ***, Herman of Olivo
drive in the two counties.
ber meeting of the local unit of
the members of the supreme court
evening at a miscellaneous showwith so little added effort that the
The force of the impact over- ter, Lovi of
It is planned to conduct the first
the Woman’s Christian Temperbench were present as guests of
er given by Mrs. Wayne Harring- turned the Coultas car. After be- and Ralph of MlahowMh^
performanceWould be considered ance union Friday afternoon in the
campaign
during
November
and
to
the
association. Chief Justice
ton in the home of Mrs. Ray Van
of no great importance. Nor would
parlors of Hope Reformed church.
Sharpe was the principal speaker hold them on a monthly basis. Mr. Den Brink. The bride was seated ing treated at the hospital the four daughters, Mrs.
they have had difficultymoving
mother and her son continued to sen of OUve enter.
Russell
said
that
Girl
scouts
and
Rev. Van Dyk related some of
and Justice Howard Weist spoke
the traffic of 1918 had they not
randan of Olivo
Camp Fire girls will be solicited to beneath an umbrella trimmed with Grand Rapids in a taxi where they
his pastoral experiences in connecbriefly.
Chief Boatswain’s Mate Fred
pink and green streamersleading were en route to visit relatives. Henry Zwien of North
been crippledby government priorjoin In the campaign.
tion with the subject. The book,
Members must have spent one
Wendel, Jr., former Holland boy,
ity orders in freight hauling.These
Mr. Oxiltai joined xhem later In and Mrs. Tiede Hibna of
Price AdministratorLeon Hen- to where the gifts were hidden.
published in 1940, consists of 100
now associatedwith the U.S. year as a law clerk with a justice derson requestedBoy scouts to Games were played and prizes Grand Rapids, accordingto local 27 grandchildren,tour
orders compelledthe railroads to
stories— life stories of men recoast guard at Chattanooga, of the supreme court. These ban
were awarded to Mia. Chester police. 1
accept war freight as received regrandchildren; one broths
deemed from the power of alcohol Tenn., is at the present engaged quets and dinners are an annual stage such a campaign throughout
Lokker, Mrs. Walter Poll, Mrs.
gardless of unloading facilities at
An accident Sqnday at 12:45 R Busacher of Overiael
the
United
States
after
it
became
by the power of God.
affair
and
representatives
from
all
in a safety campaign, according
Ray Van Den Brink and Miss am. at 20th St. and Cleveland
destination.- A freight car tie-up
She was bon Juno %
The book was published by the to a recent story in a Chatta- parts of the state attended known there was a shortageof Henrietta Riphagen.
three- Ave. involved can driven by Ray- Dio Netherlandsto Mr. and
occurred almost immediately. In a
waste
paper
vital
to
the
production
fellowship of the same name, an nooga newspaper.
Thursday night. Tlte association
course lunch wu served.
short time, 224,000 loaded freight
of pasteboard.
mond Kammerilng, 118 West 15th Lucas Buaschsr. She came to
informal society of ex-alcoholics About four years ago, Chief consistsof about 50 membera.
Those present were Mrs. Gordon St and Albert Schakelaar, route country 60 years an and
cars stood on sidings acting as
who aim to help fellow problem Wendel was in charge of the coast Harvey L. Scholten, attorney
De Rldder, Miss Bertha Van Wy- 6, Holland. Kammerilng wu drtv- married to Mr. Bartels 58
storage places rather than transdrinkers recover their health, men guard station at Grand Haven and from Grand Haven, who is a mem- USES
nen, Miss Lucille Braischart, Mrs.
portation units. That tie-up reducnorth on ClevelandAve. and ago.
who have admitted that they are he has many friends along Mich- ber, attended and was elected
Ray Voas, Mrs. Chester Lokker, sSiakelaar was driving west on
ed transportation capacity by 25
PENNIES
TO
powerless
against the powers of igan shores who will be interested treasurer.
Mrs. John Jousma, Mrs. Lyle Sny- 20th St.
per cent. When the government
alcohol, men who came to believe in his campaign. His mother-inte
der, Miss Henrietta Riphagen,
took over operation of the railFINE
Harold Vander Veer, 83 West Fireaea
that a greater power than their law is Mrs. Anna Zahart. former
Mrs. Warren Johnson, Mrs. Ray 18th St., reported to police Satroads its first act was to stop isFight Fin
suance of priority orders, the own was needed to help them and Holland resident who now lives
At last Albert Koster, route 1, Van Den Brink, Mrs. Walter Poll, urday that his automobile wu hit
were
willingto turn over the con- in Grand Rapids.
IS
Mrs. Wayne Harrington and Miss Friday while it
cause of the trouble, and simultanparked on
Hudsonville, found a use for his
trol of their lives and souls to the
Holland firemen were
One of his main projects has
Virginia Poll
eosuly the trouble disappeared.”
Central Ave. south of 10th St.
pennies
which
he
has
been
saving
living God.
27th St, eaet of Central _
been the organization of a flotilla
Camp Polk, La., Oct. 16 — Pvt for some time.
Cars
driven by John Bontekoe,
Rev. Van Dyk used as illustra- at Chattanooga as an auxiliary Arthur A. Englesman, 25 East
about 2:80 pm. Saturday to
283 West 12th St, and James
He used them to pay a 610 bal- Shower Is Held in
tions excerpts from the booklet, to the coast guard service. Durtlnguish « boss fire. For
22nd St., Holland, Mich., associatMorren, route 3, Holland, were in"Alcohol Anonymous,”published ing the next eight months he In- ed with battery A, 67th field ar- ance which he owed on a fine and
time the fire endangered a
Wiersma
volved
in
an
accident
Saturday
on
by the Alcoholic foundation, and tends to cover his district of 22 tillery of the third armored divi costs of $16.85 assessed him last
nearby beehives and firemen 1
A shower was held Friday after- Eut Eighth St in front of the to fight both fire and bees
from the articleswhich recently states which has 5,000 motor sion, has been given his discharge week for shooting wood ducks
Bos Tobacco Co.
water. The firemen left the
appeared in the Houston Press, boats registered In an attempt to from the army and is en route to during the closed season. Koster noon in honor of ^Ira. John Kooppaid
$6.85
and
arranged
to
pay
man
on
East
17th
St.
given
by
Mrs.
as quickly as possible,
Throughout,the book has the ac- interest their owners in safety. his home after having spent three
the balance.
Jack Wieraema, route 3, Zeeland.
to reports.
Wendel first enlisted in the months In the army.
cent of reality and is written with
FIVE
He reported to MunicipalJudge The afternoon was spent in playunusual skill, humor and modesty coast guard in 1921. Since then
Col. Karl F. Snearer, command- Raymond L. Smith Saturday, ing games and prizes were awardThe annual meeting of the mitigating what could easily have he has been in command of eight
ing the 67th field artillerysaid bringing the 1,000 pennies in a ed the winners. A two-course lunch
H.O.H. society was held Friday been a strident and harrowing Lake Michigan stations and was
Englesman is among the first of tobacco can. While 25 cents in was served.
night in Royal Neighbors club- tale. A lively discussion followed In charge of lifesaving stations for
Five Chicago businessmen,
those to leave Camp Polk' because pennies is the maximum amount
Among the invited guests were
rooms over Woolworth’s store.
the review in which questions the past nine years.
of recent legislationrelievingsel- in legal tender, the court accepted Mrs. Henry Ter Meer, Mrs. Ben stranded in the 42-foot cabjn cruisHe was quite active during the
Alex Van Zanten submittedthe were asked and answered.
ectees that are over the designated the $10 in pennies as payment for Ter Meer, Mrs. Marold Grover, er White Arrow of Dr. Herbert
treasurer’s report which showed
Mrs. Paul E. Hinkamp in giving 1936 and 1937 floods, traveling
age limits or with dependents, the balance due on the fine and Mrs. John Ter Meer, Miss Anna S. Erikson of Chicago, were resthe society made a profit of $991.- excerpt^ of the Union Signal from Cincinnati to Hickman, Ky.,
It's Indtaa rammer la tea
cued from Lake Michigan Saturcosts.
from active duty.
Deters, Miss Joan Ter Meer, Miss
51 during the past year.
made a plea of action against li- in 1936 and the next year his
day night by Holland cout guards- markets then days— those
Englesman
is visiting his sister,
Madonna Grover, Miss Sydele
Four new members were accept- quor advertisementsin the most crew was assignedto Cannelton,
men who towed their boat to the fall days jut "between
Mrs. R. J. Redeker and the Rev.
Koopman, Mrs. Joseph Mutchler,
ed. They were Burt L. Post, Al- prominent and popular family Ind., for 30 days.
Stolen
Ante
Is Found
when yon And the choicest
local harbor.
Redeker
at Primghar, la., and is
Julia
Ter
Meer,
Mrs.
Marvin
Ter
One of his most exciting advenmagazines. She also remarked
The
group
had
left Chicago tkrai of the departing seam
not
expected
to
return
here
for
on Road Near Holland Meer, Mrs. Johnny Ter Meer, Mrs.
about the book reviewed as aim- tures occurred in 1925 when the another week.)
Saturday morning for Holland the newest foods of the
William Ter Meer, Mrs. Bert Sal
ing for the cure of alcoholism barge, P. J. Ralph, ran into a
where Dr. Erikson Intended to put eeaeon. The housewife's
automobile of Adrian and Mrs. E. J. Zevalkirk.
while the program and platform northeasternear South Manitou
his boat in winter storage. About In menu-planning are made
Island. The barge was loaded with
Klaasen, 563 Lawndale court,
of the WCTU is prevention of alfour miles southwest of the hai^ becante of the infinite
pulp wood and lost half her deck
which was stolen sometime becoholism and its evils and perils.
Home
Is Scene
bor entrance and a half mile off- fered— and her pane,
tween 1 and 6 p.m. on Oct. 8
The Rev. Nicholas Gosselink, load in the storm.
shore, the twin motors of the crui- the reasonable price* at this
She managed to get Into the
from its parking place at Seventh of Birthday Party
of the year, won't be
an honorary member of the Holser went dead.
harbor before she began to sink— Zeeland. Oct. 16 (Special)— Hen- St. and River Ave., was found
lightened whateverher
John Maxam
122
West
land union, led the devotional part
About
8:10
p.m.
Saturday,
they
but logs were all over the water ry Visaer, Sr., 61, died Friday abandoned Hiursday about 10:15
Ninth St. was surprised by a sent up a flare which was noticed may be.
of the program and providedthe
and it was dangerous work for afternoon at his home, two miles p.m. on a side road, three miles group of frelatlves at his home
Fish prices at this time of
special music. He sang "Open the
by the coast guard lookout. With
the coast guard which took the southeast of Forest Grove after a south of Holland. Police reported
recently on the occasionof his the heavy sea breakingover the year are especially attractivsb
Gates of the Temple" and read
crew of 16 off just 10 minutes lingeringillness. Surviving are the that Harry Zoerman, 335 Harribirthday anniversary. He was pre- breakwaters, a coast guard crew excellentrapplies of eroaksrs,
passages of Paul’s epistle to Timobefore the barge sank in 40 feet widow; five daughters, Betty and son Ave., located the car.
sented with gifts. An enjoyable in charge of Capt. Charles Bon- ilea, butterflib, haddock
thy and the Philippians and spoke of water.
Martha at home, Mrs. Bernard
evening was spent. A two-course tekoe and including Motor Ma- flounders on hand. Mast
briefly about the privilegeof makMast of Forest Grove, Mrs. Louis
lunch was served by Mrs. Law- chinist Mate Second Class Edwin how fractional drops this week
ing men see and seek the things
Dabnan’t
Picture
Used
Van Noord of Jamestown, and Sylrence
Maxam and Mrs. A. Wyrick. O. Feddick,Seaman First Class pork chops, ebnek steaks sad
which are good, pure and beautiIS
via of Cutlerville;six sons, Jacob
on Annual Report Cover Those attendingwere Mr. and Earl Knight, Seaman First Gass roaits, and poultry prices,
ful. After leading the group in the
of Holland, Fred of Forest Grove,
Mrs. Henry Kolenbrander, Mr. Donald Smith, Apprentice Seaman log fowl broilersand fry*
IN
singing of “Lead on O King EterGeorge of Grand Rapids, Henry of
A picture of Jay Dalman, for- and Mrs. John Kolenbrander, Mrs. Kenneth West and Apprentice Sea- itlll reasonable.
nal,” Rev. Gosselink sang "I Come
Jamestown, Frank and Ralph at
Budget-wise shopperswill
mer Holland police officerwho is Reka Bomers, Mr. and Mrs. man Marvin Friedman, went to
to Thee ” He was his own acGrand Haven, Oct. 16 (Special)
—A high stake body truck, owned home; 21 grandchildren; and one now a Michigan state trooper, George Lenters, Harm Kolenhran- the aid of the stranded cruiser in toward apples, grapes, pears,
companist.
brother, Gerrit Visaer of Grand
appears on the front cover of the der, Mr. and Mrs. A. Wyrick and a coast guard lifeboat.They re- fruit, peaches and prunes
Mrs. Julia Dick and Mrs. S. C. by Louis Padnos, Holland junk Rapids.
1940 report of the Michigan state daughters,Lorraine Ruth and turned about an hour later with fruit departments,and for
Nettinga were in charge of the dealer, loaded with baled paper
•quash, tomatoes, peppers,
Ardith Lynn, Mr. and Mrs. Law- the cruiser in tow.
and driven by L. Bernard Booypolice.
social hour.
beets, cabbage and celery ka
inga, 37, of Douglas, Friday crash- Family Supper Served
On an Inside page is the fol- rence Maxam and Mr. and Mrs.
vegetable lulls.
John Maxam.
John Gillen
lowing
notation:
ed
into
the
Square
Drug
store,
a
Engagement of Local
These suggested Sunday
“Erect, with chin up and spirit
cement block building, causing in Methodist Church
yin Prins, Clarence Buurma and Girl Is Announced
menus have been prepared
About 100 attended the family unflinching, the state trooper on Trinity Bible Cass
some of the blocks to be driven
Herman Bos.
Marion Rouse Budd, director of
supper in the parlors of Firit the cover of this book typifies
into the interiorof the building.
The .following were elected Mr. and Mrs. Spriggs Te Roller
Kitchen, for three
Methodist
church
last
Thursday
Young
America
in
this
era
of
Has
Supper
Accompanied
Alexander
announce the engagement of their
off certf for the ensuing year: John
plans:
sponsored
by
the
Woman’s
Sonational
emergency.
Joe
Pasternak,
Hollywood
moWalsh
of
Holland,
Booyinga
was
daughter, Lois Jane, tp Irving
A program was presented and
Galien, president, succeeding AnLow Cost Dinner
"He stands silhouetted against election of officers took place at tion picture producer, is expected
Tallis of Jackson.Both are sen- driving south on North Seventh ciety of Christian Service.
thony Nienhuis; Bert Vender Poel,
Vetl Birds
one
of
the
standard
posts
of
the
The
main
speaker
was
Etha
in
Holland
within
the
next
two
or
St.,
approaching
the
intersection
iors attending the Western Michthe annual supper of the Alethea
reelected secretary; John L. Van
ScallopedPotateM
of Fulton St., about 5 p.ra. Friday. Nagler, a missionaryfrom China, MichiganState police from which, Bible class of Trinity church in three weeks, apparently to confer
igan
College
of
Education
at
KalHuis, trustee.
Stewed Tomatoesand (Mery '
amazoo. The wedding date has Three cars had already stopped for who is on furlough. Miss Nagler fat some half hundred Michigan the church parlors Friday night. with local Tulip Time officials
Those on the auditing commit- not been set.
Cncumbor and Lottnoa Salad
the light. His brakes refusing to for many yean, was a teacher in oommunities,are directed the Mrs. G. Nienhuis was is charge about a motion picture which will
tee were George Steffens, Gilmer
with French Drooling ' ti
use Holland'sTulip Time festiwork, Booyinga turned into a drive a girls’ high school Since the phases of home defense."
of devotions.
Boven and Ralph F. Teerman. CiBread and Butter
Chinese city In which she was
Dalman
Joined
the ' Holland
val
as
the
background.
and
crashed
into
the
drug
store.
A quartet composed of Robert
gars and refreshments were on the Fonner Missionary to
< Freeh Apple Tnraorars
serving was taken over by the police force Aug. 17, 1936, and re- Schepers, Thelma Oonk, Betty This was revealed in a telegram
None was injured.
program.
Tea or Coffee
Teach Fourth Graden Patrolman Clarence Van. Tol Japanese, she has been doing signed June 17, 1939. While a Mouw and James Oonk, accom received Sunday by S. H. HoutMayor Henry Geerlings talked,
local
officer,
he
was
in
charge
of
welfare
and
social
service
work.
gave Booyingasummons on failure
panied by Mrs. C. Trapp, sang man, general festival manager,
. Moderate Cost Dbarnff
hta subject being, "Fellowship,
A duet which was written tap the large force of officerswhich "How Beautiful Upon the Moun- from Mr. Pasternak. Upon learnZeeland, Oct. 16 — The board to have his vehicle under control
Mixed Saaorkrant sad
and Service.” of education announces that Ml**
Miss Nagler was sung by Mrs. handled the heavy trafficduring tains." Vivian Dalman. accompan- ing that Mr. Pasternakis contemTomato Jnlot
the
annual
'Dilip
Time
festival
William
Vanden
Berg
and
Min
K6
?AH. highly for Clara Coburn of Hudaonville,
ied by Mrs. Sam Plagenhoef, plating filming a Tulip Time pic- Pot Roast with Buttered
Two
Varieties
of
Roses
Clara McClellan.
done in past years former missionaryto India, has
sang, "When Autumn Leaves ture, Mr. Houtman sent a telegram
Broccoli with Butter Sauce
in helping needy persons.
HOE IN HEART OF TREE
been employedto teach the fourth
Have Turned to Gold,” and ‘The to him, offering local cooperation
Mixed Green Salad
in Bloom Second Time
Martinsville,
-WoodThe society voted to hold a ban- grade in the public schooli here.
PAYS ON TWO OHABOES
Golden Key."
numbers, "only if all Dutch reference Is auBread and Batter
quet m the spring of 1942.
Grand Haven, Oct. 16 (Special) cutters on the Walter Lydy farm
Mrs. Janice Hildebrands acted as
thentic."
Baked Freeh Faare with
The recent warm weather and William Vander Wall 19, route 2, here reconstructed a "pioneer dra- "When Jesus Beckons Me Home,"
teacher in the fourth grade since
and “TH Be Listening,"were sung
In his telegram to Mr; HoutCustard Sanoe
rains have caused two different Spring Lake, who was arrested ma" after finding a hoe imbedded
ORDERED TO PA¥
the opening of school* Miss Virby Elva Elenbau to her own ac- man, the producer expresseddek Tea or Coffan:
^arietiel of roses to bloom in the by the sheriffs department Oct in, the center of a large tree they
Grand Haven, Oct. 16 (Special) ginia Ver Strait of Grandville will
oompanimtnt.
light in receiving the offer of as--Clifton Volkema, 29, route 1, teach biology, the class now war yard of Mr. and Mrs. Han- 7 in Grand Haven, was charged were sawing down. It was believed
Mrs. George
Geo:
Wolterink was sistance.
ford
Wenzel
route
4,
Holland,
with driving without an operator’s that in frontier days s pioneer,
Holland, appeared in circuit court taught. by Mrs. James De Free,
elected vice-presidentof the class,
Roast Long
on last Thursday upon a bas- Joseph Newell will coach basket- tor the second time this year. license,tor which \he paid costs seeing Indians slipping up, hung and Mrs. W. Sweet waa named
PROWLER HUNTED
They
are
the
American
Beauty
of 64.30, and with improperover- the hoe on the sapling and ran for treasurer. J. Oonk was again
Candled Sweet
tardy charge. Proofs wera submit- ball beginning the first of DecemLocal police were called to 20th
rose and the Double Mock orange. taking and r*
Cauliflowerwith
passing, for which he hk cabin, the hoe later being en- elected teacher.Mrs. W. Kopp
ted and Volkema was ordered to ber. Due to the many changes in
St. and College Ave. Sunday
paid a finet of 65 and costs of closed by the tree’s growth.
pay ppurt costs of 624.45 within th. faculty,supply teschcrch.ve
continues as president, and Mrs. about 2:45 am. to search for a
bl00m
6520, vwhen he appeared In JusOrange
(August Kampen is secretary.
• <
taken care of the classes
.
George V. HoffeVs court
Dayton is the name of 20 munlcipalitkshi the U. 5, •
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en, who recently mowed to Portland and was taken to theucoumy
county
Jail Thursday night by Jack f
Span*ler, probation officer, from
n Ionia
on a warrant chargin*him
m with
violation of hit probation,appeared
in court. His probation was revoked and he was sentenced to serve
from one to three years in Southern Michiganprison. He was plac- -CuTcatwii It
ed on probation for two years Sept
Sncceufol
2, 1941, for non-support.

OVER

1,0N)

AT

iTuBp Fete
of

AFRVWS EVENT

to

1«,

Form Background

Motion Picture

in

Hollywood

1941

WARS

IN

ACCIDENT HERE

belegation Asks That East
16th St. Road Be

Improved

Holland’s famous ana nationally newsreel featuring If
known Tulip Time festival will be
“So far four of the seven
Fifty of Holland, Zeeland
Ed Borst Winner Over
Broufht to used as the background of a mo- daughters have been selected— Three automobiles were involved
and Drenthe Lilted
Kathryn Grayson, Virginia Grey, in an accident on Oct 9 at 3:15
Champ in Clieis Match
tion picture.
CIom in
Ann Rutherfordand little Jackie p.m. at the five-cornerIntersection
on Petition
This was rvealeed last week in Homer.”
of 21st and State Sts. and Central
Jadfe to TiBc With Min
Holland
Ed Borst, Holland champion, da*
a Hollywood gossip column whose
On learning last Thursday after- Ave., and one of the drivers,
Bearing a petition asking for feated J.W. Banks, noted chess act,
author reported that Lana Turner noon of the picture, S. H. Hout- Mannes Folkert, 54, route 3, Holand Friend Before He
Most of tin delegates and regImprovement of a six-milestretch In an exhibition game at Anchor
will head the cast. The picture
istered visitors attending the will be filmed at MGM studios in man, Tulip Time manager, imme- land, was given a traffic summons of thf East 16th St. county roac
Sets Sentence
diately dispatched a telegram to for failing to have his car under
AFRYWS conventionin Holland Hollywood by Producer Joe Pas- Pasternak in which he offered control He was driving southeast from the end of the blacktop to the inn last Wednesdayafter Banka
village of Drenthe, a delegation had defeatedG. Bishop, H. L.
were home today after* probably ternak.
the services of the Tulip Time on State St., according to police.
Other Cates Are Heard by
from Holland, Zeeland and Drenthe Beach, J. Van Slat, J. Achterhoff,
the largest banquet ever held in
Tentativetitle for the picture bureau “to avoid possible gross
May Nyhoff, 31, route 3, Holcalled on the Ottawa county road J. Walker, C. Lehman, G. Tyise, C.
Holland last Thursday night More Is “Tulip Time in Michigan.”
Miles; Three Handed
errors." • ,
land, was driving south on Central
commissionin Grand Haven Hi
Repic, P. Coster, A. Van Regen“If Walter Reich, who wrote
than 1,400 girls attended the con“As
festival is founded on Ave. Police were Informed that
Grand Haven, Oct. 16 (Special) venUon’a climaxing event served in the original, will pardon me that
day, OcL-9.
Prison Terms
morter, R. Zietlow and W. Huiztraditional Dutch Customs, cor- Folkert swerved to the right to
—Lester W. Broman, 38, comp- the Holland armory which accom- title sounds too much like a techMore than 50 persons from the inga, all local players.
rectness would save Holland and avoid a collision but after his car
three communitiessigned the petiGrand Haven, Oct. 16 (Special) troller at the Eagle-Ottawa Lea- modated 941 and on both floors of nicolor travelogue but perhape It MGM embarassment.If you wish
Mr. Banks also played a numstruck the Nyhoff vehicle It colther Oo. for the put five years,
tion. Purpose of the visit to the, ber of checker games in which he
the Woman'* Literary club which will be changed,” the columnist us to check script, we promise
o-In pleading guilty to a charge
lided
with
the
parked
car
of
Fred
coming from Whitehall, died un- seated 462.
commissionwas to find out what defeated^P. Kolean, D. O’Connor,
said. ‘The story itself concerns immediate return. Full local coof embezzlement on arraignment expectedly Friday in Detroit
Kooyers, route 5, Holland, and the prospects are for improvement
a tulip grower with seven daugh- operation possible only' if all
W. Van Appledorn, H. Van Faasen,
Tillie
Gelderloos
of
Chicago
last Friday before Judge Fred
tHen continued140 feet.
Mrs. Broman left immediately
of this road.
Swain, T. W. Venhuizen,Dr.
served as chairman at the banquet ters and the publicity value of Dutch reference is authentic. Full
T. Miles in Ottawa circuit court, for Detroit to return with the
Cars driven by John Haakma,
the background Is a natural with
The meeting was informal, with
Meboer and
Berend H. Goozen, 68, 234 Central body. Mr. Broman had gone to a In the armory and Aim Welssles of every newspaper, magazine and informationavailable here," his rmite 2, Hamilton, and Dr. H. J. G. J. Heetderks acting as chair- t v^rtjT‘
J. Vandersluis whb played a briltelegram read.
Ave., Zeeland, city treasurer there clinic at Unlveralty hospital,Ann Kalamazoo and Helen Zands tra
Masselink, 735 State St., were inliant
game.
ir.an. He presented his story to the
of Grand Rapids presided in the
for 26 years before he was defeat Arbor, Wednesday and left Thursvolved In a minor accident at 32nd
road comAiission and Carl Bowen
literary dub. After the dinner the
r
S**1®1 featu". Banks deand
State
Sts.
Thursday.
ed last spring, told the court he day, wiring Mrs. Broman he wu
county engineer, answered all feated T. W. Venhuizen and J.
Weatherhead to Speak
was "satisified he was guilty of returninghome Friday. Few of girls crowded into Central Avenue
An accident Thursday at 10th questions. Mr. Heetderks asked
Meboer in a blindfold match, at
Christian Reformed church for the
}: stealing the money belonging to Mr. B roman’s closest friends were
at Bay City Convention St. and .River Ave. involved cars each member of the delegation for the same time playing a number of
program
at which Miss Johanna
; the city of Zeeland.
driven by Burton Van Oss, 28 West
aware of his 111 heslth. He
his expressiop on the road im Holland men in chess.
Goozen made the reply in re- a member of the Maaonic lodge Tlmmer, federation president,pre28th St., and Henry Van Ark, 40th
Dr.
Leslie
D.
Weatherhead,
inprovement.
sided.
St.
sponse to a question submittedin in Whitehall and of First Presbyternationallyknown preacher and
Several points were brought out NOTICE of SPECIAL ASSESSIn keeping with the banquet
, writing by Judge Miles because of terian church here.
Ray Post. 23, 40 Washington St, and everyone gained some informaMENT covering
author,
will
be
one
of
the
chief
theme, ’The Wilderness Shall
Surviving are the widow, ElizaZeeland, reported to, police Thursthe man’s deafness. Judge Miles
DelinquentLight, Power and
speakers
at
the
annual
convention,
also
learning
that
plaas
are
toasts were given by
Guy Smeenge and wife to Samday that his car bumped the vehi- in the making to include two miles
| will confer with Isaac Van Dyke beth; a son, Ford, eight years Blossom,’’
Water Bills.
Mary
Jane
Taylor
of
Lafayette uel A. Dagen and wife. Lot 1 B1K tion of the Michigan Council of
cle of Phillips Brooks while he
former Zeeland alderman and old; two brothers,Clarence, office
Holland, Michigan, Oct. 4, 1941.
of
the
road
from
the
end
of
the
Ind., on The Lily,” Esther Mae E. R. H. Post’s Park Hill Add: Hol(Post) was driving from a parking
close friend of Goozen, and the ac- manager at the Hatton Leather
blacktop,eastwardto the townline To: Henry Arens, Gill Boat Comspace.
£ cused man before sentence is pass Co., and Arthur of Petoskey; and Fritz of Cincinnati on ‘The Rose" land.
pany, Chas. P. Umbert Comin
the new budget for improvement
a sister, Mrs. Richard Nelson of and Bernice Bouwena of Zeeland Sue Van Dort Kasten to Raypany, Thomas Ven Huizen, Edthis coming year. The delegation
§r edon
‘The
Tulip.”
The
Christian
mond H. Me Fall and wife. Lot 30
Van Dyke accompanied Goozen Grand Haven.
ward Brower, Thomas Sanger,
also
learned
there
is
a
small
high school band furnished music B. L. Scott's Elmwood Add. HolImpressions of
j. to court and asked that mercy be
J. Thomas Mahan, R. Groen,
amount of money available for
and Trena Haan of Grand Rapids land.
shown Goozen. He said he underMrs. G. Huizenga, Earl Fairsome work on this road within the
Meeting Are Given
sang.
Lottie Mae Bender to Raymond
stood the amount taken by the debanks, Edward Hop, James
Mia Hmmer gave the closing H. Me Fall and wife. Lot 29 ElmImpressions of a regional D.AJR. next three weeks.
; fendant was abqut $12,000. GooWestrate, John Altena, Mre. N.
The
delegation
included
N.
Hunaddress. A musical reading was wood Add. Holland.
meeting held in Greenville, Sept.
ten also was accompanied by the
Groters, Pearl Pickering,John
given by Dorothy Van Oss of Hol22, were given at the October derman, R. Bredeweg, Harry Ter
Martin G. J. Vos and wife to
sL Rev. William Hijmert,pastor of
Madges, Mrs. B. Slagh, C.
land and a marimba solo was play Henry K. Boelens and wife. E|
meeting
of
Elizabeth
Schuyler Haar, Harvey Ter Haar, Bernard
* Second Reformed church in ZeeMeeusen. Louis Trevan, Mrs.
ed by Elizabeth Bareman.
Hamilton chapter, D. A. R., Thurs- Ter Haar, Bert Ter Haar, M. Do
NE* and NE1 SEl Sec. 33-7-14
p land, who provided his bond last
Egbert Dyke, F. Ten Have,
At
the
business
meeting
in Twp. Allendale.
day, Oct. 9, in the home of Mrs. Kleine, John Van Rhee, Gerrit
“ Wednesday when he waived examHollander, Inc., Western FounBower,
Joe
Englesman,
G.
J.
HeetCentral Avenue church in the
W. C. Vandenberg.Mrs. Malcolm
Carl Ohlman and wf. to Herman
ination on arraignmentbefore
dry Company, A. Ringwold, S.
Although tied for second place, morning, attended only by official Maring and wife. Pt. Lot 13 OhlHouse led the discussion,in which derks, Jacob Roelofs.M. Louwsma,
. Municipal Judge Raymond L.
Scheerhorn,
Ray Horn, Jacob
A.
Kok,
George
Schultz,
Nick
Beyteam No. 1 of the Holland polloe delegates,Miss Dena Kuiper wAs man's Assessor'sPlat No. 2 Hudwas brought out the scope of the
' Smith in Holland.
Visser, Vanden Berg Brothers
department
awarded thin reelectedvice-presidentof the fed- sonville.
various activitiesof the national er' and Maynard Mohr, Zeeland
IS Goozen was asked by Prosecutor place in Class D of the 11th
Oil Company, Peter Varano,
township supervisor.
D. A. R. organization.
Samuel A. Dagen and wife to
Howard Font through a written annual Michigan State police eration.Helen Zandstra, who deCarl Visscher, P. Hoeksema,
From
Holland
were
Clarence
clined to serve as a board member Edward Plasman and wife. Pt Lot
Those to speak informally of the
/ question to read the information
W. C. Gorsline, Mrs. Margaret
pistol shoot at Lansing Oct. 9.
for another term, was replaced by 9 Blk 15 SW Add. HoUand.
regional meeting were Mesdames Jr.lving, president of the Holland
| contained in the complaint
Gordon, Mrs. J. Rice, Mrs. H.
i The team composed of RalphGrace Brink of Chicago.
A. B. Ayers, Martha Robbins, W. Chamber of Commerce. SecretaryAllie S. Johnstonto G. MortimThe prosecutor asked, “You have Woldring and Jerry Vanderteek
Schamper, A. Boeve, Charles
Manager
E.
P. Stephan, Andrew
C.
Vandenberg,
R.
B.
Champion,
er Roberts and wife. Lot 4 Ottawa
l- gone over the matter with city
Elton, Henry Smeenge, Gerrit
Had a total score of 71$, the same
F. E. DeWeese, O. S. Cross, Miss Klomparens,Arie Ter Haar, Alex
Beach Lots W. Mich. Park Sec.
officials of Zeeland and also giv- u did Grasse Polnte’aNo. 1 team.
Boerman, Jack Marcus, Mr*.
Van Zanten, C. A. French and W.
Myrtle
Beach,
Mrs.
House,
and
33-5-16Twp. Park.
l en the prosecutor a statementre- However, under the regulations
Fred Wise, Ben Lemmen, Percy
A
Butler.
Mrs. C. C. Wood, chapter regent
Jennie E. Schomstein to Alfred
Leslie D. Weatherhead
: garding monies taken during the of the National Rifle association,
Knoll, B. Jansen, James SchipRoad commission members who
Mrs. Wood presided at the meetH. Holst and wife. Pt. W| NW4
time you held office as treasurer?" the winner is determined by the
per, John Hulst, Peter Lugten,
• Mr. and Mrs. Adrian Speet are Sec. 25-8-14.
Churches to be held at Bay City ing, and Mrs. E. V. Hartman con- received the delegation were Capt.
“Yes," replied Goozen.
G. Van Tubbergen, Edward
highest score in the rapid fire the only parents in this district
George Hoving and wife to Al- Oct. 29, 30 and 31. Since 1936 ducted devotions.Mrs. R. F. Keel- William Ver Duin of Grand Haven,
Asked whether he desired to shooting.
Robbert, E. Vanden Berg, Mr*.
with a son in the army. Anthony
John
H.
Van
Noord
of
Jamestown
Dr.
Weatherhead
has
been
pastor
er, registrar of the chapter, who
mon D. Wyrick and wife. Pt. NE1
^ enter a guilty or innocent plea to
FlorenceDenny, Fred Boa, J,
Holland’s score for this event was inducted into the service durand
Albert
Hyma
of
HoUand
townof
the
City
Temple
In
London.
In
SE* Sec. 22-5-15.
has been engaged in the work of
£ the charge, he replied, “Guilty." wu only 155 out of a possible
Dannenberg,Mrs. A. Nash Esing the summer and Herman will
March of this year the church copying cemeteryrecords through- ship; and Mr. Bowen, county engiAugust
B.
Huesing
and
wife
to
Goozen was specificallycharg- 200 while Grasse Pointe had 162, go this month giving the Speet
tate, Peter Braamse, Ben LemHenry Kooyers. Lot 8 Blk F West buildingwas destroyed by bombs out the county, reported on pro- neer.
^ ed with embezzling $50 of Zeeland thus this team wu given secon
men, Carl Jordon, George Mod
family a double interest in
and now the congregation is gress of the work. It is the aim to
Add. Holland.
STATE or MICHIGAN— ORDER OF
funds May 15, 1940, while serving place.
Roofing Company, George Ovparedness.
Magdelene Lammeri et al to worshippingin the famous old have all records completed in the THE CONSERVATIONCOMMISas treasurer.
Woldring shot 370 out of
erway, Mrs. H. Francomb, and
The McClair school ball team Hubert Van Regenmorter and Anglican Church of St. Sepulchre near future. A total of 4,000 re- SION— RACCOON-LOWER PENThe shortage in Goozen’s ac- possible 406 while Vanderbeek has played two games with the
• INSULA.
all other persons interested,
nearby.
SE1 Sec. 4-5-13 Twp.
cords have already been compiled
The Directorof Coiuervatlon,bavcount was revealed last Sept 18 tallied 345 out of a possible 400. West View school One game was wife.
TAKE NOTICE, That the Roll
During the first World war 25 by Mrs. Keeler and other in* made a thorou*h Inveatlgallon of
Jamestown.
by Mayor Nicholas Frankena after
First place went to Monroe played at the McClair school aqd
of the special assessmentheretoDaniel Schamber and wife to years ago, Dr. Weatherhead was members of the chapter who. have condition* relativeto trapping of
t Nick Tanis, Goozen’s successor, police department team.
raccoon In the Lower Peninsula,re- fore made by the Board of Assesone at the West View school The Lawrence Weis. SI Lot 7 Blk 1 a lieutenantin the Indiana army assisted her.
commend*certain regulation*.
had been unable to strike a balHolland’s No. 2 team, composed West View school won both games.
and later chaplain to British Mrs. Randall Bosoh was desig- THEREFORE, the Conservation sors by order of the Common
Conklin.
ance in the city accounts. Goozen of Neal Plagenhoef and Ernest Mr. Maat is teacher of the latter
Council for the purpose of collectWilliam Fant and wife to Har- troops on the Persian border. He nated chairman to send magazines, Commission, by authorityof Act 230,
! told the mayor that he had been Bear, placed fourth in the match
P. A. 1926. hereby orders that for a ing Delinquent Light, Power and
school and Mrs. Miles is teacher old Nykamp and wife. Lot 21 Blk served the English church In
cards
and
other
games
to
Ft.
Cusperiod of one year It shall be unlaw' misappropriating
funds for nine with a team score of 710.
Water Bills for the fiscal year endof the McClair school.
Madras, India, and later for ten
A, Edward C Smith’s Add. Grand
ter for use of the soldiers.She ful to trap raccoon In the Lower
years.
Plagenhoefshot 348 and Bear
years served the Brunswick WesEight or nine scholars and Mrs. Haven.
Peninsula north of the north line of ing June 30, 1941, against your
will
be
assisted
by
Mesdames
A.
Various other prisonersappeared had 362 out of a pouible score Miles plan to go on an excursion
Town 16 North and west of Saginaw
Helen White to Herbert T. leyan Church of Leeds, one of the B. Ayers and M. Everett Dick. De- Bay, exceptingfrom November 15 to premises in said roll is now on file
before Judge Miles on Friday of 400.
in my office for public inspection.
largest and most famous of Great
to Chicago, Oct. 16.
White and wife. Pt. SWi NEi Sec.
cision was also made to send the December 15. 1M1. Inclusive,and south
for sentencing, they having pleadBritain churches. He has written
Notice is hereby given that the
of the north line of Town 16 North
: School will be closed Oct. 23 and
23-7-13
Pt
SEi
NW1
Sec.
23-7-13
National
Historical
magazine,
offied guilty on arraignmentsearlier
and east of Saginaw Bay, Including Common Council and Board of Asseveral books. He appears on the
24 for the teachers’ institute.
Twp. Tallraadge.
cial publicationof D. A. R., to the all of Huron County, exceptingfrom
this week
both Thursday and FriMiss Susanna Aalderink was
December 1 to December 15, 1911, in- sessors will meet at the Council
Malcolm Rogers and wife to program
public library.
Eldert Nlenhuls, 30, 232 Pine
day.
clusive.
rooms on Wednesday, November
home over the last week-end.
Adrian Van Koevering and wife.
The group was led in the singing Signed, sealed, and orderedpublishAve., Holland, was placed on proGeorge Schuiling and Mrs.
5, 1941, to review said assessments
The
well pit at school is almost ?t. NWl NEi Sec. 19-5-14 Zeeof patriotic songs by Mrs. Vanden- ed this fourteenth day of July 1941
Mr. and Mrs. John Van Hulaen,
bation for two years as the result
Edith Walvoord of Holland along
completed. The district was fort- land.
JOSEPH P. RAHILLY, at which time and place opportunberg, with Mrs. Robbins at the
of his conviction by a jury Sept 9 Sr., attendedthe ftineral of their
with others of the state will take
unate
in securing a good well
Chairman. ity will be given to all persons
Zeeland Record Co. to Adrian
piano.
of unlawfully driving away without aunt, Mrs. Mary Cassell, in Grand
WAYLAND OSGOOD interested to be heard.
even thoqgh it was necessaryto Van Koevering and wife. Pt Lot an active part in the program. A social hour was arranged by
Rapids
Tuesday,
Oct
7.
intent tp steal, a car belonging to
Several others from Holland also
Countersigned:Secretary.
Oscar Peterson, City Clerk.
The farmers in this neighbor- drill 156 feet to get it Mr. Webber 16 Blk 2 Orig. Plat Zeeland.
Mrs. R. B. Champion. Miss Myrtle
D. a K. Van Raalte, Jr, of Hoiplan to attend the convention.
P. J. HOFFMAHitn,
of Byron Center drilled the well
Willard
J.
Teunis
and
wife
to
hood
have
been
delayed
greatly
Beach
and
Mrs.
Earl
Price.
Director.
land Conditions of tha probation
NOTICE OF SPECIAL ASSESSMr. and Mrs. Plasman and fam- Francis Lange and wife. Lot 18
with their corn cutting and silo
MENT.
are that Ae pay $50 fine and costs
ily
have
moved
to
Holland
after
NOTICE OF SPECIAL ASSESS- River Avenue and 30th Street
Parkhurst Plat, Spring Lake.
Taxi Operator It Fined
of $100, $12 to be paid by Nov. filling by the continual rains.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Lowing trading their girm for property in Martin Jipping and wife to MinMENTS COVERING
1 and the balance $6 per month.
Sewer.
town.
for Indecent Language
spent
Friday
evening,
Oct
3,
West
22nd Street Number 1 Water
eard
G.
Klokkert.
Pt
Lot
114
RivWilbur Shagonaby, 19, of HolHolland, Michigan, Oct. 8, 194L
A traveling photographercame erside Add. Holland.
Main District.
land, was placed on probation for with their daughter, Mrs. William
TO: Gerry Datema, J. J. A. Van
to school the past week and took
(From Friday’sSentinel)
Behrens
and
family of Bauer.
West
24th Street Number 1 Water
Ben
Velthouse
and
wife
to
LawCharged
with
indecent
language,
two years for unlawfully driving
Ark. Joe Roerink. Bernard Helpictures
of
most
of
the
pupils.
Virginia Muller and Lois Te RolMain District.
Mrs. Winnie Bryant is assisting
rence De Neff and wife. W* EJ Gerrit Nykamp, local taxi operaJuly 18 an automobilebemus, GeAld Breen, Derk B. K.
A member of the Gideons called SEI Sec. 15 and SW1 NWl NWi tor, pleaded guilty last Friday ler of Holland were among those West 27th Street Number 1 Water
Mrse.
Charles McMillan with her
to the Venhuizen Auto Co.
Van Raalte, Jr.. Arie Ter
and
addressed
the
school
Wedneshouseholdduties for a few days.
Main District.
Sec. 14-7-14 Twp. Allendale.
before Municipal Judge Raymond who acted as Senior Sistersduring
of Holland. He will be required to
Haar, Fred Rutgers, Jr., Roy
Freshman
Days
at
Western
MichMrs.
Henry
HazeDtamp
has
re- day, Oct. 8.
River
Avenue
and
30th
Street
WaRemko Brumont to Chris Kam- L. Smith and was assessed a fine
probation costs at the rate of
Klomparens. Donald J. CrawMrs. Hattie Fuder entertained meraad and wife. Pt NWi SEi and costs of $10 which he arrang- igan college in Kalamazoo. Donald
ter Main District.
per month. The court ordered turned home after spending sevford, Herman Ten Broeke, Jay
the Gibson Mission circle Thurs- Sec. 20-5-15 Twp. Holland.
and Lawrence Moody were among
eral weeks in Muskegon.
ed to pay.
Holland, Michigan, Oct. 4, 1941.
tion Officer Jack Spangler
L. De Koning, R. L. Schlecht,
day,
Oct
2.
the
Senior
Brothers.
These
activiHerman Frink of Detroit called
West 22nd St. No. 1 Water Main.
Ivan Wickham and wife to WilThe charge resulted from an
to investigatehis earning capacity
Willaim Miller. Henry Krol,
The mile road past the school
and told Wilbur, an Indian, to In his cousins,Mr. and Mrs. Floyd louse has been graded and gravel- lard M. Rypkema and wife. Lot 5 alleged incidentwhich occurred ties are sponsored by the men's To: Otto P. Kramer, Donald JapBen Lemmen, Carrol Meeusen,
Lowing
Sunday, Oct 5.
union
and
women's
league.
inga, Board of Education, Imand Pt. Lot 4 E. Highland Park about 12:55 a.m. Friday at the
buy $18.75 defense bonds to the
Lypn R. Spath. Elmer KehrQuite a number from here at- ed. Laketown township voted up Subd. No. 1 Grand Haven.
Pere Marquette depot. Complaint Mr. and Mrs. George W. Moommanuel Church, and Joe SchipA best of his ability.
weeker, Harold Brondyke,Neltended the golden wedding of Mr. to $500 to improve this road. Patey,
17
East
Seventh
St.,
observed
per.
was
made
by
Jack
Chaddock,
a
Albert G. Oonk and wife to Jack
Zora Griffin, 42, employed
lie Postma, Mike Essenburg,
rons
of
the
school
are
especially
and Mrs. Fred Graham at their
S. Shouba and wife. Pt. W frl i competing taxi operator, who told their 40th wedding anniversary West 24th St. No. 1 Water Main.
| housekeeperat 186 East 10th St,
Abraham Leenhouts, P. J. Pauhome in Robinson Wednesday. grateful as this mile of road has NW frl. 1 Sec. 19-5-15 Twp. Hol- police he had gone to the depot quietly Thursday.
Joseph E. White, Russell KlaaHolland, was sentenced to serve
lus, Martha D. Kollen, James
Oct. 8.
given trouble for eight years dur- land.
Mrs.
Harold
Ladewig
of
Grand
sen, Ray Nies.
to pick up a woman passenger
p from one to two years in the DeSpruit, Edward C. Roberts,
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bennett ing the winter months.
Henry Derks and wife to Nich- who was on the early morning ville underwentan operation and is West 27th St. No. 1 Water Main.
trait house of correctionson
Harry Plaggemars, Emmet
Wilbur Harris is the only boy in olas Nyenhuis and wife. Pt. SWJ train and had previously engaged convalescing in Butterworth hosand
family
called on her sister,
G. Schutten. J. Borr and E. W.
^ charge of drunk and disorderly
Curtis, Bolhuis Lumber and
Miss Nellie Lawton of Grand the community to be a member of SEi Sec. 16-5-15 Twp. Holland.
his services.Chaddock told police pital in Grand Rapids. She is a
Saunders, Russell Morris, Anna
J conduct, third offense.
ManufacturingCompany, D.
Rapids, Wednesdayevening, Oct the Boy scouts. He is a member
that when he took her grip, Ny- daughterof Mr. and Mrs. George
J.
Beukema.
Peter
J.
Costing
and
wife
to
After Prosecutor Fant had filed
Piersma, S. Schipper, George
of a Saugatuck troop headed by Henry M. Streur and wife. Lot 2 kamp cursed him and the woman. W. Moomey of Holland.
River Ave. & 30th St. Water Main.
i. a motion for nolle prosequi a
Steketee,Katherine C. Post,
Mrs.
Jake
Vander
Mats
and Frederick T. Miles, Jr.
Police also reported that while
Miss
Evelyn
Ver
Hoek
of
NamArie
Ter
Haar,
D.
B.
K.
Van
Blk
2
Prospect
Park
Add.
Holland
[, charge ot unlawfully driving away
Dr. Albert us Van Ark, Comie
Mrs. Harry Bennett spent Friday,
LucilleVoric has entered Saugathey were talking to Chaddock pa, Ida., arrived Wednesday night
Raalte, Jr., Gerald Breen, Joe
$ aw automobile against Joshua
Kragt, Theodore Baker, J. Van
Oct. 3, in Grand Rapids visiting tuck high school as a freshman.
at Eighth St. and College Ave., for a visit with Jjer grandmother,
Roerink, Jurry Van Ark, Jerry
Shagonaby,46, formerly of Holland relatives.
Tatenhove,John Mokma, RayTRAFFIC
Nykamp
drove through the red Mrs. Fansler, 165 East Eighth St.,
Leonard Aalderink started Holland
Datema, Carrol Meeuwsen, Ben
v.'ao now lives near AJlegan, and
mond L. Smith, and ALL OTHMr. and Mrs. Fred Nibbelink, Ugh school. Idabelle Wolbert and
flasher at the intersection and and other relatives here and in
Lemmen, Henry Kroll, Dr. Althe court sustained the motion,
CAUSES
ER PERSONS INTERESTED,
with Mr. and Mrs. Geldersma of freda Harris are seniors at Holswore at the group. They listed Grand Rapids. From here she will
bertus Van Ark, Nellie Postma,
Shagonaby was sentenced to serve
TAKE NOTICE: That the roll
Haven are 'visiting their land high. These four are the only
Walter Kuiper as a witness to go to Washington,D. C., to visit
Edward _C. Robbert, James
| from two years to five years in Grand
of the special assessmentheretosons, Harry and Fred Nibbelink high school students from the disHeavy bicycle vehicular traf- Nykamp’s conduct at the depot. her parents before going to her
Spruit,
Martha
Kollen,
P.
J.
, Southern Michigan prison for vio- and Jack Geldersma at Camp
fore made by the Board of Assesfic on M-21, just east of Holland,
trict
work as missionary nurse.
Paulus, Abraham Leenhouts, S.
•; lation of his probation which was
sors for the purpose of defraying
Livingston,La. They expect to be
Miss Rhea Jean Valleau has re- as Hope college students returned
Erwin
E.
Eisenberger
of
98
West
Schipper.
Deward
Piersma,
Bol' revoked last Monday. He was plac- back home Saturday.
Masic Gab Hears
that part of the cost which the
turned to collegeat Kalamazoo for to the city from the freshman18th St., student at Bob Jones colhuis Lumber and Manufactured on probation Jan. 12, 1939, for
Council decided should be paid and
sophomore tug of war Friday
Gordon Van Huizen who was her senior year.
lege in Cleveland, Tenn„ has joining Company, Harry Plagge- borne by special assessment for
Program on Opera
four years on a charge of breaking
afternoon resulted in an accident
injured in an auto accident near
Mr.
McIntosh
has
finished
build
ed
Pi
Gamma
Delta
literary
somars, and ALL OTHER PER' .and entering. He was implicated
A meeting of the Holland Muthe construction of the River
Detroit is recuperating at the ing an additional room on his in which three automobileswere
SONS INTERESTED,
with his son in the theft of the car
sic club was held on Oct. 8 in ciety at the college. He entered
Avenue and 30th Street Sewer
involved.
home of his parents, Mr. and home.
Bob
Jones
college
from
Wheaton
TAKE NOTICE: That the rolls
in Holland last July 18.
Mrs. John Van Huizen, Sr.
The sheriff’s department said the home of Mrs. Nella P. Diek- college which he attended after be- of the special assessmentshere- is now on file in my office for
Bernard Dykema, 17, 152 West
public inspection.
Mrs. O. H. Snyder is seriously
an automobiledriven by Charles ema on West 16th St. After a ing graduated from Holland high
tofore made by the Board of As19th St, John Kouw, Jr, 17, 26 Hi ot her home here.
Laketown Can
Notice is hereby also given that
Van Zylen, Jr., 88 West 19th St., short business meeting conducted school in 1939. He is a son of Mrs.
sessors for the purpose of defray, East 16th St. and Paul Rooks, 18.
the Council and Board of Assessors
stopped suddenly about 500 feet by the president, Mrs. Frederick Anne H. Eisenberger.
Enjoyt Box Social
ing that part of the cost which of the City of Holland will meet at
105 West 21st St., all of Holland,
A. Meyer, musical current events
northeast of the Vandenberg Bros.
Miss Jean Nienhuis, furloughed the Council decided should be paid
charged with statutoryrape in- Muskegon Track Finn
On Wednesday, Oct. 8, about 30 Oil Co. A car driven by Miss Shir- were presented by Miss Hazel De
the Council rooms in said City oft
missionary to China who has been and borne 'by special assessment
Meyer.
volving a 15-year-old Holland girl,
Wednesday, November 5, 1941, at
Fined
for Overloading members of - the Laketown Gun ley Rutgers, 39 East 20th St., also
making
her
home
with
Mrs.
J.
for the construction of said water
were each placed on probation for
club and tb*lr friends enjoyed a stopped behind Van Zylen’s vehicle The meeting was then turned
7:30 P. M. to review said assessthree years. Conditionsof their
box social In the Laketown town but a third car, owned by Bob Van over to the program chairman of Brinkman on route 6, left Thurs- mains in the above named dis- ment at which time and place opGrand
Haven,
Oct
16
(Special)
day
on
a
speaking
tour
which
tricts are now on file in my office
the day, Mrs. Delbert Fogerty,
>ation are that each must serve
hall No program was arranged,
portunity will be given to all per—The Beardsley Trucking service but the auction of the boxes by Zanten, 35 West 18th St., and who presentedan interesting will take her through New York. for public inspection.
<- 30 days in the county jail, pay costs
sons interestedto be heard.
driven
by
Wiiliam
Venhuizen,
50
of Muskegon paid fines and costs Auctioneer Henry Stibbe, furnishShe
will
return
the
first
part
of
paper
on
the
opera,
‘The
Barber
Notice
is
hereby
also
given
that
of $2 per month and buy at least
Oscar Peterson, City Clerk.
East 21st St, crashed into the rear
totaling $46.70 in Justice George
November.
of Seville" by Rossini. A short
one $18.75 defense bond per month.
ed unple entertainment
the Council and Board of Assessors
of Miss Rutgers’car, shoving it
V. Hofferis court on Oct 9 on a
sketch of the •life of the comIt was decided to have the
of the City of Holland will meet at
Dykema and Kouw have been concharge of having two overloaded annual Gun club supper Thurs- into the rear of Van Zylen’s ve- poser was given. It was interestin jail the past three weeks
the Council rooms in said City on
hicle.
MRS. JERRY KUIPER
ing to note that Rossini com
and the court ruled this could be trucks on US-16 .in Tallmadge day; Oct 23, at 7 pm. in the
Wednesday, Nevember 5, 1941, at
township.
Hope
college students were ridSERVICE
town hall Supper will be pot
posed the opera in two weeks,
died to the sentence. Rooks who
7:30 P. M. to review said assessOF
The arrest was made by William luck, and arrangements will be ing In all three care. Dick Higgs, at the age of 23.
i been out on bond will serve the
ments at ^hich time and place op- 29 East 9th
Phona INI
S. Kishkorn of the state highway In charge of Mrs. John Van Huls president of the freshman class,
Records were used to illustrate
fJMire 30 days.
portunity will be given to all
Zeeland,
Oct.
16
(Special)
HOLLAND,
MICHIGAN
suffered a bloody nose In the crash
the opera. The Overture was Mrs. Jerry Hattie Kuiper, 65, re- persons interestedto be Heatf.
John Tupper, 66, 106 East 17th departmentOct 1 while the driv- of route
but no one, else was hurt. Higgs
Gilbert Vander Water, Mgr.
ers were hauling cement from the
played and the “Largo Ad Fac- siding four miles northeast of
board, of director* of the
Holland, through his attorney,
Oscar Peterson, City Clerk.
Mart
at Muskegon to a road job c)ub has instructed the. secretary was riding In the Van Zanten car. torum” was sung bya John Charles
~~nce A. Lokker, waived the
Zeeland, 'died in her home Thursnear Grand Rapids.
to employ a warden to police
Thomas. “Una Voce Poco Fa" was day, Oct. 9, after a lingering illig In the information on two
the territoryserved by the chib. Hamilton Man Required
sung by Galli-Curci.
jes of selling liquor to two
ness. Survivors are the husband;
SEPARATION GRANTED
The warden ia to. look after game
At the close of the program tea three daughters, Mrs: Herman
rs, Lokker statjng that TupGrand Haven, Out. 16 (Spedafy tffr, violationsat well m eitforcto Pay Additional Costs was^ served by the hostess, Mrs. Schipper of Graafschap, Mrs.
desired to make no contest and
—A three-year separation was ing trespass laws.
Dieftema.
jM plead guilty.
James Van Null and Mrs. John
granted in circuit court Thursday
The chrt* organizedsimilar to
Mrs. Meyer Tuesday attended a De Vree of Holland; a son, AlAfter he had neglected to pay a
' Tupper was assessed a $100 fine
the “Williamstonplan,” la a co- fine and costa of $10, assessed last fifth districtState Federationof
costs of $5.55 in each case
Kronemeyer,route 2/ Holland, operative conservation club serv- Sept. 17 in municipalcourt on a Music clubs meeting in Grand bert of Grand Rapids; 12 grandthe alternativeof serving
and Raymond Kronemeyer, now ing Laketown and western Fill- charge of speeding, Jay L. Nyhuis, Haven, representing the local club. children,two great grandchildren;
months in jail, on the first
*nd two listers, Mrs. Ben Boerof Grand Rapids. The court re- more land owners. Albert E. route 1, Hamilton, was picked up
and six months on the secman of Drenthe and Mrs. Alice
quires Kronemeyer to pay at- Meyer :1s president Louis Koe- Friday by local police on a comAn emergency field ration ifor Moes of West Drenthe.
case, both to run concurrenttorney fees for Mrs. Kronemeyer'a man, vice-president; and James mitment. Because x>f added costs
the army looks, like a piect;/of
fine and costs are not
attorney, costs, and $5 per week
of $140, Nnhuis had to pay $1140 toast It has as many calories as
Permanent organization of the
paid the total of for the support of the minor child
before he could gain his release.
are containedin nine slices of Women’s Christian Temperance
white bread or four average size union dates back to a meeting held
JTOBSOlinft Xffi XV! NEWS
hambifrfcdr 'steaks. •
in Cleveland in 1874.
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CITY PROJECTS
CITED AS C OF C.

en on the improvement of a sixmile stretch of the East 16th SL
county road from the end of the
blacktop to Drenthe. Hie directors
recognized the importanceof this
road to Holland as well as the
desire and need to the rural residents of Holland and Zeeland

LAUNCHES YEAR townships.
After discussion,the matter was
Committeei
to

Are

Selected

Work on Various
Proposals

bureau.

Group

at

Meeting of

ACCLAIMS

Directors
The board
Holland

of directors of the

SI RESIDENT

Chamber of Commence

launched a new fiscal year Tuesday night by approving appoint-

ment of standing committeesand
listeningto a message from President Clarence Jalving.

Grand Haven, Oct. 16 (Special)
Ignatz Windberg, 65, a resident of Spring Lake township the
past 33 years since coming from
—

The meeting in the Warm
Friend tavern was precededby a Chicago, died suddenly at 3 p.m.
dinner. President Jalving welcomed the new directors and ex- Wednesday of a heart attack in
pressed his thanks and apprecia- the home of his son, Joseph P.
tion to the old directors.
Windberg, in Spring Lake town"Under your guidance and di- ship.
rection,"he said, "the Chamber of
He had been employed as Spring
Commerce has won the respect,
Lake
township cemetery and
confidence and goodwill of our
Spring Lake Country club caretakpeople so that today it has the
er, at the Johnston Bros. Boiler
largest enrollment of membership
works at Ferryaburg and at the
at $25 each in its history. AccordEagle-Ottawa Leather Co., retiring to the records, this shows an
ing four years ago. His wife died
increase of over 100 per cent in
Sept. 11, 1937.
the past three years. TliLs could
He was born in Austria Aug.
not have been possible if the re17, 1876, and was a member of St.
sults of its efforts had not been
Mary’s Catholic church in Spring
satisfactoryand gratifying to our
Lake.

1941

FUND VOTED BY Local

Buying Explained Here BOARD FOR SOIL Erika
‘Good

Faith9 If Big

in Deals,

Banker

Factor

cannot become a part of the

down

Tells Xenorneill said any

contract
prior to Sept. 1 can be revised once after Sept. 1 on any
terms which the registrant might
in good faith have granted In the
absence of the regulation,the revision then making it a post"W" which was promulgated by September contract and It comes
under the regulation thereafter.
the federalreserve board in Wash-

referred back to this committee
with instructionsto put forth
Local Group
every effort to gain improvement
of the road as quickly as possible.
Sales of 24 specifiedarticles and
The firm of Malhofer, Moore De- certain specified loans must comLong and Kragt was engaged to
ply with provisions of regulation
audit the books of the Chamber of

Commerce and the Tulip Time
Jahrinf Points to Gains of

Rulings on Installment

18,

ington and the question of the fact
of compliancewill frequently be
determinedby the answer to the
question, "Was it done in good
faith?"
This was stressed last Thursday
night by Hugh Oneill, Jr., representing the Federal Reserve
bank of Chicago at a dinner meeting sponsored in the Warm Friend
tavern by the Holland State bank
when he explained this regulation
as it affects Installment credit in
its interpretationand enforcement.
Mr. Oneill spent more than
two hours In answeringquestions
which were submitted to him,
covering the sale of certain types

of durable goods and how this
new regulationinvolves the exten-

AREA

MINTY

made

He

away

said that under the

lay-

plan, merchandise can be re-

tained by the seller until a aufflcient amount is paid in to make
the down payment, then the contract is made on an 18-month
basis from the time the down pay-

ment

made.
He also pointed out that an
endorsed finance firm check
cannot be accepted as down payment because it shows that a loan
was made for a down payment.
A person desiring to pay cash
in full for a listed article may
borrow money to make the transaction, providing the money is
borrowed on a straight ban credit and not as an intallment loan
is

credit, he said.

In introducingMr. Oneill
Henry Maentz, president of the
sion of credit.
bank, said banks come under more
Mr. Oneill pointed out that
regulations than any other busithe words "in good faith" are used
nesses but that regulation "W" effrequently in the regulation befects all merchants and dealers as
cause it is of vital importancein
well as the public. Mayor Henry
its enforcement.
Geerlings pronounced the invocaHe also stressed the point that
tion.
whether the deal complies with the
provisions of the regulation or
is a violation can be determined
on the basis of "good faith."
The regulation,he said, has not
outlawed installment credit as
Mrs. Fred Berens was most
many believe but it seeks to curtail pleasantly surprised on Thursday
the volume of installment credit evening. Oct. 9. at the home of
on certain durable goods and on her children, Mr. and Mrs. John
some types of loans; it makes a Dyke of Hudsonville, the occadistinction between installment sion being her birthday anniverloan credit and installment sale sary. Included were Mr. and Mrs.
credit. It went into effect last Gerrit F. Berens and Glenn, Mr.
Sept. 1 and, among its purposes, and Mrs. Nelson Dekker, Mr. and
alms to restrict certain types of Mrs. Lou Steenwijk, Mr. and Mrs.
Installment credit uatil the na- Gerrit De Haan, Mr. and Mr*.
tional defense efforts have been Peter Talsma and Fred Berens.
completed and to build up a "back- Mr. and Mrs. J. Van Der Molen
log" of sales demand for articles were unable to be present. Renow being limited under the regu- freshments were served and a

Beaverdam

Thousand Dollars Marked

AAUW
Mann

Bring
Holland

to
to

WANT-ADS
_ _

__ ____ _
_

LOANS -

Decisions to bring Erika Mann,
distinguisheddaughterof Thomas and Mesdames Henry Steffens and
Mann, one of the first intellectual J. D. French. In charge of ushers
exiles from Nazi German, to Hol- will be Misses Marian Shackson,
land In November, was made Gwendolyn Gold, and Leona V.
last Thursday by the Holland Hautau and Mrs. John D. White.
branch, American Association of Mias AdelaideDykhuizen will be
University Women at their open- in charge of entertainment.

Holland Loan Awodatiotr
10 West 8th, 2nd floor
It’s tragic: When «
the heat of a hot iron rqina a
button, right before your very
eyes, it’s downright vexing.
Avoid that possibility by seeing
that all wash garments you buy
are equipped with genuine Pearl
Buttons.

YES, MA’AM,

•

for Consenrarion

Mdnthly programs of the branch
ing tall banquet In the Marine
room of the Warm Friend tavern. will be devoted to the work of the
in Ottawa
Mias Mann, author of several standingcommittees. On Nov. 6,
Grand Haven, Oct. 16 (Special) books and one of the moat out* Mias Dykhuizen will be in charge
spoken critics of Nazllsm, will ba of a program on Fellowships in the
—The Ottswa county board of presented here in a public lecture home of Mrs. Merriam, it was ansupervisors,resuming its October In Hope Memorial chapel Nov. 13, nounced.
sesjlonWednesday afternoon, vot- It waa decided by the group. SevCommittee chairmen for the
ed to set aside $1,000 for the west eral members of the local branch year Include: fellowships, Miss
Ottawa soil conservation district. heard Miss Mann last spring at Dykhuizen;Internationalrelations,
the National A. A. U. W. convenHunter Herlng, former supervi- tion In Cincinnati, and are en- Miss Hagen; education, Mrs. Bishop; economic and legal status of
sor who is associated with the soil thusiasticover plans to bring her
women, Mrs. J. J. Brower; social
district, told the board the dis- here.
studies, Mrs. Leon Moody; memMrs. James Brierley, president bership, Miss Shackson;publicity,
trict was carrying out work auof the branch, extendedgreetings Mrs. French.
thorized by the supervisor* and,
on the opening of the fourth year
Miss De Meyer is secretary of
therefore, was leaving the ques- of activity. The branch now numthe branch, and Mrs. Eash is treastion of funds to a decision of the bers 41 members. Year books, ar- urer.
board.
ranged by Miss Evelyn Steketee,
Brief reports were given of an
He also said a fire tower was vice-presidentand program chair- A. A. U. W. round table in Grand
needed. This proposalwas refer- man, were distributed.Attractive Rapids recently attendedby sevred to the conservation commit- table decoration* were arranged by eral of the branch. A similarround
tee. The $1,000 appropriation was Mrs. Orlie Bishop and Mrs. Ralph table will be held Feb. 23 In Ann
voted on motion of Supervisor Eash.
Arbor. Miss Shackson Introduced
Henry Geerlings. Holland mayor.
Miss Steketee wai appointed several new members, and Miss
In other business,the board was general chairman of the Erika Hagen presented new* flashes from
Informed by Dr. Ralph Ten Have Mann lecture. In charge of tickets national headquarters.
of the county health department will be Miss Hazel De Meyer,
A number of the members dethat Miss Ermyl Manni, who was chairman, Mrs. W. S. Merriam, cided to organize a book review
appointed to succeed Miss Leone Mlia Margaret Gibbs and Mrs. group under the chairmanshipof
Britton while she takes a public Eash. Mrs. Bishop, publicity chair- Miss Caivert.
health course in Ann Arbor, plans man, will be assisted by Misses
The remainder of the evening
to reside in Holland as soon as Beatrice Hagen and Ruby Calvert was spent socially.
she becomes familiar with her
work. Dr. Virginia B. Winteroff,

$25 to

No Endorsers— No Delay

Overisel
The Ladles' Aid and
Guild of the Christian 1
church held a sal* on
evening of last week which wai
well attended and succeatful
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Nienhula and
son, Ronald, of Holland vlaitodat
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ean
Nienhuls last Wednesday evening.
Mae and Hazel Lampen and
Mrs. Marvin Vander Kooi, aQ of
Grand Rapids, were seen In them
parts calling on friends and rela*
tives last week Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Melste
played hosta recently to Miss
Esther Albers, a relative, who
haled from Bellingham, Wash.
The Rev. and Mrs. John Bar-

W

tel of Reading, Minn., are enjoy-

ing their vacation here at
enL

pm*

Mr. and Mrs. George Schreur
entertainedthe following guests
last Friday evening: Mrs.
Schipper, Mr. and Mrs. A.
Veldhuis,Mr. and Mil. Jacob
Kleinheksel and Mrs. Dent Jaarda
of Grand Rapids.
Mr. and Mrs. Sander Schipper,
Susan and Jerry, of Kalamasno
were gueets last Sunday of Mr.
and Mrs. Harold Kronemeyer,
i

&

newly-appointed dentist, residesin
Holland.
Three requests for appropriations were referred to the finance
and budget committee. They were
presented by N. J. Smith of Coopersville in behalf of the Ottawa
All-American, the superior ratCounty Bee associationwhich re- ing awarded to high school papers, on the make-up of its editorial
Mill Loraine Pomp, who
ceived $150 last year, by Mrs. Hsr- has been won by the Holland High page, typography and printing. The
teaches In one of the Reed City
vey Walcott on behalf of the Ber- Herald, bi-weekly publication of remaining seven papers in this
schools, returned to that city
lin fair which received$300 a Holland high school. Edited by Mil- group were awarded second class
Sunday afternoonafter spending
year ago, by William Vander Laan, dred Scholten, copies of the Her- ratings, given scores from 200 to
the week here with her parents,
395.
president,in a telegram in behalf ald for the second semester of the
Mr. and Mrs. Julius Pomp. Acof the Hudsonville fair which re- last school year were entered in
Out of tjie 51 school printed cording to custom her school Wat
ceived $200 last year.
the 25th All-AmericanCritical papers from schools with enroll- closed during the week because of
Mrs. Walcott said the Berlin Service for secondary school news- menu ranging from 500 to 2,500, potato digging
II &
best thought of the community. died July 2, 1936.
lation.
lovely gift was presented to Mrs. fair this year gave $514.85 for 4-H papers conductedby National over 11 papers received AU-Amer- Jacob and Lester Kleinheksel
Less
than
24
hours
after Mr.
premiums of which the state paid Scholastic Press association. *
ioan rating.
It is the function of the board to
These listed articles include the
accompanied Harold Klelnhekael
Windberg’sdeath, a grandson, following: "Automobile(passenger Berens.
consider and discuss what are the
All-AmericanIs the highest rat- ' Belldes Mildred Scholten, the on a bus nets trip to Lansing on
grocery and canned goods one half. Cost of all premiums
Thomas.
Joseph,
was
bom
to
Mr.
various needs and requirements of
cars designedfor the purpose of shower was held for Mr. and totaled $2,264.23.She said Kent ing possible. The Holland High editor, the following journalism Friday.
our city for its future welfare and and Mrs. Joseph Windberg.
transporting less than 10 passen- Mrs. Angus Brower at the home county does not appropriate funds Herald was one of two out of a students took pirt In producing
Mr. and Mrs. Georgs Wedeven
development
gers, including taxicabs; aircraft of Mr. and Mrs. Adrian Brower for the fair although the fair’s total of nine entered In Its class to the 1941 Holland High Herald: and children, Gladys, Joan
"We realize that in a growing
(including gliders),power, driven on Wednesday evening. Those president and vice-president and receive this award. It waa listed Margery Prince, feature editor; Laverne, of Holland were
city such as ours, there is a large
boats and motors designed for present were Mr. and Mrs. Mel- some of the exhibitors are Kent as a newspaper printed bi-weekly Robert Helrigel and Wayne De evening dinner guesta of Mr.
number of projects,all of which
use therein, outboard boat motors; vin Brower of Kalamazoo, Mr. county residents. Smith gave each In the school print shop of a public Neff, sports editors; Carleen Mrs. Justin Brink.
can not be undertaken at once but
school with an enrollment of 500 Stroop, ad manager, and Robert
motorcycles two or three-wheeled and Mrs. M. Veele, Mr. and Mr*. supervisor a jar of honey.
Mr. and Mrs. Jamas Nyhuls of
(From Today’s Sentinel)
will be undertakenin the course
The
board's attention was call- to 899.
Chester
Weener
and
Mr.
and
motor
vehicles,
including
motor
8
Barry, Edwin Dykema. Arthur Holland celebrated their 37th
Saturday being St. Luke and
ed to the revenue obtained from
of time. It will, therefore,of necTo receive the All-AmericanHeemstra and Clarence Buurma, wedding anniversary last Sunday
Evangelist Day, there will be a bicycles); mechanicalrefrigera- Mrs. Joy Hungerink and Mr. and
essity have to be a long time proMrs. J. Brower of Holland, Mr. the photostat machine in the honor, the score had to total above mekt-hp men. These students at the home of Mr. and lira.
celebration of the Holy Commun- tors of less than 12 cubic feet
gram and it will be up to this ion at 9:30 a.m. in Grace Episco- rated capacity; washing machines, and Mrs. Eugene Brower of Vries* office of the registerof deeds. He 600. The number of points received worked under Mlssi Beatrice Hag- James Kleinheksel and John Ny*
board to decide which project is pal church.
for household use; ironers for land, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Brower stated that a revenue of between by the school paper was 1,060. Ex- •IV Journalism advisor,and Dallas hula.
the most urgent and what we are
Instead of the regular prayer
home
use, suction cleaners for of Ohio, and Howard Brower. $25 and $28 has been received ceptionallyhigh ratingswere given C. Ruch, printing advisor.
Miss Maibelle Geiger’s guidgoing to stress as our program for
Many useful things were present- monthly since the installationof
meeting In the Reformed church
ance group in Holland high school household use; cooking stoves and
this year.”
the machine and that for the first
on Sunday evening there will be n
took charge of chapel exercise* ranges with less than seven heat- ed.
The children of Mr. and Mr*,, two weeks of October $41 has been
Mr. Jalving listed the following this morning. Billy Rauch served ing surfaces; heating stoves and
preaching aervloe with Harold
as some of the problems to be conOhlman
planned a delightfulsur^ realized.
Leestma,a senior of the Western
space
heaters
for
household
use;
as chairman and June Tubergen
prise for their parents Wednes- , Peter H. Van Ark of Holland
sidered by the board: Community
Seminary, In charge.
as chaplain. A radio quiz program electric dishwashers for household
day evening Oct. 8, the occasion gave a report of the welfare comhouse or youth center, band shell,
The Women's Missionary aoelaty
followed with Don Ver Beek as use; room-unit air conditioners;
being their 45th wedding anni- mittee’sconvention in Calumet
developmentof the Netherlands
of
the Reformed church met
sewing
machines
designed
for
announcer. Bill Rauch and Franversary. Those present were th$ and Houghton in July.
museum, developmentof the south
Wednesday afternoon,Oct 8.
ces Van Leeuwen as questioners household use; radio receivingsets,
children Mr. and Mrs. George
part of the city, enlargement of
A request was received from Painting a dark picture of the
The pastor, Rev. H. W. Pyle, waa
and Luella Pyle and Mildred Sale t>honographs or combinations; mu- Ohlman and Mr. and Mrs. Chris
the airport, harbor and lake imSimon Borr, chairman of the Ot- encirclement of the United States circled and bottled up on the con- the speaker.
as score keepers. Representing the sical instrumentscomposed prinDe Jonge of Beaverdam, Mr. and tawa county council of defense,
provements and docking facilities,
The Christian Endeavor society
tinent of Europe, and he lacks
senior class were Bill Lamb and cipally of metals; householdfurMrs. Bernard Sharpe and Judith Holland, asking for an appropria- If Hitler wins the "revolution'1 textiles, alloys and petroleum of the Reformed church met on
tourist and resort activities, housnaces
and
heating
units
for
furPaula Brower; junior, Lela VanKay, Mr. and Mrs. Lester Ohl- tion of $150 to be used for office in Europe, and blaming the for- product*. German blood has been Tuesday evening. “Other Church*
ing and defense.
denberg and Halbert Elferdink, naces (including oil burners, gas man and Clyde of Zeeland, Mr.
"With this in mind, I have apexpenses, such as telephone calls eign policy of this country during flowing freely and there is no •s In Our Community,” waa the
conversion
burners
and.
stokers);
and sophomore, VirginiaBender
and Mrs. G. Veldman, Mrs. Mar- and stamps. This was referred to the past 20 years for the present question but that Hitler Is wear- subject. Joe Schipper was the
pointed a number of standing comand Tom Bulson. The senior and water heaters, water pumps, garet Dalman, Mr. and Mrs. Willeader. Special music wu furnishmittees to whom these various
precarious situation, Mrs. Caro- ing his people down, she said.
the finance committee.
junior classes tied with 15 points plumbing and sanitary fixtures, all liam Rief of Holland, Mr. and
ed
by a girls' trio oompoaad of
matters can be referred and with
line
Judkins
Longyear
of
Lansing
In
spite
of
these
encouraging
the sophomore class had 13 designed for household use; home Mrs. Anthony Barnes and son,
whom the secretary-managercan and
delivered a thought-provoking and facts, Hitler is still marching on, Shirley Pyle, Eunice Schipper and
air conditioningsystems, attic venpoints.
Mrs. Ella Barnes of Grand Rapconfer but whom, I hope, will take
challenging lecture before mem- and there is only one thing that Florence Voorhorst.
John Vroski, stationed at Camp tilating fans; new householdfur- ids, Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Huyser,
Last week Wednesday evening,
bers of the Woman’s Literary can defeat him, the speaker said.
the initiative in the development
Robinson, Ark., is spending a 15- niture (includingice refrigerators, Mr. and Mrs. Peter D. Huyser,
club Tuesday afternoon.
of their particularactivity and see
American industryis the factor Mrs. Earl Albers entertained with
bed
springs
and
mattresses
but
day furlough at his home, 1 River
Mr. and Mrs. William Barnes, Funeral services for Mrs. Jerry
Taking as her subject, "The which will turn the tide. First a surprise birthday party for her
it through its final fruition. With
excluding floor coverings,wall covAve.
Jacob Barnes and Mrs. Agnes Kuiper, 65, were held here Mon- World Revolution," Mrs. Longyear Hitler 'must be defeated, then a husband. Games were played and
the enthusiastic support of this
erings,
Braperies
and
bed
coverGerrit Hesselinkof West SevBarnes of Beaverdam.
two- day in West Olive. She spent her stated that the most potent wea- satisfactory government must be a two-courselunch
served.
body of citizens,nothing is imenth St. is confined in Holland ings); pianos and householdelec- course lunch was served by the former days In this community.
pon in the hands of the revohK establishedin Germany which will Guests present were Mr. and Mrs.
possible,” he concluded.
tric organs.
hospitalfor treatment
children and a very happy time
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Schermer of
Glen Albers of Hamilton, Mr. and
The committeesfollow:
He would not predict whether was had by all. Those unable to Vriesland were guests of their tlonistsagainst civilizationtoday be favorable to the German people
Members of the Friendly Comer
Is discontent.The sins of civiliza- and make peace with the world, Mrs. Floyd Albers of Grand RapBudget and Finance—Alfred C.
Sunday school class of Trinity addition articles would be listed in be present were Mrs. Jacob parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. K. Lan- tion itself are the cause of the she said in closing.
Ids, Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Plasman,
Joldersma,chairman, Phillips
Reformed church and their hus- the future.
Barnes, Mr. and Mrs. Dan Bekius ning, recently.
turmoil in the world, and the
Mrs.
George
Pelgrim
presided Glenda Mav and Ronald Lee of
Brooks, William J. Brouwer, CharHe explained that straight loan and Mr. and Mrs. John Ohlman. The Ladies Aid society held its
bands will have a class party in
second world .war may be attribu- and Introducedthe speaker. An Zeeland, Mr. and Mrs. Johnny
les R. Sligh, Jr., and A. W. Tathe Temple Courtesy club in the credit is not covered by the reguMr. and Mrs. John Feenstra annual sale Wednesdayafternoon ted to the fact that the average appeal for volunteerworkers in Plasman and Jerry, Ben Albers,
haney.
Temple Furniture building Friday lation when it is to be repaid in spent Sunday with their children with M. De Kleine as auctioneer. man in Europe couldn't make a Camp Fire wgs made by Mrs. Eleanor Albers, Jake Ernest,
Residential and Home Building
one single payment. It is an install- Mr. and Mrs. Karl Feenstra of
Marion Albers and Robert NknMr. and Mrs. John Hubbling of living,she said.
Lloyd Reed, local director.
—Ruben Nyenhuis, chairman, J. at 7:45 p.m.
Pvt. Ray De Goed, stationed at ment if the obligor undertakesto Grand Haven.
Sioux Falls, S. D., visited in the
Next Tuesday an autumn tea huls.
The
speaker blamed the conLester Essenburg, James H. KlomCamp Livingston, La., is spend- repay in two or more payments Mr. and Mrs. William Barnes home of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence De duct of the United States in the and open house will be held in The Rev. Henry Tellman of
parens, John Van Dyke and D.
ing an 18-day furloughwith his and comes under the regulation, spent the week-end in Chicago Vries this week.
abandonmentof the League of the club house. Arrangements are Palmyra, N.Y., is spending a few
Bolhuis.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry De he said. A straight loan can be re- with Mr. and Mrs. William HeppLast week the Vriesland ball Nations and high tariffs following being made by Mrs. W. G. Winter weeks here with his relatlvaa. He
Defense Committee — John De
newed by the obligor and still does ner.
Goed.
team played the Drenthe team at the first world war, and declared and Mrs. L. G. Stalikamp assist' U also meeting his childrenIn
Wilde, chairman, Henry Ketel, W.
Mr. and Mrs. Angus Brower Drenthe and lost.
Miss Marie Pape of Cleveland, not come under the regulation,he
that "we are now paying for that ed by Mesdames W. J. Olive, Ken- Holland, Dr. and Mrs. Edwin Tell- i
E. Dunn, Neal Tiesenga, C. C. AnOhio, is spending a week with Mr. added, unless there was an agree- and son who arrived here recently
neth De Pree and John Dethmers. man and daughter, who are enjoyJames
H.
Ter
Haar
and
Janet
conduct."
dreaaon, Joe Kramer, Vaudie Vanment at the inception to renew from the Belgian Congo Mission Print were united in marriage
and Mrs. Henry De Goed.
"Democracy as our forefathers The newly formed child study ing a brief furloughfrom their
denberg, Frank Lievense,Eldon
With the opening of hunting upon a reduction in principal. ' station, Central Africa, are now Friday evening. They will make conceived it and fought for it is group under the chairmanshipof work in the army camp In
W. Dick, Randall C. Bosch and
He also explained the use of residing a half mile south of this their home with Mr. and Mrs. not dead unless we let it die," Mrs. Clarence Becker, met for or- Louisiana.
season Wednesday, several hunter*
Simon Borr.
brought their game to the home statements of necessity which are village on the farm of their bro- Harry Ter Haar.
Bert Kleinheksel, Mr. and Mrs.
she said. 'This world revolution ganization and outline of study
Transportation — John Cooper,
Stanley Welters and Ivan were
of Norman Dunn, 122 East 25th required In certain circumstances. ther, Howard Brower, vacated
Mrs.
H.
Van
Rhee
has
sold
her
projects
before
the
regular
meettoday
is
carrying
out
to
the
logchairman, John Van Dyke, Jr., W.
St., for a stag pheasant dinner If there is any doubt as to whether this spring by Arie Knap.
house in Zeeland and will build ical end the immoral and un- ing. Civic Health committee also among the guests at a birthday
H. Stolp, B. J. Rosendahland Leo
Donna Brunzelle celebrated her a new house in the villagehere. Christian behavior of our world, held a short business meeting. party at the home of Mr. and
honoring Lester Venhuizen who one is required, the dealer should
Loew.
came from Cleveland, Ohio, for take the statement to protect fifth birthday anniversary on
re. John Griep in Holland lut
The Sunday school class of Al- and unless this revolution is
Roads and Highway — Andrew
Saturday, Oct. 11, by entertain- bert H. Lanning met in the home beaten, democracy cannot have
the hunting season. Among those himself,it was pointed out.
week Wednesday evening, who;
Klomparens, chairman,Harry
He told his questioners that the ing a few of her friends over for of George J. Van Rhee in honor of another chance.”
were honoring their father, John
present were Venhuizen, Dunn,
Plaggemars,William C. VandenKleinheksel, also of Holland, os
Heinle Venhuizen, Bern Deters, regulation,in relationto the spec- the afternoon. Present besides her Earl Brouwer who left for training Many sincere men — so-called
berg, Carl Harrington and Arie
his 76th birthday anniversary.
Herm Van Kampen, Marv Rout- ified types of installment credit, sisters, Patsy and Fae, were Dor- camp Wednesday.
isolationists — believe the revoluTer Haar.
Mrs. Mabel Kramer and her
Mrs. H. J. Hoffman entertained
ing, Gerrit Lokker, Bill Schuitema, must be complied with but it does othy Vereeke and Florence De
• Port and Harbor — Charles R. Joe Kleeves and Maurie Brower. not prevent a dealer or lender Boer, Norma, Shirley and Helen TTie following officerswere el tion can’t be stopped and that mother, Mrs. Mae Van Zee of at her home on Saturday afterthif country must look first to its
ected
at
a
meeting
of
the
Men's
Sligh, Jrn chairman,James Dick
Jenison park called on Mrs. Grace noon the following:Rev. and Mr*.
Mrs. Clara Looman returned from specifying stricter,terms. Hungerink.
society Monday evening: Rev. L. own defense and not send aid to
Boter, Henry S. Maentz, Chester
E. Howell Wednesday afternoon.
The Rev. W. Hilmert of ZeeBartel, Mr. and Mrs.
atuT
Wednesday to her home on route No credit can extend longer than
Veltkamp, president;Nick De Britain, she explained.
Van Tongeren and Harry HarringMrs. Moyers Is ill at her home Bobby, Mrs. G. Vande Riet,
land
conducted
services
at
the
18
months
and
no
monthly
install2, Holland, after spending seven
Twenty
years
ago
the
United
Witt,
vice
president;
Henry
W.
ton.
Mrs. Gerrit Beitman,Mrs. Albert
weeks in Zeeland hospital for ment can be greater than of any Reformed church Sunday. A stu Timmer, secretary; John E. Van States was the leading power in on Sand Hill road.
Publicity and Advertising
George Roberts of Sand Hill Meiste, Mrs. John Lampen, Mrs* ,.
preceding month, this being done dent from the seminary is ex
treatment.
the world. Today, surroundedby
Dam,
treasurer.
Henry Carley, chairman, Marvin Miss Wilma. Weyschede, who to eliminate "balloon" payments. pected to be In charge of the
road was entertained In his home Sena Arink, Mrs. Fanny HubGerrit R. Hunderman celebrat- warring nations, she is forced td
Lindeman, W. A. Butler, John L.
by his family . Sunday evening on
underwent an emergency append- If the purchaser’s main source of services on Sunday, Oct. 19.
ed his 50th birthday anniversary build a powerful navy to protect the occasion of his birthday an- man and Gladys Hulsman.
Van Hula and Harold Klaasen.
The sacrament of baptism was
Mrs. James Kleinheksel,Sr.
ectomy in Holland hospital last Income is seasonal, monthly payher interests.
last
week
with
friends
and
rela
Airport COmmlttee-P. T. Cheff,
led the prayer sendee in the Rf*
Friday, has been moved to the ments can be ommltted or reduced administered Sunday afternoon tives.
"Badly led down the wrong niversary.Gifts were presented.
chairman, Willis A. Diekema and
Mr. and Mrs. George Howell of formed church Sunday evening.
home of her parents, 24 West In four out of the 18 months, he to Glenn Jay, son of Mr. and
Miss Ruth Timmer was honored road in her foreign policy, men,
C. 3* McLean.
Jenison entertained Mr. and Mrs. "The Crown of God’s Creation”
Mrs. Gerrit F. Berens.
Third St.
explained.
armies
and
money
cannot
restore
Professional Committee
Dr.
The Adult Bible class will hold Monday evening with a miscel- her prestige unless the people, and Clifford E. Pitts and family of was the subject. Miss Ruth FopIf the purchasercan not meet
October birthdays will be cele0. Vander Velde, chairman,* Dr.
Its
annual business meeting Fri- laneous shower in the home of her congress rid themselves -of the Grand Rapids Sunday on the oc- pen sang.
brated at the regular meeting of his monthly payments by reason
William Westrate,Dr. H. P.
day
evening at the chapel. Rev. parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edward illusions which dictated UB. pol- casion of the birthdayanniversSeveral from here attended the
the Ladies Auxiliary of Eagles to of circumstancesnot foreseen at
Harms, Dr. R. R Nichols and Dr.
H.
Fikse
of South • Blendon will Timmer.
funeral services of Mrs. B. Bartelr
icies followingthe other war,” aries of the latter couple.
be held Friday at 8 p.m. in the the time the contract was made,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Edward
Van
Der
Harold 0. De Vries,
be the guest speaker.
Mr. and Mrs, Leonard Marque- which was held in South Olive.
hall.
the aeller may take a statement of
Slick of Kalamazoo visited their the speaker declared, "for the
Industrial Committee
H. S.
Harold
Bohl,
son
of
Mr.
and
(lant
of Leslie spent Sunday with Christian Reformed church oft.
rule
of
unlimited
debate
in
con
Mrs. Neal Sandy will be hostesa necessityand extend the credit for
Covell, chairman, Charles R. KirMrs. Paul Bohl and Miss Ruth parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Kruid- gress has prevented any president Mrs. Burt and family, North Hud- Tuesday afternoon.
£'
to the Welcome Corner class of another 18 months.
chen, 0. R. Hayes, 0. W. Lowry
Timmer
of Vriesland were united hof.
sonville road.
Relatives
here
received
the
aad
in
the
put
20
years
from
carryUnder,
certain
circumstances,
First Methodist church Friday at
and Kenneth Kemp.
in marriage Wednesday evening,
ing out a decided foreign pollcy.M Mrs. Fred Wagner of North news of the sudden death of Mrs. •
7:30 pjn. in her home, 143 Central additional merchandise can be
Commerce Committee— William Ave.
Oct 8, at the home of the bride’s
AT
IS
If Hitler’s revolution wins in Jenison entertained about 60 lad- John Wolterink of Forest Gruf* '
bought and consolidated into one parent*.
• J
J. Brouwer, chairman,John Van
Europe, Mrs. Longyear doubts les of. Grand Rapids Thursday At early Wednesday morning.
contract However, the amount
Tatenhove, Ben Steffens, Andrew
G.R.
Mr. and Mrs. Jake Hop and
that the- United States will be the Grange nail with e chicken
paid on the first contract cannot
DuM* and R.S. Friday.
Norma and Mr. and Mrs. Martin
able to defend herself."We will dinner. .
be used as- a down payment to be
Tubergen and Miss Ruth Frisbey 4 Grand Rapids, Oct 16
Tourist and Resort
Phillips
An have to buck the most enormous • O. R. De Wendt and family were Cemonhip of Ontieinf
added on the merchandise..
Brooks, chairman, H.H.O0U, John
were in Grand Rapid* Monday elderly Grand Rapids couple, who monopoly Imaginable, backed by entertained in te home of Mr. and
Dispatehei It
The down payment required-on
evening at the home of Mr. And had lived here more than 25 great mllitaiystrength. Hitler his Mrs, Gerald De Wendt Tuesday
Arendshorst, Henry Coating and
the listed articles came in for conHarvey Hod, w
who celebrated years, died In an Alpena hospital no gold, and every trade agree- evening celebrating the former’s
E. P. Landwehr.
Edward Dykstra, 38, Zeeland, siderable discussion. The regulaWashington, Oct. 16
CMc . and Public Activitiea
and Marian Jane Nash, 35, 'Hol- tion providesthat the required their* first wedding annivereary. on succeasive days as the result ment would be ' a barter agree- birthday anniversary.
Secretary of the Navy 1
Others present were Mr. and Mrs. of a. headon automobile collision ment, tor the Nazis use trade reDick Boter, chairman. Jay H. Den
•
;
Knox announced yestenlay.
down payment must be paid on or W. Kok, Mr. aad Mr»i J. Rooks
Herder,. Earner J. Schepera, Merin which they were involved Tun- lations to establish footholds In
. RATERINK TRIAL FRIDAY
Paul T. Bakale, 22. West Olive, before delivery of merchandise
plans are “well under wi *
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.'
Bill
Rooks.
rick
day afternoon, near Alpena.
Hanchett and George and Geraldine Vanden Berg, 20,
foreign lands,” she said. "All this „ Grand Haven, Oct. 16 (Special) eventual navy censorship
and the aeller cannot , eell if hi
Mr. and Mrs. H. Bowman and
Damson.
They were Mr. and Mrs. John would call for a revised economy —The trial of Bernard Raterink, going oversea
Ferrysburg;Jerald .Dozeman, 20, knows there has been a tide loan
Alfred spent Sunday evening with B. Olney. Mrs. Obey, 72, died which would be distressing to
omparens, chairman route 3, Holland, and Julia* Mae
30, 9 West Ninth 8t, Holland, *to prevent the
to pay the down payment If Mr, and Mn. Gerrit Lubbers at
Tuesday night and Mr. Olney, 68, millions of people, and we might charged with taking Indecent lib- tary, naval
and highway Comultema, 19, route 2, Zeeland; there is a trade in, the payment
Noordeloos,also attending the died Wednesday night.
mittee, presenteda report of a
become the nation of substitutes.” Mika, with a five-year old Hoi- mation to
Evans Colton, 29, Grand ia figured, on the baknee. of, the
hymn sing at Noordelooschurch. ' (Mr. Olney, state sales manager
In some ways the outlook Is land girl, will start Rridaiy At powers.”
. and Virginia M. Lumsden, purchase price and the trade in,
of the American Type foundry,
18, Grand Haven.
with exception of Automobiles, SUBSCRIBE tt* SHE
pwrtA4n‘ b€fore a ^ury circuit
was well known In Hollaed.),
people,

Requiem high mass will be sung
"The value of a Chamber of
at 9 a.m. Saturday by the Rev.
Commerce, both to its membership
Theodore J. Liebek In St. Mary’s
and to the community, is based
church, with burial in Spring Lake
potentiallyon what it aims to do,
township.
and practicallyon what it in fact
The rosary will be recited at 8
accomplishes for community betp.m. Friday at the home of the
terment. Having a definite stateson.
ment of what it aims to do, conSurviving are the following chilverts a large part of the Giamdren: Mrs. Fred Sorenson of Nunber's potential value into actual
ica, Mrs. Russell Straley of Musvalue.
"A Chamber of Commerce is kegon, Ernest of Muskegon
Heights, Joseph of Spring Lake
primarily a project organization.
The program of work should em- township and nine grandchildren.
body the hope and purpose of the A daughter, Mrs. John Wolovlek,
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Folds 1,000 Sheets of Paper in Five Minutes

Takes

a Picture te

Mak

FAVORS DUTCH

ARCHITECTURE

"Service’’is one of th« principal
Interested principallyto the de-

by-wordsof the officials and employes of the Holland Motor Express, Inc., largest truck trans-

Board Accepts 40 Acres
rl from Ottawa County

velopment of Dutch architecture
in Holland,Peter Elzinga, local
designer,first opened his office in

port firm in western Michigan.

Soil Unit

;

Forty acres will be added to the
Holland high school forest, northwest of the city, it was voted
Monday afternoon by the board of
education.

At the request of Miss Lida
Rogers, head of Holland high
school's biology departmentand
director of the reforestationproJect, the board acceptedan offer
of the Ottawa county soil conserThe ClevelandModel “O" fold% vation service to lease free the 40
acres located 80 rods north of the er, recently installedby the Steketee-Van Huis Printing Co., will
present acreage.
fold 1,000 sheets of paper in five
“It is a square forty and is
minutes. Its maximum sheet size
• somewhat like the rest of our
land," Miss Rogers said in a letter which Trustee Albert Van pointed out that the forest project
Zoeren submittedto the board. had a state-wide reputation and
Tart of it is a little more fertile that Miss Rogers while attendwhich will permit the planting of ing the University of Michiganthis
a greater varietyof trees— notably summer was in demand as a
hardwoods—and shrubs, suitable speaker to explain the operation of
the program here.
for game cover.”
In other business, Mr. Fell reThe conservation service,it was
•

the Peoples State bank building
In 1931 after moving here from
Grand Rapids.
In 1940, when the new Dutch
block at Ninth St. and River Ave.

Constant attempts are being
made by the company to improve
its "service" in order that the
customerswill receive this added
benefit. The company has operated its fleet of trucks through all
kinds of weather and under all
kinds of conditionsto provide
the "service" of which it boasts.
Many of the Holland Motor
Express’ early customers will remember back in 1929 when the
firm provided its trucking serfor parallelfold is 19 inches by 25 forms in the folder Is 65 and the vice with only two dilapidated
trucks. Today the company has
inches; maximum sheet size for number of folding sections is seva modem fleet of 98 units which
right angle fold is 19 by 25 also. en. The company is noted for all
The minimum sheet size is 4 by 6 types of printing jobs, large or has been built around one word,
"service."
inches. The number of different small.
The company has attempted to
do more than ’just transport
freight from one location to anPROPER
IN
other. One of the company’s
many services Is safety on the

was built and offices were designed on the second floor, he moved
to an office there and is now located in this building.Mr. Elzinga
was given an opportunityof designing his own place of business
and he made It as convenient and
as efficient a layout as possible.
Mr. Elzinga is associated with
Harry L. Colton of Grand Rapids,
a practicing architect for more
than 30 years. Two local men are
employed in the office drafting
department.

BALANCE

LAUNDRY LISTS

Number of candy stores In the
U.S. has declined from 63,265 in
1929 to 48,035 in 1939. Sales fell
from $571,549,000 to $295,000,000
ih the same period.

FEED IS ESSENTIAL highways.

William
manager
FOUR SERVICES the
Holland Cooperative
Zonnebelt,

of

Co.,

states that

chicken feed

Through a series of safety
meetings held from time to time,
the company has endeavored

to

should
make its drivers "gentlemen of
have the proper balance of pro- the highway" and to share the
vealed that the home economics
The West Michiganlaundry has tein, fats, carbohydrates,vita- road with other motorists.
departmentof the high school had
demonstrated both business and the equipment to provide four mins and minerals. All feeds sold
canning ability in preparing226 types of service; Wet-wash, Thrif- by this company are made to
contain these ingredients for the C.E. Union Plans
quarts of tomatoesand 457 quarts
T, rough dry and all finish.
rapid growth and development of
of tomato juice at a cost of 7 3/10
Halloween Party
Wet wash, Manager C. J. Tardiff chicks.
cents per quart for oral deaf, crippoints out, is launderedand reOne thing important in buying Plans for a union Christian Enpled and low vitality pupils in the
turned damp, ready to iron or dry. baby chicks is to obtain them from deavor Halloween party to be held
special education department of
Thursday night, Oct. 30, Were
Washington school.The economics Under the Thrif-T service, all flat flocks that have the ability to lay
made at a monthly meeting of
department,headed by Miss La- work is ironed and wearing ap- 200 eggs per year. To get this in- the union board Monday evening
parel is returneddamp, ready to sist on chicks from flocks that
vina Cappon with Miss Elizabeth
iron.
have been sired by R. O. P. males in First Reformed church with
Arendshorstas her assistant, outCharles Stoppels, union president,
All
flat pieces also are ironed for several years.
lined in a report that 40 bushels of
presiding. Harvey Koop, recreaunder
the rough dry plan, but in
tomatoes cost $46.35. Other extional leader, will direct the party
addition,all wearing apparel is air

explained, holds a lease on the
acreage from the county board of
• supervisorsand will sub-lease it to
the school on the same terms: a
lease for 50 years with 15-year
renewals up to 99 years. Miss
Rogers said that once the work
Was well established it would be
possible to secure a deed.
The conservation service will

sign a cooperator’s agreement
which will guaranteethe lease, a
toil survey and map of the area,
help and advise in planningthe
planting, sand stabilization as
needed, help in planting trees if
necessary and establishment of fire
g'XiBBr - With the possibleexception of
small amounts for trees eventually. the new project will cost the
school system nothing. Students
will provide the labor on the new
land as they have on the present
forest Although seedlings have

It

TRUCK FIRM

OF

SCHOOL FOREST

»

1041

16,

SERVICE IS ADH

ADD LAND TO

-der-* '7'

penses including10 cents for
dried by a new tumbler which
matches, brought the total cost to
sends 3,000 cubic feet of warm
$49.85.
fresh air per minute through the
clothing. This fluffs them beauU-

OTTAWA COUNTY
ABSTRACT A TITLE CO.
All Mattere Pertaining To
ABSTRACTS of TITLE
Given Prompt Attention.

9561

PHONE

F. B.

CITY HALL

KAMMERAAD

Painter - Decorator
Decoratebefore price advance

I

"We

Beautify Home*
Inelde and Outside”

429 College Ave., Phone 2810

activities.

SHORT SESSION

Announcementalso was made
of the vesper services next Sunday at 4 p.m. in Third Reformed

PHONE

2465

church at which time Pruth Mcfully.
Shower Compliments
Farlin, Negro tenor, will give a
All finish work is the most ex
Miss Jennie Thglen
song recital.Proceeds will beneFor Prompt
elusive service obtainable. Flat
Few things actually defy des- effective your ad would be if you
fit a Negro school at Piney
Miss Jennie Thalen was honored work is ironed perfectly and all
Efficient
guest at a surprise bridal shower wearing apparel is ironed on new
The board of police and fire Woods. Miss., and 'the Reformed cription,but the problem of jug- showed an actual photograph of
Dry Cleaning
gling the proper words into the the boat." <The picture, taken by
given in the home of Mr. and Mrs. air-driven, steam heated presses commissionersheld a short meet- church school at Brewton, Ala.
Service
correct places can be solved to a
been and may be obtained from John Morley Monday evening. The
and touched up by hand. This ing Monday at 5 p.m. in the office Irving Lemmen was appointed great extent when a picture is Mr. Engelsman,shows the Quest,
the state without cost, an increas- bride-elect was presented with
business manager for the play,
owned
by
Howard
Baxter
of
Grand
of
City
Clerk
Oscar
Peterson
at
work, Mr. Tardiff emphasizes is
‘The Mender," which the union used.
ed demand has made the supply gifts. Games were played and a more perfect than the finest hand the city hall.
Rapids.)
IDEAL DRY
limited. Up to 5,000 seedlings will two-courselunch was served by ironing.
The claim of Bert Zweering, 82 will present later. Final selection Even a boat— ordinarilydescrib"The picture attracts attention
“The House of Service”
be provided by the state and any Mr*. Johnny Weighmink, Mrs. Bert
West 17th St., for injuries and of the cast will be made tonight ed with no great difficulty—can and lends emphasis to the advertisCorner
Sixth and College Ave.
be
portrayed
much
more
vividly
with
Mrs.
Nina
Daugherty
as
others that may be needed may be Wieghmink and Mrs. John Morley.
loss of time he sustained recently
ing copy."
director.
John
Maassen
and
Gerby
a
photograph.
The
more
compurchased from the conservation
Those attendingwere Mr. and
FREE
DELIVERY SERVICE
BUSINESS
when struck by a police motorMr. Engelsman is equipped to
department at cost— about *3 per tfrs. Henry Wieghmink, Mr. and
cycle on 17th St. was referred to ald Pomp were appointed to take plicated the object, the more esIS ACTIVE 30
sential becomes a picture — espec- handle almost any kind of photo1,000 with an additional1,000 trees Mrs. John Wieghmink,Mr. and
City Attorney Clarence A. Lok- charge of properties.
graphic work. Having portable apially in advertising.
free.
Don
Lanij
union
extension
sutfrs. Bert Wieghmink and daughker. Mr. Zweering asked $6 doctor
paratus,
he can take indoor or outperintendent,
who
will
be
inducted
.Mr. Van Zoeren, Supt. E. E. ter, Joanne, Mrs. John Saggers, The Ottawa County Abstract fees, $1.92 for damage to his bi"Yes,’’says Commercial Photodoor pictures on the customer’s
Fell and others at the meeting Mr. and Mrs. James Kleis, Mrs. and Title Co^ located in Holland cycle in addition to money for time this week into army service, dis- grapher Henry J. Engelsman who
tributed schedulesof the flying has his studio at 46 West Eighth premises. He is a graduateof the
Henry Timmer, Mrs. William was organized about 30 years ago off from work.
New York Institute of Photogra- City Property, Subursquadron.
by
a
few
leading citizensof this
Reus,
Mrs.
Fred
Reus
and
daughSt., “it takes a picture to make
Police Chief Jacob Van Hoff reiftPiMMiro
phy and has had many years of
ban! and BiuintM propAnnouncement
also
was
made
city
who
felt
the
need
of
a
local
ter, Marian Gayle, Mrs Alvin Reus,
an ad."
ported that limited parking signs
experience.
of a state recreationalconference
erty. Farms and Vacant
Dining
larm Morley, Paul Jay Morley, abstract office.
"If
you
owned
this
beautiful
had been placed on the south side
A common and true statement is of 16th St. between River and which will be held Nov. 1 in the sloop and wanted to sell it through
Ronald Howard Morley and Justin
Lots, Rentals, Property
at tht
"Real estate is worth no more than Pine Aves. in compliancewith the ScribnerAve. Baptist church in an ad in The Sentinel, think how
Management Frontage,
Scott-Lufers
Lumber
Co.
DUTCH Saggers.
Grand Rapids with the Rev. Phil
its title."Hence it is always advis- board's recent orders.
Oldest Lumber Co In Holland
Macatawa
and
GRILL
Jenkins
as
leader.
Sales taxes on tobacco during able for a prospective buyer of real
City Clerk Peterson presented
LUMBER A BLDG. SUPPLIES
Michigan.
All societies were represented Miles Made Director
Coffea
1940 increased by 63 percent over estate to know that the chain of a letter from the Grand Rapids
Equipped to handle Building
1939 and yielded state treasuries title to the real estate about to be representativeof the Overhead Including First, Third, Fourth.
•hop
under FHA Plan
of
Crime
Commission
Trinity,
Sixth,
Bethel.
Central
about $97,000,000.
purchased is unbroken. There is Door Sales Corp. that its main
Park, North Holland and Eben140 River
Phone 3496
but
one
way
to
get
that
informaOffice
Home 3014
— •FECIAL
office at Hartford City, Ind., had ezer.
Nelson A. Miles, local attorney
tion and that is from an abstract advised him the door for the No.
Noonday Lunchta ..... 50c
and Ottawa county state repreVEEN and
prepared by a reputable abstract
Evonlng Dlnnors ....... I5o
engine house should arrive
sentative, has received notificaoffice.
there
by
Oct.
13.
Suipected
Prowler
HENRY TER
SUPER SERVICE
tion from President, Richard
Descriptions of parcels of land,
Commissioner William H. Deur
Warm Friend Tavern
SALES
TIRES BATTERIES
Makes Escape Here Hartshone of New Jersey that he
the recorded ownership,possible
GREASING liens as well as abstracts of title on suggestedthe clerk call the Seawas elected a director of the in- YOUR OLD8MOBILE DEALER
graves Corp. to inquire if the city's
Styled To LeadBody A Fender Repairing
any property located in Ottawa new pumper truck will arrive soon,
Darkness and rain aided a sus- terstate commission on crime at
Built To Laat
its
recent
session
in
Indianapolis.
county is readilyobtained from the in a recent letter, the company ad- pected prowler In making his esMr. Miles’ term expires in USED CARS OF ALL MAKES
Ottawa County Abstract and Title vised the board the truck would cape from Holland police Monday
Co., under the management of Vol arrive Oct. 13.
about 10:45 p.m. in 17th St. be- 1944. The commission was estabPhone 4551
lished and is maintained by the
ney R. Hungerford.
Police Chief Van Hoff reported tween Maple and Washington
Columbia Ave. and 8th St
48
states and the federal govern87 cases were disposed of during Aves.
Coal • Stoker Coal - Coke
THE THRILL OF A
ment.
Police
reported
that
as
they
September.Other police activities
LIFETIME
RED
COMB
CHICK
STARTER
for the month follow: Illegal were cruising along 17th St., they
OWNING
YOUR
Unema’i
Shoe
Service
FARM and GARDEN SEEDS
Electric Household
John Deere SPREADERS
parking violatorsordered to Judge saw the man run between two
“A Stitch In
;
OWN
HOME
Appliances
MILORGANITE FERTILIZER
230 River Ave„ Holland, Mleh Smith, 10; warnings for speeding, houses, get on his bicycle and ride
SAVES
J
for Loafer life!
[Let us help you with
for your lawna
2; warnings for stop streets and off in a directionopposite the po• ABC WASHERS
Insure
Now
£
your Building probights, eight; warnings for im- lice car. Before the officerscould
Opposite
Foil
Office
• GALE Electric Refrigerators
BEN L. VAN
j
J. Y.
terns.
stop the car, he rode between two
>roper
driving,
three;
warnings
for
Knoll k Knooilmizen
New Location— 177 Ct Yege 2 209 River Ave. Phone 1476
• ESTATE Electric Ranges
Estimate* Cheerfully Given
defective equipment,nine; warn- houses and disappeared. The man
M W. Ith
Phont $505
PHONE
2
ings for illegal parking, 13; miscel- was wearing a tan rain coat and
Yard— 192 E. 10th St
VAN DYKE-VOLKERS
flat
hat.
police
said.
laneous calls 72; accident calls
West Michifan Laundry made 22; doors found unlocked,
STATION
Walter Van Meeteren
Commercial and Residential
COMPLETE LAUNDRY AND
20; stolen cars, two; stolen cars reH. L COLTON - Architect
SMi? Ths ICE
8 W. 7TH
PHONE 3691
Industrial— Store Fronta
P. ELZINGA - Designer
covered, two; juveniles warned,
DRY CLEANING SERVICE
CM«tiMsl
REFRltEMTOR?
26 E. 20th St, Ph. 4529—2848
14;
juveniles taken home, eight;
Called For end Delivered
PLANS
fire calls made, five; solicitors and
No Nol»«, No Defrosting, No
407 W. 17th
Phone 9767
transients ordered out of the city, Machinery or Expansive Repairs
SUPERVISION
With Hair that
I
four; bicycles picked up, eight; Superior Pure Ice A Mach. Co.
207-203 Dutch Block Ph. 3312
ie difficult to
motorists who paid fines for over- •th A Van Raalte Ph. 2863
take
permatime parking, 34; warnings for
nent
a
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CLEANERS
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ISAAC KOUW
2364
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MOTOR

WASHING
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Time
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HOLLAND BATTERY

j]

HUIZENGA

I

7133

Builders

y

At Reasonable Prices

fhe Moving Parts
of Vour Car
iHavo less troubls and expense.

TULIP RESTAURANT
59 E. 8TH

State Street,on M-40

ST.

•

!

to

iacheller,D.
.c.
Palmer Graduate
X-Ray and Neurocalometer,

Keeps Out
Squeaks

achieve beautiful

Only 75o

Phone 2212

REAL

I
j

ESTATE

AND INSURANCE

WOOD
8L

SHIMMY

j

85 W. 8th

Phone 2948

INSURANCE

MORTGAGE LOANS

I JOHN GALIEN

•
cir

PH. 2464

See C.

SHOPPE
Avs.

AVE.

REAL ESTATE

Peloa’s Super Service
44 River Ave. Phone $457

results.

HOLLAND BEAUTY
River

m

Twice at Longj

THOROUGHLY

Service

190 RIVER

17

WEST STH STREET
PHONE 2512

1

HENRY J.ENGELSMAN
!

Commercial Photovnipher
4« Weet 8th St, Telephone 8N2

TmRm Hd

Is

Arranging

QUALITY FOODS
REASONABLE PRICES
\

being arranged in the Woman’s Literary club on Saturday,
Oct. 18, at 8:30 p.m. Miss Margaret Randels, Miss Hannah Parkyn
and various members of the camp
fire committee of the Womans
Literary club will serve as chaperones.
On Oct. 15 at 7:30 'p.m. in the
home of Mrs. Philips Brooks, a
meeting will be held for all girls
of high school age who are or have
been camp fire girls. All high
school girla who are interestedin
oining this group are invited to
ittend.So far dances have been
>eld after the football games on
Sept. 19 and Oct. 3 with attendarioe of over 200 at each.

30

138 Wait 19th Street
Phone 3492 For Reiervationa

Shop Here

And Save

FLOOR

Draper’s Market
34 E. »th

St

Phone 2172

SANDING

WORK
FINISHING

Scrubbinf

Polishing

NEW FLOORS SURFACED TO
PERFECTION.
Old Floors Mado Like Newl

W

m
w

TIRE
me

In

•

—

»e*Ha

ELECTRICAL
r SERVICE

£>

Wiring

—

Motors

PHONES

PERIOD DESIGNS

2

PETER

79 E. 24th

STEKETEE

St

R WHEEL ALIGNMENT
EOAIIPMENT
you’re air eat for safer,
mkal driving. Ineiat on
•irvlca through your deal-

®i/, si
mfjp iii

Phona

Hand Carved

Footstools

GIFTS

and Chairs

FOR EVERY OCCASION

For Needlepoint Handicraft

Kodaks, Film, Photo

%••••••••••••*•••••••••••••••••••
J

EXPRESS, INC.
5th and

G. BUIS & SON
UPHOLSTERING SHOP
18

K. 8th

Roofing and Asbaatas Siding

FLINTKOTC PRODUCTS

PARTS
Phone 2351

HOLLAND READY
ROOFING CO.
Northshore

Drlva

Phona

TWO

I

St

Phona 2187

$2.70 per 100

PRICES $2.65 per 100

,
9

REALTOR
, REAL ESTATE
and

DU SAAR
PHOTO A GIFT SHOP
10 E. 8th

St

Phona 2230

INSURANCE
THE DUTCH BLOCK

180 f. 8th

St

Phona

IMPORTANT 70

REMEMBER
That our service, despite
its deserved reputation
for high quality, may be
had for a very reasonable sum.

Iba.
Iba.

For Farmara Faading Thalr Own Milk
We Hava a Mash Q 12.40 par 100 lbs.

STEKETEE-VAN HUIS

Hofland Co-Operative Co.

Holland's Leading Printers

’88 1. 7TH

iT,

PHON1

.

"7.
t

'

Hashes « Feed
Hamilton Dairy, Calf, Hog
Turkay and Poultry Mashas and
Faeda are mada accordingto
formiitaa furnlahad us by Michigan Stats College Dairy, Ani-

mal Husbandry aqd

Poultry

dapartmantspecialists.
Hamilton Faeda and Mashes
ire mida of ths finast grains

Ph. 4*37-8281'.

“

f K, 10th St

—

and

concantrstea obtainable
why they give better
reeulte. They are made daily
and are fraahar,

That’s

Wa do not aubstltuteor taavo
out on account of high prices
of.

certain Ingredients.

Quality tonaldered are prieta
are lower.

FARM

Printing House, Inc.

PRINS SERVICE

Cantral Phona 3101-2

HOLLAND, MICH.

Finishing, Framing

Chicks.

YOU DAVE CASH

J

3368 2

CHICAGO INDIANAPOLIS
WAYNE SOUTH BEND
KOKOMO MARION
MUNCIE ANDERSON
HOLLAND MOTOR

FORT

Henry Costing

Balanes Par Vitamin* and Mlnarals
Fortified With Cod Llvar Oil
For Hatchablllty and Starting

Attachabla oil flltara protect your motor and get
moat out of any olL Gat
your filter todayl

BETWEEN HOLLAND
— and —

2402-4496

STARTING k BREEDING MASH

It

J
•

•Commercial Electric Shop*
•

INTERSTATE COMMON
CARRIERS

Fixtures:

WEAR?

and have
cheeked on our

so, 00

9*eoe6*e«So*o*MMMe——

HAZZARD & STULL

to the U. S.

*"

Lillian Beauty Shop
210 River Ave. Phona 2950

1

is

There are more than 4.000 perns who are 100 year* old or older

Reliable Bicycle Shop
Open Even’ge Edw. Voe, Prop.

i

In answer to the increasing demand for tickets, another sweater
dance

Siigla Bicyclu

For Rent— 25o and 15c per hour

AT MOST
Another Sweater Party

Z

Lubrication

youu can do at
home, but you
can’t expect to

dividends are great

8L

-

ROCK-A-CAR

Half the Job

Ths

Sheet Metal Work of All Kinds
J. WESTENBROEKA CO.
82 E. 8th
Phone 3394

overtime parking, 60.
He also reported the two cruisers patrolled 6,019 miles; service
car, 324 miles; motorcycles, 2,289
miles.

IHS Group

A

MODERN MOTOR
TRANSPORTATION

a

7:00 A.M. to 8:00 P.M.J
dally except Sunday

Mannes Super Service

nd

—

DESIGNS

OPEN

It lasts twice as long.

|

WOMEN
WANTED

MEALS

MARFAK

shampoo your
I'ltalr by yourself. Nor sat R

w

St

WELL PREPARED

TEXACO

Ml

Im

ST.

FUNERAL

ID

